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Opening address

Dr. L.B.J. Stuyt
Chairman of the Organization for Apptied Scientific Research TNO
The Hague
The Netherlands

It is my pleasure and privilige to welcome you at the tenth TNO-Conference.
Before reflecting on the theme we selected for this yearrs conference I feel prompted
to commemorate that to-day we are attending the tenth TNO-Conference in succession.
Also, I consider it useful to dwell for a moment on the why and how of these conferen-
ces.

Some ten years ago the question arose: Why conferences should not be held in Europe
of a type which had already proved to be very successful in the USA and Canada. At
such conferences, organized around a given theme, representatives of various dis-
ciplines held discussions and tried to understand each otherts points of view. When
thisquestionwasbroughttotheattentionof Prof. Ir. H.W. Slotboom, atthattime
chairman of the Organization for Industrial Research TNO, he came to the conclusion
that this ìüas a concept which fitted into the general tasks of TNO. Thus, he decided to
support this idea. tr fact, at t}nat time, he coined the phrase that such conferences
should be a trShow-window" for TNO. Looking back, I think Prof. Slotboomts vision
was right. Over the years, centering around various themes, we succeeded to bring
together the outlooks of thinking of R & D and of tåe financial and economic viewpoints.

I also feel justified to state that the TNO-conferences have been successful and have
attracted an international attendance of high caliber. Thus last year the maaagement
of TNO, when reviewing the puq)ose and the results of these conferences, decided to
continue their organization. We are glad that as a result of certain subjects, chosen
by the Advisory Committee in the course of years, both the Association of Dutch
Chemical Industry and the Federation of Metal and Electrotecbnical lrdustries become
co-sponsors.

I would like to say a few words on the Advisory Committee. As you may observe from
the programme, it represents a cross-section of the Dutch industry together with re-
pre sentative s of the sponsoring organízati ons.
Their task may not seem verJr arduous, it is nevertheless of great signÍficance. Once
a yealc they meet to decide on the subject of the next yearrs Conference. I gladly
acknowledge the important assistance they lend TNO in this way.

Over the years the Committee has chosen subjects related to products - in this respect
I remind you of the well-attended conferences on t'Synthetic Fibres" and "Plastics and
Metalst' - but also subjects related to managerial problems. In the latter category our
?th conference which dealt with the tAcquisition of Tecbaology for Innovationtrlvas, in
my opinion, an outstanding one. This subject was, by the way, a logical continuation of
our 6th conference dealing with the subject 'lOrganizing for lechnological Imovationr'.

the success of our conferences was in no small way due to the unerring efforts of
Prof. Dr. A, J. Staverman, who was the stimulating power in the Organizing Committee.
He also served our conferences as Chairman in a very successful and, I may say, also
in a very peronal way. Thus, when last year Prof. Stavermpn decided to resign from
the organization of the TNO-conferences, in view of his increasing workload at the
University of Leiden, this decision was very much regretted by the members of both
the Organizing and the Advisory Committee. It gives me much pleasure that Prof. Sta-
verrnan fourd time to accept our invitation to attend this conÍerence. We are glad that
we found Prof. Dr. G. J. M. van der Kerk willing to take over Prof. Stavermanrs task
and I am sure that he will prove a worthy successor.



However, I do not want to dwell on the past any longer and would lÍke now to turn to the

subject oi the present conJerence: Risk Analysis.

In our present-day society there is a definite tendency for technological systems to in-

""""a"-in 
size and compl&iry. This, of course, is not an auto-nomous process but

rather the result of our tendency to ôptimize both the technical and economic criteria
on which these tech¡ological syÀtemJare based. This tendency has resulted in an in-
creasing interaction beiween these technological systems and the social systems com-
posing our societY.'Undes"irabte and mostly unintentional influences of our technological systems on the
physical and ecol
þobti" - the most er
ãomplority of the àve

,."toät io"igftt in these complexities has cau¡ fear
that we wil-l not be able - like the apprentice sorcerer - to manage the forces we un-
leashed ourselves,
Theref that attempts have been ma e to

obtain eveloPments bY drawing uP

mental other social factors' The e

United States Office of Technology Assessment is just one e:rample of the aforemention-
ed attemps. Urgent needs are rãöognized for rathèr broad-based policy strrdies on the

impact o:n oo" sãciety of newly intróduced technologies and of e)<pansion of existing
technologies,

The aim of these studies - which are categorizedby the term I'TechnologSr Assessment"

- is to offer the decisionmaker, who is always working with uncertainties, a number
of analyzed alternatives resulting in - it is ho-ped - betterJounded decisions.
Within-this framework the subjeú of this confãrence - risk analysis as a basis for risk
management - Ís chosen.

Technology Assesment may be defined as an analysis of both "99:t"" and I'benefitsn of

the varioúi alternatives of a technologÍcal system. If we accept thís definition then
nisk Analysis can be distinguished fróm TA as being oriented rat¡er on f.he rrcostsil

aqpects and in particular how these rrcosts environ-
mènt, the capital structures and - in the e
From a stricily grammatical point of view phase of
the process whiõh acts as thebasis for Risl ical phase'

I¡ oider to fulfil his managerial task the de s disposal
t"Ñf"¿S" about the p""""þtiott of risks by individuals and groups, about the criterÍa
of accepîance of risks and about the way these criteria are formulated.
I¡ this ãonference we will use the name Risk Analysis for both phases of the assess-
ment process.

v¡ill be evident that Risk Analysis, as we wiII discuss
r be the sole responsibility of scientists and tech¡olo-
elf particularly well for an integrated approach by
Risk analysis.

I am sure it will become evident from the 
-cliscussions 

at this conference, that Risk
Analysis shows e:<treme diversity in methods and techniques, depending on the systems

studied. It is understandable thai a risk analysis of a system concerning dangerous

chemicals wiII be different from the risk analysis concerning very large datahandling

or communication systems. In turn these wilibe different from an analysis concerning

the i¡troduction of new medical drugs or the impact of certain measures of arms con-

trol and disarmament. n"i"g saidîhis, I would like to say tåa! in my opinion it would

have been unwise to widen ttrã scope of this conJerence too much'
fr t¡e next two days - "flãt 

t¡" måre introductory lectures we will concentrate on risks
involved in indust-ry, in -a¡or engineering constructions and on those concerning the

environment,
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From these q:<¿mples it will be clear wbat a pówerful tool risk analysis has become in
providing the decisionmakers with alternatives. But it will also be very_clear that the
-Àethods-and 

tecbniques macle available þ Risk Analysis will never be able to relieve
these decisionmakers flom nåkÍng the ultimate choice.
Decision makÍng will always rem^ain a creafive process.

Ladies axd Gentlemen, I would like to end here. I hope to meet you agaio to-night and
now I would lfke to ask Prof. Van der Kerk to start our proceedings.



Present Status of Risk Assessment

Dr. H. Otway
Joint IAEA/IASA Research Project of the l¡ternational Atomic Energ5r Agency
Vienna
Austria

The creation of an environment that can be interpreted as providing security and com-
fort is a basic human need. Historically, man has developed technologies that support
this need to view the world as a safe place to live. With the evolution of social systems,
political structures and philosophies bøsed upon security-seeking, tecblological iruro-
vatíons became larger and more complor and this capable of offering increasingly at-
tractive benefÍts; however, with this increase in scale, negative side-effects, or risks,
began to emerge as unanticipated threats to security and comfort. There were also
more subtle effects of technological development noted; they included complicated en-
vironmental interactions, feelings of dissatisfaction despite increasing standards of
living and a sense of isolation from decisions affecting socíal welfare. As a consequen-
ce the values that had been implicitly accepted by technology-íntensive societies be-
came increasingly subjected to challenge.

The number of debates about the suitability of technological developments suggests the
difficulties that have been encountered in attempting to reconcile tecbnological and so-
cial systems in public pla.nning and decision processes. Il ttre past, tecbnological and
socÍal systems have, to a large extent, been considered in isolation from one another.
The problem which has emerged may be conceived as that of synthesising comFlex
technÍcal data with the needs and wÍshes of the public - the reconcilÍation of technical
capabilÍties with social values. Risk assessment has come to describe studies oriented
toward providing Ínformation on technological risks, and their social aspects, for use
i.n decisions related to the management of risks.

The intent of this paper is to suggest an interdisciplinary framework for risk assess-
ment studies and to provide e><amples of the methodologies tbat might be used within
this framework. The status of these methodological developments will be summârised
and sample results will be given of applications to energy systems. Speculations will
be offered on the future of risk assessment - this year's tte><citing new research areatt,
or a research direction which has naturally evolved from the technological develop-
ments and social movements of the past decades ?

Figure 1 presents a theoretical risk assessment framework which was developed
(Otway, 19?3; Otway, 19?5; Otway and Pahner, 19?6; Otway, 1977) as a collaborative
effort by scientists from a number of disciplínes; it is in essential agreement with the
approaches used by other researchers in this area (Rowe, 1975; I(ates, 1976). This
fiãmework does not intend to portray the inter-astions between teclmological and social
systems in any rrreal-worldtr sense; rather, it illustrates the relationships among the
analyses, originating in various disciplÍnes, which may form a risk assessment study.
It v¡il| be noted that risk assessment is divided into three suFtopics: risk estimation,
risk evaluation and risk management.

Risk estimation is the identifícation and quantification of the risks associated with
technological systems, Risk evaluation is the measurement of social values and their
reconciliatton with risk estimates through the use of formal decision mettrodologies.
Public plarming and decision processes should not be mechanised e>rercíses. The ana-
lyses oi risk estimation and evaluation provide an ordered list of the options under con-
jideration. The prímary benefit of these quantified studies might be an improved under-
standing of the tècbnical and social systems being investigated, and the acquisition of
new insights into their interactions. Risk management, in realily a function carried out
at a higher political level than risk evaluation, considers the evaluated options in the
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light of the historical and political realities which surround the decision to be taken.
The result is a choice among the altematives offered or recommendations for modifi-
cations to technological systems to cþange theÍr risk characteristics. The emphasis of
tlris paper will be on risk evaluation.

RISK ESTIMATION

Risk estimation is the identification and quaatification of the risks posed by the tecb¡o-
logical system u¡der consÍderation. Methods for quaatification are the most highly de-
veloped part of the risk assessment process and thus will not be discussed in much de-
tail here. The Ídentification of new risks will continue to be an activity which requÍres
constant thought and attentÍon.

Unplanned Events

Unplanned events tåat might occur during normal operations have received consider-
able attention, arrd the metlodologies and procedures for tåeir qnalysis are reasorìably
well understood: identiJication of possÍble unplanned eveuts t¡at migth occur durixg
operation, such as accÍdents, sabotage or mis-use; identification of their consequen-
ces; aralyses of consequence rnagdtudes and their distributions in terms of time,
s¡lace, and social group; and, finally, an aralysis of the corres¡ronding probability dis-
tributions, and urcertainties, of all events and consequences. Early risk estimation
studies on unplanned events i:r nuclear power plants were largely carried out þ índivi-
ùral scientists on an ad hoc basis, e. g. , in the UK (Farmer , 7967; Beattie, 1967), and
in the USA (Otway, 1969; Otway, 1971). Well-financed, full-scale risk estimation
studies were carrid out later; the best loown of these is that sponsored by the US Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission, the ?lRasmussen Reportr' (1975). A sample result from
this study is shown in Figure 2.

Plarured Operations

Risk estimation begins with the identification of the consequences of planned operations
of the system. A sample result of a risk estimation study for projected plarured opera-
tions of fossil-fuel energ'y production systems is shown in Figure B (Niehaus, 1976).
Based upon a scenârio specifying energ'y demand, and the contributions of various
energ'y sources, results are expressed in terms of changes in one physical variable
(global average temperature change) as a result of CO2 emÍ ssíons.

Levels of Risk

Figure 1, Ín addition to physical risks to health and environment, also includes men-
tion of psychological a¡d social levels of risks. This refers to the potential effects of
perceived bazard upon psychological well-bsing of individuals and tbe resulting risks
to social a.nd cultural structures; this might also include risks to social structures and
values that could follow the availability of new benefits. One e><ample might be the
changes il life styles brought about through the increased personal mobility offered þ
the automobile. There are no quantitative methodologies available for dealÍng with
these 'lhÍgher order" levels of risk.

Status of Risk Estimation

The methodologies developed in analyses such as the US Reactor Safety Study seem to
be readily adaptable to other types of systems for the estimation of accident probabili-
ties. The consequences of radiation exposure, including late and genetic effects, can
be estimated t'with much greater confidence and precision than is the case for most
hazardous chemical and physical egents present in the . . environmentrr (NRPB, 1976).

the risks of several environmental insults, such as microwaves, and chemicals, ate



not very well known and, in some cases, are the subject of scientific controversy.
There áre many difficulties in determiningtheir risks; chemicals, for e>ømple, must
first be tested with bacteria and animals for mutagenicity - the ability to damage ge-
netic material. The correlation between mutagenicity and carcenogenicity (the property
of including cancer) is not loown, thus requÍring a series of long-term carcinogen
tests. Theie still remain uncertainties in e><trapolating animal results to humans. It
appears likely that procedures similar to those used to determine radiation et<po$lre
riÀks and to test pharmaceuticals r¡¡ill be applicable to this matter. The identification
of new risks will continue to be a challenging problem.

RISK EVALUATION

Risk evaluation may be thought of as the measurement of social values and their recon-
ciliation with technical risk estimates through the framework of formal decision-mak-
ing methodologies. The first four blocks in the risk evaluation part of Figure 1 refer to
thé social response to risk situations and its underlying deterrninants. .Social response
is clearly not-based only upon theoretical or statistical prediction of risk, but rather is
multiply-determined through a variety of psychological functions such as perception,
condiiiõning, and leartring.- Figure 1 indicates methods for inferring response which
are based upon attitudes, utility theory or statistical data; these methodologies arise
respectively from research in social psychology, management sciences and economícs'

Measures of Social Value: Methodolog'ies

Utility-based methods have been used primarily for assessing the decision-makersr (or
e.>çerts') expectation of trsocial utilityt'as a function of technical variables. Although
some of 

'these 
methodologies could, in principle, be extended to make utility measure-

ments on a public survey basis, the tecbnology for so doing does not et(ist at present;
therefore, this method will not be discussed further here.

Methods Based upon Statistical Data

One of the more primitive risk evaluation methods has been simply to put estimates of
risk I'into perspective" by comparing them to statistical measures of other risks ac-
cepted by society. This method can provide only an indication that a ne\l/ risk is too
high; it carurot predict that a new risk, simila¡ i¡1 megnitude to other e><isting risks,
will be accepted. Comparison of different t¡pes of risks lacks mearúng since each risk
is characterised by many variables other than its statistical e><pectation.

The effects of such variables upon risk perception were graphically illustrated by the
work of Fiscbhoff, et al. (1976) who, as part of a larger e><periment, asked a group of
Z5 subjects to rate thirty different technologies and activities on each of nine postulated
dimensionsof risk, e.g., degreeof volurrtariness, extentof individualcontrol, extent
to which the person oçosed knows about the risk, number of people e><posed, etc. Ana-
lysis showed that two orthogonal factors were sufficient to accourrt for inter-correla-
tions between items; they were interpreted as representing ttnew, involtrntary high
technology with delayed consequences for many peopletrand rrevents whose consequen-
ces are õertain to be fatal (often for large numbers of people) should something go

türongrr. These factors lryere labetled respectively rrTechnological Riskt' and "Dread
Riskñ, the latter refening to instinctive, unexplaíned fear, Figure 4 (after Fiscbhoff,
et al. j shows some of the 30 activities plotted in this two-di cal
space; this figure suggests that, in addition to the statistica psy-
chological factors pláy a significa\t pafr in their perception futili-
ty of éeeking to reassure people that, for example, nuclear power_is safe by comparing
iis low levels of risk withthe number of hours of skiing that would provide an equal
risk - in a psychological sense lhey ate not comparable. In fact, if this comparison
were intuitively made on the dimensions proposed in Figure 4, it would suggest to the
individual that nuclear power is much higher on both dimensions and thus have an ef-
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fect opposite to that intended.

The perspective offered by attitude formation theory suggests that attitudes toward ob-
jectJ, or risks, would tlpically be determined by five to ten attributes that are asso-
äiat"á *it¡ the âttitude ót5eø. The nature of the attributes will vary from one object,
or risk, to another as wili the relative importance of each determinant. Statistical data
on expected risk is only one informal input into the attitude formation process. An at-
titude formation model wilt be discussed in detail later.

The work of Starr (1969), based upon a statistical data approach, offered a broad philo-
sophical basis for beginning risk assessment studies and was instrumental in calling
aülention to the importance of risk concepts in public decision mating. National-level
statistics wer. usãd as a basis for estimating the risks and benefits from nine tecbno-
logies or activities. Based upon this analysis mathematical relationships were propos-

"d-b"tw""o 
some determinanls of risk acceptabilltyz /a/ perceived benefit and accept-

able levels of risk (R proportional to BÐ; /b/ tne ratio^of acceptable risk levels for
volrurtary and invotrìntä4rrisk exposure (a factor of f 0Ð ; and /c/ the 'þsychological
yard-stiõk" people use tô 5udge the acceptable risk levels (equivalent to the probability
äf death due to natural causeJl. Ttris method implicitly assumes that risk levels result-
ing from past decisions were somehow optimal, thus providing an adequate basis for
fuãure deõision making, and that those making the decisions had perfect lcrowledge of
the data which were subsequently reflected in the statistical compilations.

A subsequent study (Otway and Cohen, 19?5) found fault with the assumptions underly-
ing the methodology'and could not reproduce the numerical results using the same data
baie. The specifió-variables of interest in such an analysis are seldom recorded sepa-
rately in ttre ¿ata base; the numerical results were fotrnd to be o<cessively sensitive to
the aisumptions required to extract these variables from national-Ievel statistical data.

Further, there is tlie difficulty in proving cause-effect relationships between, for
example, risk and benefit or partiõipation in a risky activity and the actual risk level.
At prãsent, there is no evidence that analyses based upon statistical data could lead to
useful rules for specifying risk acceptability or its determinants.

An Attitude-Based Method

An alternative to the statistics-based approach is to use attitude as a measure of value.
Fishbein (1925) and his colleagues have developed a model of attitude formation over
the past decadê which has the feature of synthesising the belief and evaluative compo-
nents of attitude in a form which preserves the distinction between them. The belief
(cognitive) component represents knowledge-or opinions about the attitude object while
dtte-evatuátive component is a measure of affect or feeling. Thus the model allows not
only the identification of the specific factors important in attitude formation but also
the respective contributions of opinion and feeling to each factor.

Figure 5 (after Fishbein) sumrnarises the relations between beliefs, attitudes, inten-
fiJns, and behaviours with respect to a given object*. It rnay be seen that a person

haviour is an observable action.



holds many beliefs about an object; that is, he associates that object with a number of
different attributes; thus attitudes may be said to be multiply-determined. It has been
found that lcrowledge of a person's beliefs about an object, and his'evaluations of the
associated attributes, allows an accurate predÍction of his attitude toward the object.
A person's attitude toward any object is a function of his beliefs about that object
weigbted by these evaluations; however, it is the entire set of salient beliefs that de-
termines the attitude and not any specific belief. It has been consistently found that a
personts attitude toward an object is likely to be determined by a relatively small
number (five to nine) of salient beliefs.

One an attitude has been formed, a person is pre-diqposed to behave in a consistent
rnanner with respect to that object. Although his attitude d9e¡ pre-dispose him to per-
form a set of behaviours, it does not pre-dispose him to feFform any specific behavi-
our. It had previously been assumed that a person's attitude towards some object would
influence some particular behaviour with respect to that object, it is now clear that
attitudes towards an object may have little or no Ínfluence on any specific behaviour.
Just as attitude is deterrnined by the entire set of beliefs that a person holds, the atti-
tude only serves to pre-dispose the person to engage in a set of behaviours that, when
taken together, are consistent with the attitude. This is shown schematically in Figure
5. The way in which beliefs linking the object to specific attributes and the evaluatÍons
of these attributes combine to form attitude can be mathematically written as:

biei Equation 1

where Ao = the personrs attitude toward object o.

bi = the strength of belief i about object o; i. e., the subjective probabili-
ty that o Ís related to some attribute i.

ei = the subjectrs evaluatÍon of attribute i.

n = the number of salient beliefs the subject holds about object o.

The measure of attitude obtained from Equation 1 is the sum of the eb products. To
verify that this is indeed a measure of attitude, correlations can be made between the
^I eb scores of the subjects and indqlendent, direct measurements of the same attitude.
Direct, global measurements of attitude can conveniently and reliably be made using
the semantÍc diJferential method of Osgood, et al. (1957). The magnitude, and statisti-
cal significance, of this correlation coeffÍcient provide a measure of the succes of the
model in estimating attitude and, in addition, en$rres that the set of attributes used is
adequate to describe the attitude object for the group tested. This test of validity is an
important characteristic of the model*,

lo sumrnary, lcrowledge of the attitude held towards an object is a useful predictor of
the totality of behaviour with respect to that object**. This is an important finding: by

Considerable empirical evidence to support this model can be found throughout the
attitude literature in areas such as racial attitudes, family plarming, politics, spe-
cial laboratory experiments. For a review, see Fishbein and Ajzen (1975).

A disctrssion of the determinants of specific behaviours is beyond the scope of this
paper; however, Fishbein (1967) has developed a theory in which ¡rye major vari-
ables (i. e. , attitudes toward performing the behaviour and subjective norms con-
cerning the behaviour) are vie¡iled as the immediate deterrninants of an intention
to perform a given behaviour.

n
Ao =^X

i
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aggregating individual responses it is possible to describe the totality of the expected
social response, or that of any social group. Thus, as suggested earlier, attitude pro-
vides a useful measure of value for use in decision making*,

An Application of the Attitude Model

A pilot application of the Fishbein model, to attitudes toward nuclear po\ryer, was r,

cairied õut in order to test its utility in the area of attitudes torvard technologies and
their risks. A questionnaire was given to a group of thirty people affiliated with a uni-
versity i¡stituté engaged in energy research. Almost all had university degrees and

haü hád had extensivé experience in the nuclear energ'y field. The avera9e age of the
group rüas in the mid-forties, two-third were male, AII subjects were presented with a

áZ-pàge booklet with the standard instructions for using the semantic differential as the
first ¿¡¡yo pages. Details of the experimental design and elicitation of the attributes
used may be fou¡d in Otway and Fishbein (1976).

The Spearman ra¡k order coefficient behveen the estimated and direct attitude scores
was 0.66, statistically significaat at a level of less than 0.170, thus demonstrating the
validity of this application.

The results for the total sample conJirmed what one might intuitively expect from a

well educated group of subjects of high socio-economic status, ma-ny of whom were
professionally experienced in energy research. The three most important determinants
õoncerned waste production, the possibility of destructive mis-use of the technology,
and the question of catastrophic accidents affecting tlarge numbers of people' In co-n-

trast, thè next three determinants associated nuclear power with the positive attributes
of próvidÍng good economic value, providing essential social benefits and the enlance-
mónt of the 'Quality of life". The risk aspects of nuclear power rilere more important
than the potential benefits.

tr order to better understand the factors differentiating between people with favourable
and unlavourable attitudes toward nuclear power, two sub-groups were formed from
the tot¿l sample. Using the direct attitude measurement scores from the semantic dif-
ferential as the criterión, the ten subjects wíth the highest scores formed the rþrorr

group and those witl¡ the ten lowest scores the 'rconI gloup. Table I presents compari-
Éons, for the total sample and each of the t"vo sub-groups, of importance values and

ra¡ks for each attribute. Ia gene.al, the trconrtgroup, like the total sample, assig3ed
hþh imporüance to the risk items while the tþro" group viewed benefit-related attri-
butes as most importalt.

Table II presents the mean algebraic eb scores, the mean belief strengths_ (Q ' -a¡d 
ihe

mean eváluations (e¡) of each attributã, for the 'þro" and I'c-on'r groups. This taile
allows identificatiòn'of those aspects which most clearly differentiate betrveen the two
groups. The algebraic values of ttre eb terms retrlresent their contributions to the over-
ä11 

"ìtito¿".; 
for example, the percei-ved relationship between nuclear power and I'big

government or businesìt' contributes positively to the rþrotr grou_p'q attitude, negative-
iy to that of the trconttgroup. The reason for this difference can be better understood

The results of this model differ from those of most public opinion polls in several
only the cognitive (opinion) com-
results of the model can be veri-
meâsures of attitude; thÍs ensures

that the attributes used were ade-
quat The typical public opinion poII does not have this
mea lly, the beliefs measured by the public opinion poII
are and, thus, may be completely unrelated to the overall
behaviour of the respondent group.



from looking at beliefs and evaluations. It may be seen that both groups strongly be-
lieve that nuclear power is in the hands of big government or business. However, while
the rþro'r group evaluates this attribute positively, the I'con'r group evaluates it nega-
tively.

There were three additional items for which eb differences befween the groups were
statistically significant. These items were al-l related to the benefits of nuclear power:
providing benefits essential to society, providing good economic value and enhancing
the "quality of life'r. I:r aII three cases both groups evaluated these attributes positive-
ly, although the I'con'r group valued enhancement of the "quality of life" significantly
less than the rþroil group. However, for all three items the beliefs vrere the mâjor
factor contributing to these differences. More specifically, the 'þro" group strongly
believed that nuclear power offers these benefits, while the rrconrrgroup tended to be
uncertain to somewhat negative.

There were no significant differences between the groups on the eb scores of arry of
the items related to risk. Both groups believed that nuclear powêf is characterised
by the attributes of affecting large numbers of people, creating noxious wastes and
possible destructive mis-use. Although both groups negatively evaluated these risk-
related attributes, it is interesting that tlìe "conil grouprs evaluation for two of them
were significantly more negative. This indicates essential agreement among the groups
with respect to nuclear power risks, but suggests that difÏering attitudes toward nu-
clear power may be prirnarily determÍned by strongly differing beliefs about its bene-
fits*.

It should be noted that the particular group used in this study was not representative,
thus one should not assume that the results can be generalised to other populations.
For example, among a group of scientists it is not surprising that differences in atti-
tude toward nuclear power were found to be due largely to differences of opinion about
its benefits. Even within this group, items referring to nuclear risks evoked differen-
ces in the affective component of attitude. However, this application did demonstrate
the utility of the model in this area of investigation.

The Decision Maker and Decision Methodologies

The final, integrative step in risk evaluation is an ordering of the alternatives being
considered. This may be viewed as the assimilation and balancing of the complex tech-
nical data resultÍng from risk estirnation analyses with measures of the corresponding
social values. The limitations of the decision maker in handling the large quantities of
probabilistic data involved in many public decisions suggest the use of formal decision
methodologies to aid in this process.

Cognitive Limitations in Decision-Making

Simon (1957) has proposed the theory of 'rbounded rationalitytr which asserts that, in
order to deal with the world, cogaitive limitations force the decision rnaker to intui-
tively construct a much simplified model. He then behaves rationally with respect to
this simplified model, but perhaps irrationally with respect to the real situation. Psy-
chological research on rrcue utilisation" bears upon the limits of rationality in decision
rnaking.

People are often in situations where they must make some prediction, inference or
choice on the basis of several items of information, or rrcuesrr. Table III (after Wiggins,

In agreement with this result, many surveys on attitude toward smoking have found
that smokers and non-smokers tend to agree on the risks associated with smoking;
significant differences are found in their perceptions of the benefits.
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et aI., 1969) shows partial results of a cue utilisation ex¡reriment. Here 145 judge!
were âsked bo inJer -he inte[igence of each of 75 people based upon nine pieces of des-
criptive information, or cues, about them, A factor analytic procedure was used to
identify the types of judges who had made similar inferences; eight different types were
found (Table III shows only five types since 140 of ttre judges fit into one of these five
groups¡. It may be seen that, for most judges, only a few of the cues correlated signi-
ticantti with the intelligence estimates, indicating that only these items of information
were influential in the inference process.

This, and other, studies of the ways in which people combine these diJferent pieces of
information to arrive at their decisions suggest: (1) that some inform¿tion items are
not used at alli Q) people are not able to accurately report which information items
they acürally used in reaching their decisions; (3) people ale also not able to judge the
relative importance they gave to the information items they did use*; (4) as decision
rn¿kers become more e>rperienced they become even less able to subjectively estimate
which information items they are actually using; (5) the weights subjectively placed on

dilferent information items by different decision makers seem to be a function of per-
sonatity variables. For e><ample, in wigginsr sample, judges of types I and II were
found tó be intelligent and low ín eth¡ocentrism while type III judges were found to be
authoritarian and high on religÍous conventialism.

Another limitation which supports rrbounded rationalityt' i¡ intuitive decision making is
t¡at of making corlent inferences from probabilistic data. Slovic, et aI. (19,76) have
reviewed recént research in this area. Although some of this research has been
carried out with scientists, trained in statistics, the "e>cperimental results indicate
that people systematically violate the principles of rational decÍsion qaking Y49." j-"dC-
ing probabitities, ûraking predictions, or otherwise trying to cope with probabilistic
taski". The evid'ence suggìsts that decision mâkers tend to ignore uncertainties and

rely upon habit or simple rules which neglect uncertainty.

In summary, people seem to be unable to use all the inJormation items provided them
in arrivingátã dècision and, even then, do not lmow which ínJormation items have ac-
tually formed the basis for their decision. Further, there are limitations in the pro-
cessing of probabilistic information. Thus, formal decision methodologies appear to
be espãciatly attractive for supporting compler<, rD:rny-variable decisions involving
risk,-which is probabilistic by definition. These methods allow the decision maker to
ratiónatly assign weights to information items in order to develop an ordered list of
the options under consideration.

Decision Methods

Decision methods available include multi-attribute decision analysis (RaifÏa, 1968;
Edwards, L9?5), cost-benefit analysis (Mishan, 19?1), and cost-effectiveness analysis.
These methodoiogies are, in fact, closely related; cost-benefit analysis may be deriv-
ed from multi-objective analysis; cost-effectiveness is a special case of cost-benefit
analysis. Cost-benefit analysis has been a popular method for making public policy
deciÂions; it requíres that aII attributes of the decisions be e>c¡lressed in common units
- usually monetarY.

A problem arises, however, if there is no observable market price for the attribute in
qrèstion, such as is the case for most environmental concerns including the risks to
the public's health and safety. The interest in assigning values to human life arises

The basis for findings (2) and (3) is the respondent's subjective post-decision
statements about the infórmation items which they thought they had used and their
relative importance. These statements can be compared with regression analyses
which show information items correlated with the decisions actually taken.
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from the wish to evaluate changes in mortality risk for use lüith the cost-benefit
inethodology- The methods used, and results obtained, are summarised ín Table fV
(after Lirurerooth and Otway, 1977). Lirurerooth (1975a, 1975n, 1976) concluded ttrat a
rigorous determenlation of life values is not possible because all methods are either
deþendent only upon income or are difficult to estirnate. (The social objective implied
by the former methodologies is that of maximising GNP. ) It was recommended that a
value, such as $300,000 per life, be chosen for use in cost-benefit analysis and this
value be weþhted by three factors representi:rg: the personal status of those exposed
(age, health, dependents, etc. ); third-party interest in life saving (the little-girl-in-
the-well case); and psychological factors such as those discussed earlier (degree of
consent and control, etc.).
Figure 6 (Niehaus and Oüway, l9?7) shows results of a study which examined the cost-
effectiveness of risk reduction provided by remote nuclear power plant siting. The
horizontal line drawn at $1000/man-rem represents the recommendation of the US Nu-
clear Regrrlatory Commission as the rn¿ximum expenditure justified to reduce radia-
tion exposure by one nìan-rem. This criterion is based upon the physical risks of ra-
diation exposure. The addition of this line to Figure 6 actually ch4nges the study from
cost-effectiveness to cost-benefit. The $fO00/man-rem criterion reflects a life value
of $1,000,000 assuming a linear dose-consequence relationship.

An altemative procedure to placing a monetary value on each of the impacts or attri-
hrtes of the decision consequence is to evaluate them in terms of "utilÍtyrr. Ia the
terminology of multi-attribute decision analysis the problem of valuing each of the de-
cision consequences in terms of utility is referred to as assessing a multi-attributed
utility function over the n attributes. Xhe basic idea of multi-attribute utility measure-
ment is to elicit the value of each attribute in terms of the decision makerrs preferen-
ces, one attribute at a time, and then to aggregate them using a suítable aggregation
rule and weighting procedure. For a good review of multi-attribute utility theory, see
von Winterfeld, 1975.

Probably the most widely used, and certainly the simplest aggregation rule and weight-
ing procedure, is the SMART (Simple Multi-Attribute Scaling Technique) procedure
(Edwards, 1975), which involved taking a weighted linear average. This can be written:

ui= Equation 2

where wi = normalized importance weight of ¡th lt"to" dimension.

uij = utitity of ith alternative on the jtr dimension.

Ui = aggregpte utility of itr alternative.

There has been virtually no ex¡rerience in using public attitudes, i. e. , indicators of
overall social response, as a forrnal input in such methodologies. A recent demonstra-
tion extrleriment (Ot\ryay and Edwards, L97n reported encouraging results in using atti-
tudes measures in Edwards'technique. I¡r this experiment a group of decision makers
was given tecbnical descriptions of six nuclear waste disposal sites as well as informa-
tion on public attitudes towards these sÍtes. Preliminary results indicated that the de-
cieion process and that public attitudes ìilere an important factor in the decisions taken
þy the group.

Status of Risk Evaluation

The evaluation of technological risks is Ín an early stage of development. Suitable
methodologies have been developed in separate academic disciplines of the social and
behavioural sciences. They have yet to be adopted for routine applícation to technolo-
gical risks. The applicability of risk evaluation methodologies to practical problems
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involving technological risks is not as well developed as are the risk estimation
methodologies.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Looking again at Figure 1, the section called Risk Management refers to the actions
one might take, given the information on the technical system, its risks, and the cor-
responding social attitudes. The possibilities to resolve conflicts lie basically in
changing the technological system, the social system or the decision process.

Tecbnology Çhange

Risk estimation studies identify risks that might be too high and analyse ways to change
the technology in order to reduce the risk. However, attitudes would be erçected to be
sensitive to changes in the physical characteristics of the technology prima¡1t i¡ tO"
change could be directly observed (e.g., reduction in airport noise). This is not
necessarily the case where evidence of the change is in the form of new information
provided, e. g. , an improved safety system in a nuclear plant. The description of a
changed technology provides only one of many inJorrnational inputs and would not
necessarily be reflected in the cognitive structure underlying attitude.

Social System Cbange

A survey of the social psychology literature on attitude change suggests that there is no
quick and easy way to change peoplets attÍtudes. Research has failed to show any evi-
dence of consistent and controlled attitude change. The regularity with which people
conduct ttreir daily lives and the persistence of customs, m¡rths, ideals, and mores
demonstrates the basic stability of attitudes and their tendency to evolve rather than
to change abruptly. This research has revealed a large number af variables, all im-
portant in attitude change, which demonstrate its complexity. These variables include:
impa.ct efTects, anchoring and double anchoring, personal involvement, reference sets,
discrepa.ncy between initial attitude and communication, and the credibility of the in-
formation source.

A few general principles emerge from this literature which are of interest. First the
credibility of the communicator is generally agreed to be an imPortant variable. 'fhat
is, if you want people to believe whatyou have to say, then you yourself must be be-
lievable to them. This is obvious. Credible persons are those known for ex¡rertness or
prestige in the subject at hand, or, sometimes, on another subject. For tàe non-
prestigeous, credibility is established by simply always providing factual and balanced
information. Another variable agreed to be important is the discrepancy betrveen the
message a¡d the initial attitude. People have a t'tolerance band" about the position of
their initial attitude in which they are willing to accept and, at least, process inform¡-
tion. This evidence suggests that extreme messages, which fall outside this tolerance
band, tend to have an effect opposite to that intended. For orample, a strongly positive
message may sound very appealing to an industry executive, but it might very well tend
to change, in a negative direction, the attitudes of those who are uncommitted. A few
simple points might be noted which could help make public communicatíons about tech-
nological issues more effective, they are: (1) always be factual; (2) give both sides of
the story; and (3) avoid taking e)*reme positions.

In summary, attitude change does not seem to be a productive area for risk manage-
ment activities.

Decision Making

A promising area for risk m¡nagement is in improving the decision process and in
helpiry to broaden participation in decisions affecting the public through the use of de-
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cision methodologies. This does not mean that the decision process carr be trmechanis-

edtt; however, it should be possible for the decision-m¿king group to evaluate alterna-
tives using a decision model, and then, by an iterative procedure, make the model re-
sults and theÍr holistic decisions agree. This would provide a record of what variables
were used in reaching a decision, what weights they were given and, most important'
what values were assig!.ed to them. This information could provide a starting point for
increasiag the transparency of the decision process. The wish for more participation
in public ãecision processes is one of the important underlying issues in the opposÍtion
to technology.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ttre proposed framework for risk assessment studies allows an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to the formal consideration of social values in decision making. Risk assess-
ment is still in a research stage. At present, the major contribution of such studies is
an improved urderstanding of the technical and social systems being investigated and

the acquisition of new insights into their ínteractions; that is, the interdisciplinary
process involved may be more valuaþIe than the numerical results produced.

Risk estimation methodologies for technical systems are quíte well understood and
several practical analyses have been cârried out in the nuclear energ'y field. The e><-

tension õf these methodologies to some other technologies rnay be complicated by the
uncertainties about the biological effects. Methodologies suitable for risk evaluation
have been developed wíthin several specialised academic disciplines; their utility in
describing the social reE)onse to technological risks, and the use of these data in de-
cision mJking, has been ãemonstrated in pilot applications. A considerable amount of
developmentál work is required to bring these methodologies to the point of practical
use.

It has been suggested that the real value of risk assessment studies rnay be an improv-
ed understanding of the technical and social systems being investigated and the acquisi-
tion of new insights ínto theÍr interactions, The exchange of knowledge between persons
with different disciplÍnary backgrounds has already been instructive. For e><ample,
those with backgrounds in the natural sciences have often found difficulty in understand-
ing that the public response to a technolgy could be rrout of proportionrrto estimates of
the risks to be expected. Psychological research indicates that one would errpect a
more comple>< cognitive structure, tbat between five and ten salient attributes would
determine attitude, and that the risk estimates provide only one information item in the
attitude formation process.

Current discussions about the acceptability of technologies are providing a forum to
evaluate philosophies underlying different visions of the future. Public plaruring and
decision þrocesses are the mechanisms to resolve the implied value conflicts - the
problem mey be conceived as the reconciliation of technological capabilities with the
needs and wishes of the public. This problem of integrating social values with techno-
logies will assume increasing and lastÍng importance. Risk assessment p4y be only a
tránsitory form in a developing analytical process, but t"he importance of the issues
being addressed suggests that research along these general lines will continue.
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IMPORTANCE OF ATTITUDE DETERMTNANTS - NUCLEAR POWER

TABLE I

TOTAL SÃMPLE

DETERì4INANT
Importance

Rank
Average

Importance I eb I

creates noxious wastes I 5.L'7

can be mis-used in a destructive way 2 5.03

can affect large numbers of people at the
same time 3 5.00

provides good value for the money 4 4 .47

provides benefits which are essential
to society 5 4 .27

enhances "quality of life" 6 3.70

consumes large quantities of natural resources 7 3. 37

in the hands of big' government or business I 3.00

uses principles and processes which are
difficul-t to conceptualize 9 2.'7 7

presented a new and different mode of death 10 2.13

offers social benefits which are not highly
visible '

11 2.30

seldom seen or contacted in daily life I2 1.63
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COGNITIVE STRUCTUPJ UNDERIYTNG ATTITUDES TOTúARD NUCLEAR POWER

Average Average Average
Attitude Contribution Belief strength Evaluation

È difference significant at 0.05 level
** difference significant at 0.01 level

TABLE II

êE

pro con pro con pro con

idès good. value for the noney 7.00 0.80* 2.80 0.30** 2 .50 1.90

nhances "quality of life" 6.'10 -0.50** -0. 50* 2 .60 r.60**

ovides benefíts essential to socieÈy 5. B0 0.90* 2.20 0,30* 2.10 2.60

an be mis-use¿l in a destruÒtive way -4. 30 -5.70 2.00 -2.30 -2. 30

uses principles an¿l processes difficult
to conceputalize -3- 40 -2.00 2.80 2.50 -r.20 -0,80

reates noxious wastes -2.10 -6. 60 1.80 2 .30 r. 70 -2.50*

affect manl'people at the same tire -2 ,60 -5. 30 1.90 2-60 -2.7 0*i

consumes largè quantities of
natural resources 2. 50 0.90 -r.00 -0.30 -2. r0 -2. l0

in the hands of big government or business 1.2 0 -2.80t' 2.90 2 .60 -0.40

presented a new and d.ifferent mode of
death -1 20 -4.10 r.50 2.49 -1. 10 -1.50

offers social benefits not highly visible -0. 70 1.00 1.60 0.90 0.00 0. 30

seldom seen or contacted in daily life 0.10 -1 50 1. 20 2-30 0.10 -0.s0



AI{ EXAl'lPLE OF CUE UTILISATION
IN

DECISION I'lAKING
(Arrgn wIGG¡Ns, er ll,) : .'

CUES JUDGE TYPE

I II III IV V

(45) (28) (53) (10) (s)

1. Hren scHool RATING
,34
*t

,45
***

,08 ,08 ,2A .05 ,81
t{t *

3, selr-suppoRr -,03 ,07 ,08

4, enettsr EFFEcTIVENESS
.16 .24

t

- .10 nü -.01 .24

6, uotseR's EDUcATIoN
.07 .15 ,12

7, sruoY HABITS
.00 ,0t .46

i*f
-.08 -.09

8. e¡lorrone¡- ANXIETY
.11 .05 .11

9, cneorr nouRs
.23

* 'L*
,24

*
,17

r4uLrrpLE coRRELATIoN ,99 ,99 ,98 '95 '97

* srATIsrIcAL SIGNIFIclNce < 57

** srATIsrIcAL slsNIFIcANcE < 1%

*** sfATISTICAL sIGNIFIcANcE < 0'1%

TABLE TII



LIFE VALUATIOÎI FOR PURPOSES OF COST-BEIIEFIT AI{ALYSIS

(nrr¡n rrnnenooru)

APPROACHES VALUES LI|IITATIONS

ALL MEASURES DEPEND TO SOME EXTENT ON THE LIFETIME EARNING
POTENTIAL OF THE INDIVIDUALS AT RISK AND IGNORE PERCEPTION
OF SERIOUSNESS,

CONCLUS ION

cANNor BE RrGoRously DETERMTNED, cHoosE vnlu¡ (snv $500,000)
WEIGHT ACCORDING TO: PERSONAL VARIABLES, THIRD PARTY INTERESTS
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS,

(1) r¡rptrcrr vtue
$9,000 -
$9, 000,000

. ASSUMES PAST DECISIONS
ARE OPTIONAL

(2) xuneH cAPrrAL
$100,000 -

$400,000

. BASED SOLELY ON LIFETIME
I NCOME

. IGNORES INDIVIDUAL
PREFERENCES

. DISCRIMINATES AGAINST
UNPRODUCTIVE MEMBERS OF
SOC I ETY

(3) ¡HsuneHcE PREMrur,rs WIDE RANGE
DOES NOT TAKE INTO
AccoUNT INDIVIDUAL,S
INTEREST IN PROTECTING
HIS OWN LIFE

(4) COURT A}IARDS {250,000 BASED ON LOST EARNINGS

(5) wru-rHeHEss ro
PAY

$180,000 -
$1,000, 000

DIFFICULT TO ESTIMATE

DEPENDS ON RISK
SITUATION

SUI{IvlARY
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A simFle theory on the reliability of automatic protective systems

Ir. H. J. de Heer
DSM
Geleen
The Netherlands

SummarJ¡

The main issues with regard to automatic safety devices are: 1. confrontation of a fail-
ed state of the device with a dernand on its function, and 2. unsolicited action. If a
single safety device cannot attain the requÍred reliability with respect to either one
issue or both, two or more devices are arranged to form a protective system. The
present theory covers both issues and the systems required to meet them. This is done
without recourse to probability distribution functions. Instead, the concept of u,navail-
ability is m¡de use of. The indispensability of regular testing is shown and the impli-
cations thereof are considered. Some thought is devoted to the limitations of this and
other theories.

I¡troduction

An automatic safety device has the task of preventing a process variable from trans-
gressing a predetermined limit, as is symbolically represented in Fig. 1. The follow-
ing considerations are also valid for tåe type of device that detects the presence or ab-
sence of a condition and triggers off action accordingly, A flame-failure device belongs
to that category.
Safety devices have a passive ftmction. They are only called upon in the case of a limit-
transgression, more generally called a demand. Consequently, a failed state is not re-
vealed unless the device is tested on its functional capability, either by regular testing
or, Iess comfortably, þ a dernand,l
Safety devices can also act unsolicitedly. A loosened wire or a broken con¡ection can
shut down an entire plant. This kind of failure results in immediate action and there-
fore is selfrevealing. It is commonly called a spurious failure.

Failure rate

Failures are assumed to occur randomly in time and independent of other events. If ,
during t years, we have observed an event to occur n times, we can define a mean rate
of occurrence:

If the events are failures, r is called the mean failure rate. The reciprocal is often
used and is called the Mean Time Between Failure (incidence), commonly abbreviated
to:

MTBF = 1 P)r
In practice, r is an average from observations rnade on different but similar apparatus
in different but similar situations since, as behoves proper safety devices, failures
are rare events.

Unavailability

As we have seen, only the coincidence of a failed state and a dernand will consitute a
lnazard. Clearly, not only the failure rate but also the duration of a failed state is of
primary importance.

(1)n
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By regularly testing the device, a non-selfreveâIing (dângerous) failure, if present,
will be detected and remedied. A failed state can therefore Ðdst no longer than the
interval T between two tests, In the mean, the duration of a failed st¿te will take on a
value betwee\ zeto and T.
Now imagine time as a long straight line, with a large number of regularly spaced
markings on it, representing tests. Imagine failures to be irregularly and sparsely
distributed along this line, with a duration varying from zero to T. This image can be
Iikened to that of a long wall with narrow gates of varying width, dispersed sparsely
and unevenly along its length. Suppose a blind insect is flying in a direction perpen-
dicular to the wall, approaching a spot unknown to us. The probabilit5r of the insect
fþing through a gate instead of hitting the wall simply equals:

total width of all sates toeetherPr(gate) = ffi, or, after some reflection

Pr(gate) = # (Law of Large Numbers)' mean spacrng o1 [ne gafes

AccordÍagly, the probability of a failes state at a random moment equals:

Pr(failed state) = *
This instantaneous probability is called unavailability. If it is indicated by U and if the
reciprocal of the MTBF, the mean failure rate, is to be called MFR, the fundamental
truth fou¡d above can also be written as:

U = MFT x MFR (3)

often called Fractional Dead Time (FDQ in literature. German publications will call
thi s UnverfÍigbarkeit or Relative Ausfallz eit.
We still have to assess which value between zero and. T the MFT takes on. We will
assume this to be t/2 since the occurence of a failure will show no preference for any
moment in T whatsoever. Testing, a go-no-go procedure, will not influence this state-
ment. Actually, it will bear slight correction (1) but that is very small and can be ne-
glected for practical purposes.
Thus, if the MFT of a single safety device is denoten by t1¡, we can write:

MFT =
.Ttu=T

Substituting eqs. (2) and (4) into eq. (3) yields:

,TTv=rau=-T

Hazard. rate

A hazard is created as soon as a demand coincides with a failed state. We assume
demands to occur randomly. We also assume them to have been recorded, e. g. from
tlre number of times the safety device was required to act, and what we can therefore
formulate a mean demand rate, in the manner shown by eS. (1). Since demands occur
at random moments in time and since unavailability is defined as the probability of a
failed state at a random moment in time, \¡/e can forthwith formulate a mean hazard
rate. Applying the Law of Large Numbers, we postulate that the mean hazard rate h
equals:

h = B.u (6)

because only a fraction U. n. of a total number of n demands in a time t will be 'success-
ful', i. e. will create a}aazard. Since U.n. denotes the number of hazards, th.ehazard
rate will be lJ.n/t, and with n/t = g we arrive at eq. (6). Combination of eqs. (5) and
(6) yields:
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h=C.r.tu=g.r.
Ttris, then, is the fundamental relation for the perfornance of a safety device with a
mean failure rate r, in the face of a mean dernand rate g, when tested at regular inter-
vals T.

Redundancy, l-from-2 system

Assume the safety device to have an MTBF of 10 yrs and tåat dernands occur once a
year on the average. That means 2 = 0.1and g = 1. With monthly testing, T = 0. 08 yrs
approximately. This yields a hazard. rate of h = 0, 004 hazards a. yeat and a Mean Time
Between Hazards (MTBÐ of 250 years.
If a particular blazard has grave consequences, this is unacceptable, In such cases, an
MTBH of at least 10,000 yrs is considered adequate, This is not attainable with a
single device. We then have to resort to redundant arrangements, such as symbolically
presented in Fig. 2. Tlle devices are arranged in such away, that activation of either
one or the ottrer or both will trigger off relevarrt action. For ocample, two autornatic
pressure relÍef valves in the same steam line will function that way. Such arrange-
ments are called l-from-2 systems. These systems will only fail if both elements are
in a failed state simultaneously.
We assume both elements to be tested regularly with an interval T. If the u¡availabili-
ties of the elements are U1 andlJ2, the probability of both elements being in a failed
st¿te at a random moment is given by:

U(1-from-2) = Ur.Uz = Uz tf. U1 = U, = g (8)

according to elementary probability theory. If this system is confronted with g demands
ayeat, thell;azatd, rate accordingto eq. (6) will be:

h(l-from-z) = g.U(1-from-2) (9)

Thus, the hazard rale of. a 1-from-2 system is U times that of a single device. If U =
0. 004 again, the hazard rate will be reduced 250 times and the MTBH will be 250 times
as large, i.e. 62,500 years,l

Self revealing (spurious) failures

In a l-from-2 system, action in either element, be it functional or unsolicited, triggers
off the system, and there are two devices to play that game,l Therefore, if the spurious
failure râte of a single device is called z (to discern it from r), we conclude:

a(l-from-2'¡ = 27

The 2-from-2 system

(10)

We could also arrange two devices in the man¡er shown in Fig. 3. In that case, the sys-
tem is only activated when both devices are activated (one AND the other). This means
that if one and only one device fails, the whole system gets into a failed state. In
proper logic: the system fails if one or the other or both devices are in a failed state.
If we assume both devices to be tested regularly and the unavailabilities to be U1 and
U2 respectively, elementary probability theory has it that

Usyst=Ul +U2 -ülUZ
Since U1 and[J2 are small figures, the product U1U2 can be neglected. Therefore, if
IJI = IJZ = U = rtu, wehave:

lJ (2-1tom.-2) = 2U = 2rlu

(7)
T
1

(1 1)
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So this system is less saJe than a single device, but it will reduce the spurious failure
rate dramatically. If one device develops a spurious failure, the system does not react
u¡Iess and until lhe other one also develops a spurious failure before the next proof-
test. Hence, in analogf/ to the situation with dangerous (non-selfrevealing) failures,
the first device to develop a spurious failure can be said to be in a failed state, i. e.
unavailable, the unavailability in thÍs case being Usp = ztu. In keeping with eq. (6) and
the philosophy behind it, spurious failures^of the otñer deüce, occurring at the same
rate z, are only 'successful' in z.U*. = ,ztu cases. This rate, however' only re-
presents balf the number of possiblã-cases, because the devices are mutually inter-
changeable. So we can write:

z(2-f.-2\ -- 22.Ü * = 2z2tu (72)

1

MrBF(2-f-z) = æ:L4 G3)

If the MTBF of a sÍngle device is 10 yrs, the failure rate will be z= 0.1. Assuming T
= 0.08 yrs, and therefore tu = 0.04 yrs, the system failure rate will be 0.008 and the
MTBF witL be 1250 yrs. ThÏs is a great deal more than the 10 yrs of a single device. 

_

Conclusion: the 2-fiom-2 system can be applied in those cases where the safety would
be more tJran adequately ensured by a single device, but the spurious failure rate of
the latter would be prohibitive with regard to loss of production or other nuisance
caused.

The 2-from-S system

IJ one wants a high degree of protection and at the same time a very low spurious
failure rate, a 2-from-S system is indicated. The arrangement is symbolised in figure
4. As can be seen, the system only reacts if at least two of the three constituting
devices are actívatd,, be it by demands or by spurious failures. AIso, the system will
fail functionally if at least two elements are in a failed state. Hence, the system can
cope equally well with both kinds of failures.
In Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 a general but still simple theory has been worked out for
M-from-N systems, Í. e, systems with N elements, at least M of which have to be ac-
tivated to trigger off the system. By substituting 3 for N a¡d 2 for M, the general
equations yietd the unavailability and the spurious failure rate of a 2-from-3 system.
We will find:

h(2-f-3) = 3gU2 = 3g(rt¡2

z(2-f.-3'¡ = 6z.ztu= 6z2tu

ifrtu<1
if zt,, (1 1

(14)

(15)

It is seen ttrat the 2-from-8 system is less safe than the l-from-2 system and less re-
Iiable than t]r,e 2-from.-2 system, but unlike these two-charurel systems, it improves
both availability and reliability in relation to a single channel.

Systems of higher redundancy

The ner<t symmetrical M-from-N system is the 3-from-5 system. To date, the author
never has ieen any in operation. If the results of Appendices 1 and 2 are applied, sys-
tems of higher redundancy appear to acquire disproportionally large coefficients (see
also Appendix 4) because of the increasing number of combinations possible, so that 

_

tåe gain with re'spect to a 2-from-3 system is disappointing. The latter seems to be the
optimum configuiation. The difficulty and cost of realizíng eomple>< systems emphasis-
es this statement.

Optimum proof -testing frequency

The act of proof-testing takes time. Since the safety device is taken out of commission



during that time, testing adds to the unavailability. If the average time needed for test-
ing is called t¡, this will introduce an uravailability of Q/T since the test will be
carried out after every interval T. So the unavailability of a single device, formerly
taken to be rT /2, turns out to be:

U=r(T-Ð+tt2T
Clearly, there is an optimum beyond which T must not be reduced because then U will
increase again. The optimum for T can be found in the usual manner, by equalling the
first derivative dU,/dT to zero. This yields:

rmin = V+
umin = \/- zrt¡

(16)

(1 7)

(1 8)if tt(< T

There is nopoint in shortening the testing interval beyond T-irr.

Staggered testing

Staggered testing, as opposed to simultaneous testing, aims at shortening the MFT
(Mean Failed Time) without reducing the test-interval T. It is only applicable to sys-
tems with two or more elements or charurels, such as l-from-2 and 2-from-3 sys-
tems,
Each separate charurel will still be tested at intervals T, but the individual charurels
are tested consecutively, the testing times being evenly distributed over a time span T,
If there are N charurels, each charxrel will be tested a time T/N later than the previous-
ly tested one.
Fig, 5 schematically depicts the procedure for a 2-from-3 system. For clarity, each
channel is drawn on a separate time axis. The tests of the charurels are shifted over a
tir;,e 1/3.

Since a failure can persist no longer than T, i. e. up till the next test, the maximum
duration of two coexisting failures will be 2T/3, whereas with símultaneous testing the
maximum time of coexistence would be T (neglecting the testing time). Hence, with
staggered testing, the period of coexistence can take all from 2T/3 to zero, whereas,
with simultaneous testing, the limits are T and zero. Since all situations are equally
probable, we conclude that the system will behave as if it were tested simultaneously
butatintervalsof.2T/3 insteadof T. Inthatcase, theMFTof asinglecharurel, to,
would be T/3 instead of. T/2.
Now iü can be shown (2) that an M-from-N system with simultaneous channel-testing
has an MFT equal to:

MFT(M-from-Ð = -g-- if rtu (( 1 (19)
N-M-1

i. e. proportional to the MFT of a single channel. From the above, we conclude that
staggered testing will reduce the MFT of a 2-from-3 system by a factor of 2/3 as
compared with simultaneous testing.
Appendix 3 gives fuII det¿ils for M-from-N systems in general. The reduction of the
MFT appears to be approximately equal to M/N. Since, for systems where the dif-
ference N-M is less than 2, the systemfailure rate will not be affected by staggered
testing, one can conclude that the unavailability of the system is also reduced by M/N,
see also eS. (3).
So, a 1-from-2 system finds its u¡availability reduced by I/2, whereas a Z-from-2
system does not benefit at all, as was to be enpected.

Some other considerations

Ir some places in the foregoing, we introduced the condition; rtuçç1, to simFlify
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m¿thematical relations without sacrificing rnathematical severity and to promote prac-
'tical apptÍcability. However, there are two reasons for making this condition indis-
pensable.
Firstly, remember that tu = T /2. If rtu would approach unity, the testing interval
would become of the order of magnitude of the MTBF. No one in his right mind would
choose this interval, because the probability of a failure occurring within every testing
interval would then be quite high, which would render proof-testing inefÏective.
Secondly, random failure incidence admits the possibility of more than one failure
within to. In practice, this carxrot happen, since a device once failed cannot fail again
within ts, So a large tq would bring practice in conJlict with the assumption of ra¡dom-
ness.
Similar considerations are valid for the condition gtu((1, hrt here the reason is pure-
ly practical: qr is the 'farget' for demands,l The higher the demand rate g, the sm¿ller
the target tu should be.

An Ímportarrt aspect is the 'testabilityr of a protective system. One is apt to take it for
granted that a channel or system can be proof-tested at intervals T, but how are we to
perform a thorough check on a controlling device (valve etc.) all the way without caus-
ing an outage ?
A solution to this problem wiII always be erçensive, but should be considered with
regard to all critical applications. It is advisable then to consider the controlling
device separately.
A commendable solution is offered by STEWART (3). Fig. 6 shows such a solution with
four valves, Ûr this case, the valves are open during normal operation and are requir-
ed to effect a shut-down ín an emergency. Since the valves are taken up in parallel
branches (A and B) of the feed-line, it is obvÍous that each branch can be tested
separately without cutting off the maín flow. IJ the failure rate of one valve equals rv,
the unavailability of two valves in series equals:

UA = Ue = (rut¡2 = ur2 (20)

if Uy is the unavailability of one valve. But the branches A and B are in parallel ald,
as such, operate as a 2-from-2 system: i.f one branch fails to close, shut-down camot
beeffected. Weknowtheunavailabilityof suchasystemfromeq. (11). Witheq. (20)
we can write:

Usyst = 2(rutnìz (21)

The gain in relation to a single valve amounts to l/2ruto. As we have seen, this can
easily amount to a factor of 100 or more. However, if the availability of one single,
regularly proof-tested shut-down valve \ilould be more than adequate for the application
at hand, we could consider the use of two valves in parallel, to provide the required
testability. Although one looses a lactor of 2 with respect to a single valve, one gains
certaÍnty about the condition of the shut-down system at each test. This could easily
outdo the theoretical factor of 2. Alas, no data are available on this issue.

We will conclude these considerations with a warning. The apparent ease with which
safety can be enhanced by redundancy might lure the user into a false sence of securÍty.
Note, however, that a demand râte cannot be lowered by redundant safety devices and
fhathazard is directly proportional to that rate,l It can only be held down by proper
(automatic) control of the relevant variables and this should never be neglected, Safety
devices shall always be regarded as a last resort. Beyond them lays calamity.

Work of others

A number of authors, including the present one, did approach the problems in a dif-
ferent way. Notwithstanding a fair amount of literature available, there are relatively
few publications which treat the present subject as such. For the basic theory used,
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results confirm those of the present paper as well as those of previous work done by
the present author (4).
It Ís curious to notice that an insight into the rurderlying principles, so effortlessly ex-
posed in the preceding pages, was only gained in the relatively recent past, say, in the
late sixties. Much of the credit for that must go to BOURNE an¿ cnnnll 1sj , w-ho were
the first to show the inherent relatÍonship between failure rate, proof-tesiiilg, demand
rate and hazard rate, as laÍd down in eqs. (6) and (9) of the present paper. Tire docu-
gent (5) cited is a comFrehensive treatise on the subject, based on prèvious work of
the authors, which in tum was based on foundations laid in the innef sanctums of ICI.
The results are used throughout the united Kingdom. with due respect for the work
done, this author has a piece of criticism to offer. Owing to an erioneous approach to
the assessment of tåe MFT, the authors had to go through some mathematical contor-
tions to arrive at conclusions following effortlessly from straightforward reasonÍng.
To arrive at the equivalent of eS. (6) of this paper, they used a (non-converging)
series' as if this were an approximetion instead of a fundament¿l truth. Their text is
fraught with integrals which, as we have seen, can be dispensed with altogether.
Moreover, their coefficients do not corroborate with AppLEBAuMrs, a fàct which
refers them to the dock. The misery all springs from the statement that the probability
of failure incidence is zero Ímmediately after every test, and increases witb-a first
order time-constant to a certain value Ímmediately before the next test, This simply
cannot be true. A proof-test as such does not alter the physical condition of a protèótive
system, except perhaps for t'he worse (forgotten blocking valve,l). It certainly does not
improve ttrat condition; one only observes that the device is free of failures. It is pos-
sible that the authors inadvertently borrowed from the so-called renewal theory, in
which the problem of replacement is treated. Nevertheless, the results of goúRNE
and GREEN are not far off the mark and, viewed in the light of the uncertainty of
available statistical data, are undoubrtedly applicable in practice, if not in theory, Not-
withstanding that, the proper relations are given in Appendix 4.
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APPENDD( 1 : Unavailability of M-from-N protective systems

IJ the unavailability of a single device or charurel equals U, the probability of finding k
identical channels simultaneously in a failed st¿te at a rarldom moment in time will be
Uk. ff there are N channels, of which k are in a failed state and N-k intact, the avail-
ability of the latter equals (1 - U¡N-k. Hence, the probability to find N-k charurels in-
tact and k channels defective at any moment in time is given by the ex¡rression:

uk. (r - u¡N-t

which is valid for one particular group k out of N. For a random group k out of N, the
expression must be multiplied by the number of combinations k-from-N :

Nd+*' uk' (r - u¡N-k

To incapacitate an M-from-N system, k must at least equâl N-M+1 and can take dis-
crete values up to N. Therefore, the instantaneous probability of a failed state of an
M-from-N system, i. e. its unavailability, equals:

N

u(M-f-N) = I F++. uk. G -u)N-k
k=N-M+1

ûr working out the results for a particular M and N, powers of an order higher than
N-M+1 can be neglected if U< 1, This yields the formula used in practice:

u(NI-r-Ð e fs:m#rnn--Ðr . sN-M+l
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APPENDD( 2 : Unreliability of M-from-N protective systems

rüith regard to selfrevealing (spurious) failures, M channels have to be activated un-
solicitedly to cause a selfrevealing system failure, Imagine a system on the brink of
failure, which can be pictured as follows: One channel operational wittr certainty, and
a subsystem of N-1 channels, M-1 of which are in an activated (i. e. failed) state and
the remaining N-M channels are operational. Such a subsystem is not capable of coping
with yet another channel failure and is, in that sense, unavailable. Therefore, \rye can
formulate the unavailability of the subsystem:

uM-l. G _ g¡N-[{

i. e. the number of combinations M-1 out of N-l, times the unavailability of M-l chan-
nels and the availability of N-M channels, rrith U = ztu being the unavailability (i. e.
instantaneous probability of activated state) of a single charurel. This unavailable sub-
system is then confronted with the failure of the one charurel assumed to be operational
with cert¿inty. However, one should realíze that each of the N channels can play the
paft of the one charurel, so that the un¿vailable subsystem is conJronted with failures
at a mean rate of Nz. To find the number of rsuccessfuI' confrontations, i. e, the sys-
tem failure rate, one multiplies Nz by the unavailability câlculated above, This yields
the spurious failure rate of the system:

rsp(M-f-N) = Nz . .¡¡$ie=ry . uM-1. G - qN-M

Since N. (N-1)j equals Nj and 1/(M-1): can be written as M/M: , we can rewrite the
above equation as:

r*(M-f-Ð = tr;siçt. Mz . (zt¡)M-l. (r - ,t.,)N-M with ztr, = r'l

In working out results for a particular M and N, powers of an order higher than M can
be neglected if zts(( 1. This yields the formula used in practice:

rqp (M-f-N) g Ìñ=fuI. Mz. (zt.r)M-l

Note: An e>qrression for functional failure rates can be found in the same manner. Re-
3u-iT-s are given in Appendix 4. However, they are of limited interest since they do not
determine the hazard rate directly. For those who want to know, dividing the unavail-
ability by the functional failure rate yields the system-MFT.

APPENDD( 3 : Staggered testing of M-from-N systems

The testing interval is divided into equal parts T,/N' The N chamels are tested con-
secutively, with a time-difference of T/N. The interval for each individual channel
then remains T. For functional system failure, at least N-M+1 chan¡els have to be in
a failed state. With simultaneous testing, the maximum possible time of failure co-
e><istence equals T. With staggered testing, such a maximum will occur when N-M+1
are distributed over consecutive charurels (i. e. consecutive in the order of testing),
since such a situation will show the smallest possible time-shift between the test pre-
ceding the incidence of the first failure and the test following the incidence of the last
one. ihis minimum time-shift equals N-M parts of T fn, i. e. one less than the number
of failed char¡rels. The time left for coe>dstence then equals:

as against T in the case of simultaneous testing. There is a shortening effect, ac-
counted for by a factor of M/N, as if the channels were tested simultaneously but at
intervals of MT/N. IJ this had been the case, the MFT of each chan¡el would have been

N. l-(N-M).fr=#.'



MT,/2N, i. e. halJ the testing interval. Since the MFT of M-from-N systems is propor-
tional to the MFT of the channels (2), one can conclude that staggered testing reduces
the MFT of an M-from-N system by a factor of M/N.
Since one is interested in the inlluence on tåe unavailability of the system, i. e. the
product of MFT and failure rate FR, it is necessary to investigate the possible in-
fluence of staggered testing on the FR. Now the assessment of the FR, according to
the method of formulatíng a failed subsystem of N-M failed channels to be confronted
with failure of yet anotåer channel, boils down to:

FR(system) = U(subsystem) x FR(charurel)

For the time of cooristence in the subsystem to be maximum, N-M failures have to be
distributed over the same number of consecutive channels. The minimum time-shift
then equals N-M-l parts of T/N, leaving M+l parts of T/N as the maximum time of
coe><istence. Therefore, the shortening effects on the unavailability of the subsystem
amonnts to a factor of (M+l)/N.
If N-M is large enough, the above subsystem cân again be seen as a system with a sub-
system, yielding yet another factor, this time equal to (M+2) /N. Now by a proces
called complete induction, one finds a continued product:

FR(staggered
FR(simultaneous)

M+k-ñ-

Since we already found a factor of M,/N for the MFT, the complete shortening effect of
staggered testing is given by:

N-M
UlstasEered M+k
U(simultaneous) / \ N

k=0

It should be noted that this expression is of rather academic interest, since for prac-
tical systems, with N-M = 1, the formula degenerates to M/N, and systems with a
higher redundancy than 2-from-3 are ullikely to find practical applicatÍon.

For completeness, and because other authors produce similar tables, the following
table gives the unavailability and the firnctional and spurious failure rates of a number
of M-from-N systems. It should be remembered that r and z represent the functional
and the spurious failure rate of a single channel respectively and that the parameter tq
represents the MFT of a single channel. All expressions are valid for rt¡¡(¡1 and
ztuç 1 respectively. The error caused by simplification is small and on the safe side:
complete er<pressions yield lower values than the simFlified ones given, However, be-
fore application, the influence of the time needed for testing should be investigated,
see eq. (16). Note that tåe coefficients increase with increasing complocity.
To obtain ahazard rate, the releva"nt ex¡rression for unavailability must be multiplied
with tfie demand rate in question.
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TABLE of simplified relations for M-from-N protective systems

System Unavailabiliüy Fr¡¡ctional
failure rate

l-from-1 (sirglè)

1-from-2

1-from-N

2-from-Z

2-from-3

2-Íron-4

3-from-4

9-from-5

rtu

@.d)2

("t")N

zr'tv

3(rtu)2

4efu)3

6Ftd2

10(rq;3

zr4t

¡¡N¡oN-1

2r

6flh

rzr3qz

Lzrzto

got3to2
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Risk Assessment & Risk Reduction in Industry

Mr. C.S. Windebank
The lrsurance Technical Bureau
London
U. K.

Everything we do has a measure of hazard associated with it - crossing the road,
visiting a sick friend, going out of doors in a storm; all human activity carries \Ã,ith it
a cha¡rce of mishap - a chance of unplanned happenings working to our disadvantage.
From the earliest age rve learn to recognise these hazards, to assess them and to take
appropriate action - i. e. to control them. The better at it we get - the longer we live.

I am not referring to adversity in a business venture - or even a bet - adversities
which are so to speak wished on oneself. Here Dame Fortune sniles in one direction
as she frowns in another. One man's losses become other peoplers gains. But super-
imposed on this is the hazard of loss to the individual (or corporation) which is at the
same tÍme a loss to the community as a whole. It works only in one direction. EngÍn-
eers will recognise the general application of the laws of thermod¡mamics.

Ildustry as we know it today is a collection of human activities orga.nised by a group of
people we refer to generally as Management. It is management's job to do for the cor-
poration what an individual does for himself and one of these jobs is to control the loss-
es which can result from the hazards of the industrial operation.

These losses are of different kinds. Losses to life and limb; losses to property; Iosses
to profits arising out of property losses; and losses to others resulting from the opera-
tion and reflecting liability onto the operator. These are not the only ones but they are
as a rule the most important, and they can all be insured against. Loss of life, Ioss of
profits and liability to others all relate in a very general way to loss of property. Most
of what I have to say, ttrerefore, will be with reference to property loss, but it can aII
be adapted to the other losses - more or less usefully.

Hazards stem from two basic sources - natural phenomena and human agency - or if
you will, Acts of God and acts of m¡n. If you take a broad look at industry losses you
readily see that God doesntt act very often but when he does he acts on a gra:rd scale.
(FiS. I) Acts of ûran are responsible for by far the greater number of losses. They
may be divided into those due to present action and those imposed on us by action in the
past. The misoperation of a valve would be present action whereas the failure of a
flange bolt would be a result of someones mispractice perhaps two years ago. Each
group can be sub-divided further - into planned and unplanned action. Planned action
which leads to loss can be benign or malicious, i. e. action which is intended for the
good (the calculated risk) or action which is intended to do harm (sabotage). Unplanned
events can arise because we might be working outside the boundaries of human know-
ledge or because insufficient care was taken by the personnel involved. The last cate-
gory would of course include failure to find out what other people knew about the
hazards of the operation.

It is impossible to generalise about the numerical distribution of basic cause, b¡t a few
useful observations can be made. Here in Europe, natural phenomena account for a
very small proportion of total industrial loss and even world-wide it is not a very im-
portant consideration, reflecting the fact that engineering design takes local conditions
into account - and copes fairly well. Deliberate hurnan action i. e. sabotage and the
trcalculated riskrr on the other hand, account for a majority of losses throughout U. K.
industry, both in terms of number and size. Sabotage is not a major factor in the more
hazardous sectors of the process industry such as petrochemicals. The calculated risk
(which of course is seldom calculated) is probably a more frequent cause of loss in all



industries than is often supposed.

ElÍmination of loss is of course impossible - ttris is why we tend today to avoÍd the well-
established e:rpression of rtloss preventiont'. We speak now of lr;azatd control or loss
reduction. I piefer the term hazard control because it implies that we should be able to
restrict ttLeha;zarð. within acceptable limits - which implies in tum that we must be
able to measure it and determine the effect on it of loss reduction astivities. It also
implies that once we understand the nature of abazatd, control is merely a matter of
ex¡lenditure.

How much should we spend ? If we spend notJring we mây lose the plant and be out of
br¡siness. If we spend all our profits we nìay just as well be out of busÍness ¿rn5ryay.

Somewhere i¡ between there must be a:r optimum. An optimum that depends on the cost
ofhazard reduction, the value of the benefits it brings, and the value of the benefits
which would accrrle if we spend the money for other useful purposes.

This is the sort of calculation that Industry lVlanagement is used to handling everJ¡ day.
Cost-benefit analysis and optimieation of returrr on investment are common activities
with a growing number of sophisticated tecbniques to help in decision makilg. These
same tèchniques cân be used to help decide how to spend money on loss redustion. Brt
to use them we need more precise quantificâtion of cost and benefit than is at present
possible.

Active protection measures are those designed to combat ahazardous event should it
take place - the provision of alarms and fire fighting equipment for instance. Their
cost both in terms of capital and operatÍng expense is pretty well defÍned.

PassÍve protection measures are those built into the system to forestall the occurence
of a hazardous event or to reduce its impact. A design modificatÍon which limits the
amount of flammable liquid in process at any one time would be an example. A wide
access road which separates process units and acts as a fire break would be another.
The costing of such measures is usually difficult because they serve more than one
purTose and invariably influence production economics.

Benefits are more difficult to express in precise financial terms than costs. Losses
are E)oradic in timing and variable in size. The benefíts u¡hich result from loss re-
ductiõn mg:lsures show eventually in a reduction of frequency and size of loss, but
chance may distort the pattern of loss for some time both before and after the action.
To make thi-ngs more diJficult still, Iosses in a particular industry or type of plant may
be so infrequent as to make statistical comparisons of very low signifÍcance or even
meaningless. In these awkward circumstances the decision-maker has to judge what
the losses may be if he makes his investment, and set these against what they may be
if he does not. ïhe desirability of being able to assign values to these hypothetical
losses is obvious.

fire classical approach to hazard assessment has been the study of the loss history of
the unit or tþopulationrtof units in question. The rate at which losses have been in-
curred ia the past can be extrapolated i¡to the future with due allowance being given to
recognisable changes in and outside the system. However, technological change is so
rapid today tbat e><trapolation is no longer as reliable as it was. It was recognition of
this fact that led U. K. insurers to set up the organisation I represent - The l¡surance
Technical Bureau. A few words about this orgânísation may be of interest.

U. K. insurers - Iike those of many other courúries - have a long history of effort in
ttre field of loss reductÍon and have taken many steps to encourage a tecbnological
approach to the zubject. The early fire brigades were their creation and indeed they
still subscribe towards the costs of the current brigades. They finance the operations
of the Salvage Co4rs who complement fire brigade work in reducing losses from fire,
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erq)losion and flood. They have origir:ated and sponsor a number of orga.nisations Ín tåe
research and promotional fields in the longer term i¡terest of loss control - the Fire
Research Station and the Fire Protection Association for instance.

The trsurance Technical Bureau has a somewhat different mand¡ts from any of these.
It was set up about four years ago specifically to study and advise on the impact which
changing technology might have on underwriting matters. It provides a technical inter-
face behveen insurance and industry, but has no concern with individual insurance con-
tracts. It is not a partisan organÍsatÍon; its reports are geü.eral in nature and are made
available to anyone who wants them.

Itis what some woulddescribe asa'þublic serviceorganisationtl It has in fact a lot ín
commonwiththe T!B.B.S. here in the Netherlands, which has existed a good deal longer.

Its field of interest is potentially as broad as the field of insurance itself, but for the
moment it is limiting its work to consideration of fire and etcplosion and toxic emis-
grons.

A feature of the Insurance Tecbnical Brreau is tåat its staff are drawn almost entirely
from iadustry - a¡d look at loss control from the industry viewpoint. They are con-
cenred with the industrial process and v¡ith engineering and manragement, and are
looking all the time for ways in which these can be moulded to control hazard and re-
duce loss - whether to life, properby or profits.

As oramples of their work I can quote a number of studies of the hazards of indivÍdual
industries - industries which have partÍcular characteristics from a potential loss
viev4loint - e.g. very high value at risk (Aerospace and Electronics industries for Ín-
stance) or a poor loss record (Paper industry for instance) or a.n impending big change
in processing technology (Rubber industry for instance). They have pioneered a system
of recommÍssioníng electronic equipment which may have been damaged by fire - with
a potentÍal saving to the U. K. economy alone of many millions of Ê sterling per year.
They have looked closely attlne}rlazard,s of particular aspects of petrochemical produc-
tion and have made a deep study of the percussive vapour cloud e><plosion.

Such work as this provides a bacþround to a continuing consultancy service available
to all. ft all involves hazatd assessment which conventionally rests on the considera-
tion of the hístoric loss picture. This has provided the basis for insurance operations
throughout history. It has served very well where large numbers are concerned and
the criterion of loss is clear-cut. Life insurance is the best e><ample - the numbers to
draw on are immense and the criterion of loss is a sure one. With the growing number
of motor vehicles on the road, motor vehicle insurance is able to adopt similar actna-
rial techniques.

On the other hand, material losses in industry - although very heavy in money terms,
are so diverse as to have made the application of actuarial techniques impractical up
to the present. Losses are random and variable and often quite infrequent in an homo-
geneous population - such as for o<ample a particular industry in a particular country.
Fig. II shows the losses over the past several years of the U. K. Pharmaceutical in-
dustry. It is no use increasing the numbers by goÍng back too far in history because of
the changes, technological, coryorate and social, which underly the e>rperience and a-f-
fect it. Nevertheless, for warrt of anything better, insurers speak of the rrloss rateil
over a limited period - say 5 years. This is the sum of losses over the period in an
individual plant, or group of plants, averaged out per year and expressed as a fraction
of the value at risk.

Loss rate =
Sum of losses

number of years x value at risk
An equivalent functÍon for industrial life statistics is called the fatal accident frequen-
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cy tate.

Loss rate for a given population varies with time, according to the ebb and flow of the
loss experience. If these fluctuations are large and infrequent, loss rate can vary
considerably.

To avoid the variability surrounding loss rate, the I. T. B. have made use of a theore-
tical concept which represents what the loss rate would be if the experience with the
plant or population under study could be enlarged infinitely. This ís an rridealisedil loss
iate and is termed the rhr factor. It is a numerical representation of the true hazard of
tJre population. Whereas loss rate applies to a particular population and to a particular
period of time, the rh' factor is a fundamental property of the population.

The more èxperience there is to draw on, the closer loss rate will approximate to the
'ht factor. So when the population is large (e.g. if \rye are considering the losses by
fire in domestic premises) the loss rate is close enough to the 'h' factor to be used as
such. If \rye are considering say the losses by fire and explosion in hydrocrackers over
the past decade, although we have a few dozen cases well recorded, they are super-
imposed on a commercial and technical background which has changed very widely as
the number of plants in operation has increased, and as the design has evolved with ex-
perience and the application of fresh minds. the true hazard - as represented by the
rh' factor should in consequence show a steady reduction. The loss rate with the small
number of incidents to draw on would show wide fluctuations, and, influenced by the
ageing of the original plants, might give just the opposite impression.

The atomic energ'y people have had to meet this problem in the extreme. With nuclear
power plants we just carurot a-fford to accumulate loss experience, so the 'hr factor - or
some equivalent - must be synthesised from component parts, on each of which ade-
quate experience rnay exist. This has stimulated the whole technology of reliability en-
gineering into a fairly precise scientific study. Immense data banks of the reliability -
or looked at the other way - the failure rate of mechanical and electrical components
have been accumulated and can be used to calculate the reliability of plant involving a
mass of such components.

It is possible that one day we shall have similar data banks on non-nuclear industrial
processing equipment and some thought has been given to this. Ert as yet they do not
exist and there are the problems already mentioned such as rapidly changing tecb¡olo-
gy. To try to synthesise the failure rate of processing plant - such as a distillation
column - from the atomic energy data would be expensive beyond the point of justifica-
tion in most peoplets estimation,

AIso wewould need to take account of direct human action which accounts for such a
large proportion of industry losses. And we would still have to bridge the gap between
failure of plant and size of loss - which can range from the negligible to the disastrous.

These and other problems have led the I. T. B. to explore other ways of establishing
the fh' factor, and the rest of this paper will refer in general terms to a "down to
earthrr approach which shows some promise. It relies upon the use of a common sense
combination of physical properties and abstract concepts which are easy to ulderstand
but impossible to define precisely.

Thehazard of an industrial operation may be regarded as built of successive compo-
nents. Inbroadtermswehavethe "inherentt'}lLazard oftheprocess, leadingtothe
'rintrinsicrr hazard of the plant and finally to the "resultantt' hazard. of the operation.
The terms are arbitrarily chosen to distinguish one from another.

The Inlerent Hazard of the process is associated with the materials involved and the
physical conditions to which they are subjected. One or two useful efforts have been
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m¡de in the past to quantify this concept insofar as fire and explosion are concerned.
TLre work of Gretener in Switzerland and of the Dow Chemical Company are examples.
They usually rate the heat content of the materials as a basic factor and introduce
modifications to allow for other properties. The Bureau has found it better to keep to
more abstract concepts and divides inherent hazard into considerations of -

containment
ignition
spread
effect

Containment refers in its broadest sense to the keeping apart of reactive materials -
usually a combustible material and air. Containment is poor in the process of paper
making because the process itself allows for the distribution of finished paper and
worse still the waste aII over the factory. The containment component will therefore
be high. In a refinery however, the process provides for complete containment of the
petroleum fractions within vessels and pipe lines and a zero containment component is
aimed for, although of course, never quite achieved. Obviously high pressure pro-
cesses and processes involving a lot of movement of materials are the more prone to
loss of containment than shall rüe say static storage at atmospheric pressure, and the
containment factor must reflect this.

Ignition covers a more physical concept - depending on the physical properties of the
materials involved and the conditions to which they are subjected. Many methods of
determining ease of ignition exist, Records of industrial fires help in assessing this
component.

Spread is a function of the availability of flammable materials and their rate of heat
release (rather than their heat of combustion). It would be quite high for nuts and bolts
stored in wooden boxes but very low for the same stock stored in steel trays.

Effect of fire or explosion is not always L00Voin the affected areas. Remote contact
with the smoke from a fire may make food unsaleable whereas a water cooled or con-
crete clad structure may take an hour of flame impingement without appreciable harm.
Ttre factor should reflect these differences as accurately as the methods of assessment
permit.

A plant when built to operate the process can be considered to have an intrinsic hazard
which depends on the inherent tlazard of the process and the skill and cãiõ-iõr lâîEiF
skill and care) which the engineers and constructors have put into the design and erec-
tion. Factors which contribute to the engineering influence on hazard can be put into
such categories as

layout
engineering design
electrical zoning
instrumentation

Each of these can be sub-divided further if the attention to detail is considered worth-
whiIe.

Thirdly the intrinsic hazard ofthe plant as so constructed is modified for better or
worse by the skill and care applied to its operation (i. e, by the management systems
adopted) to yield the resultant hazard of the whole operation. The factors which we can
identify as contributing to this influence may be grouped under -

Policy and Organisation
Awareness
Procedures
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Protection
Persor¡rel

and agaÍn each group can be sub-divided at will.

It is the resultant hazard which cotrnts. Although we think in terms of damage to or
loss of a plant - it is the }razard of the operation which determines the cbances of
these losses occuriag.

This crude analysis provÍdes at the least a check list of factors which need to be taken
i¡to account in assessing the hazards of an industrial operation. Bú if we can put
numerical values to each of the factors and find a way of combining them we can aspire
to the idea of creating a model of industrial }l;azard which can provide us with a
numerical value for the 'h' factor itself.

This is not easy - as pointed out earlier, good information ex¡rerience is hard to come
by. But one of the advantages of factorising is that we can use the experience of a
wider range of industry to get ideas on the value for a single component; for instance
every firm has a paint shop, many semFanies have a computer room and a lot of com-
panies use flammable solvents. The ex¡rerience from many different plants and indus-
tries can be used to arrive at figures with, hopefuIly, some degree of statistical síg-
ni.ficance.

Also we need not rely completely on experience - or historic loss information. A
krowledge of the technology, comparison of one system with another, a lot of common
sense and a growing amount of fundamental scientÍfic Íact, ean all be used to help de-
duce a value for eachhazard component.

This approach is basically very simple - which is to the good. there is of course a
great deal of subjective judgment involved, and room for differences in view between
different people, - which is not so good. But the more the 'h' factor is broken down
into separately rated component parts the less will be the effect of personal judgment
on the overall value. Occasional "fixed pointstrsuch as unusually complete and valid
loss history can help control the persistent optimist or the persistent pessimist - and
avoid a bias creeping in.

If the engineering/construction, and management conform to I'good average practicet' -
í.e. theyhavenoimpact, positiveornegative, onthenethazardoftheprocess, the
factors for engineering and management become urrity and the inherent hazard of the
process then becomes the 'ht factor of the operation. Bad engineering and bad manage-
ment can i.ncrease these factors above 1, 0. increasing the resultant hazard corres-
pondingly. Good engineering and good rnanagement can reduce them.

In this way step by step a model of the hazards of an operation can be assembled. By
careful definition of the components themselves the arithmetic can and should be kept
as simple as possible.

You will note that I have confined my analysis to factors of human origin. Natural
causes can be treated similarly - and fed into the model at appropriate places. I¡rdeed
today we are accumulating a great deal of understanding of natural phenomena and they
are becoming more predictable and their hazards more manageable as a consequence,
much more so than for human beings. Weather observation - with the satellites play-
ihg an important pari - means that hurricanes and typhoons do not arrive unanurounced.
Our growing understanding of plate tectonics means that we can develop some idea of
the location and timing and intensity of earthquakes and volcanoes. Of course, this in-
creasing knowledge helps the engineer to design to accommodate the e>rceptional
stresses his plant may have to encounter, and if this is done well the engineering com-
ponent will compensate veqy largely for the additions to process hazard which natural
phenomena introduce.
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Any individual or preferably a group should, over a period of time, be able to construct
a model along the above lines and use it to advant¿ge. It would be presumptuous at this
early stage to try to produce a general model for all industrial loss, hrt it is not
necessary to go tltis far for use to be made of the concept. Most management decisions
concern differentials - for insta.nce the marginal eflect on losses of a modification to
plant or procedure. Usually one finds that differences in hazard ca"lr be estimated much
more precisely and with more general agreement, than the resultant hazard itsel-f.
Fig. Itr. examines a simple case of a paper warehouse in the U. K. for which manage-
ment is considering expenditure on sprinklers. Using the approach described above for
process hazard. estimation, one can deduce an 'ht factor for sizeable warehouses of
0.1970 for sprinklered premises and 0.77Vo for unsprinklered. A calculation of payback
time is quite simple - about 2! years in this case.

Had we used the loss rate information for this calculation we might have got a false in-
dication for a number of reasons, the most important of which is that the loss data for
sprinklered premises are very heavily associated with newer premises whereas those
for unsprinkleredpremises are almost entirely for older installations - so sprinklers
apart we would not be comparing like with like. The greater influence of chance on the
loss rate has already been mentioned.

Similarly, one can compare one process with another, one plant with another, and one
operation with another where process and plant are virtually identical. This last er<er-
cise will convince most people that the biggest differences between the hazards of dif-
ferent operations are those introduced by operating m.a.nagement. A consideration of
the number, variety and importance of the factors contrihrrting to tåis, can lead to the
conclusionthat orders of magnitude can exist betweenthe 'h'factors (and, therefore,
the losses which are to be expected) of identical plants operated by difÏerent people.

Why should the operation component introduce so much more variation than the process
or engineering factors ? It is perhaps worth noting that in spite of the great deal of at-
tention given to management studies over the last half century it is only durÍng the past
decade or so that mathematical approaches to management have been tried. Manage-
ment is still far from being a rigorous scientific dis:ipline with well-established codes
of practice, standards and techniques. Unless or until menagement becomes a strict
discipline, the process and engineering components to hazard will be much easier to
define and control, even though \rye rnay be reþing on rather abstract unscientific con-
cepts to measure them.
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WAREHOUSE FOR PAPER MILL

AREA 10 000 m2

VALUE : BUILDING t, 1.15M.

CONTENTS Ê 3.78M.

TOTAL Ê 4.93M.

'h, FACTOR (UNSPRINKLERED)
EQUIVALENT ANNUAL LOSS

,ht FAcToR (SPRTNKLERED)
EQUIVALENT ANNUAL LOSS

DIFFERENCE

MAINTENANCE

PAYOFF

Ê 28,500

Ê 2,000

Ê 26,500

COST OF SPRINKLER INSTALLATION : Ê 65,000
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The boy with his thumb Ín the dike

Ir. W. van der Kleij
Rijkswaterstaat
The Hague
The Netherlands

The boy with his thumb in the dike . .. . .. that was llans Brbkers, a little boy from
Spa.arndam near Haarlem. With his thumb he plugged up a small hole in the dike a¡d so
prevented a dike-burst and the inundation of his village. He even got a statue, which
can be seen in Spa.arndam. It is a remarkable story and it sounds so typically Dutch.
Alas for modern romantics, it is wholly untypical of Dutch conditions. Dikes donrt
spring leaks like water mains and everything we know about dike-bursts indicates a
quite different mechanism of failure. Our country has seen many dam-bursts, and
most occured not because the dike had a small hole in it, but because it was too low.
Dikes are constructed of earth - or nowadays ususally sand - and topped with a solid
layer of clay ps a facing. On the outer side it is strengthened with stones, or more up
to date, with asphalt, to prevent the waves from damaging the earth core. The inner
slope is strengthened by a good tur{ mat only. To such a dike nothÍng much can happen,
unless it is too low. Then the waves may overtop it, or a whole layer of water may
submerge it. Most dfües are not proof against that. The inner slope softens, lumps of
earth start to slip down, and the dike becomes more and more eroded on the inner side
until it crumples away and bursts, with the usual disastrous consequences. So much for
Hans Brinkers.

Dikes in the Netherlands are in two main groups: sea-walls and dikes along rivers and
canals. Sea-walls have to withstand high water-levels for short times only, but nearly
always these levels are accompanied by heavy waves. On the contrary, river dikes
should be able to withstand high water levels for long times, but here wave action is not
so important. These different claims result in differences in design. Sea-walls are
narrow but tall, as to prevent waves overtopping the dike. River dikes are lower but
more heavily built, as they should not soften under high river-levels for long times.
These differences in design can be seen clearly in the landscape. It should be pointed
out, however, that for both categories of dikes, water level is the most important cri-
terion.

Our forefathers knew that just as well as we do. They always made their dikes higher
than the highest water-level they had experienced. Actually this was a rather bad
method, as from time to time a water-level became higher than its predecessor with
catastrophic results. Nowadays we think that we have better methods for the deter-
mination of the height of a dike, as modern mathematics has given us the possibility of
ascertaining for every water-level the probability of this occurence. Accordingly the
theme of my pâper is: for which water-level do we design our dikes?
I realise that this is not trisk-analysist ín the accepted sense of the word, it is more
the determination of a planned load. All the same, it may be of interest for those who
practise risk-analysis, for it is a good example of a ttconsciously accepted quantified
riskr'. Living in a low-lying country is hazardous, but with modern techniques we can
make the risk as small as we consider acceptable.
There are, of course, a number of other methods for the reduction of flood hazards.
For example, we can simply go awây and settle elsewhere. Or we can build artificial
mounds and live on those, Our forefathers did this, and these dwelling mounds, called
?terpsr in Dutch, are still to be found in the north of the country. I-astly we can evacu-
ate the population in times of danggr. There is nearly tutanimous agreement that this is
by far the worst solution. There are great organisational problems, and although these
can be overcome, this is a distinct disadvantage. Furthermore, it means that the popu-
lation in the low-lying parts of the country will have to live constantly with the idea that
at any moment they can be ordered to leave their homes and belongings. It also means
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that one has to rely heavily on wheather forecasts, and although these forecasts and
gale warnings have become far more accurate in recent years, there is a clear
possibility that the public will not accept that.
All these methods also have the disadvantage of conceding ground. That is the crux of
the matter. The Netherlands have a pa.rticularly favourable location in Europe, and
therefore are worth preserving. This is the reason why our forefathers did not leave
the country, but enclosed it with dikes.
As I said, nowadays dikes are designed to withstand a water-level that has a certain
probability of occurence. This means the acceptance of a rconciously quantified riskr,
as still higher water-levels, which have a still lower probability than the accepted one,
will cause a dike-burst. The techniques for calculating the probability of occurence of
certain water-levels became available between the two World Wars. The famous physi-
cist and mathematician Prof. Dr. H. A. Lorentz did the pioneering work, and as the
calculating techniques were refined, the mathematicians began to suspect that at least
some of the Dutch dikes might be too low to offer a reasonable degree of security.
Then the gale of 1953 caused a national disaster. Large areas of the country were
flooded and nearly 2000 people drowned, and it became painfully clear that the mathe-
maticians had been right. The government immediately installed a Committee, soon to
be know as the Delta Committee, to draw up recommandations for the best way to safe-
guard the Netherlands against future floods. The Delta Committee wisely decided to use
all available lcrowledge, including the results of the probabilistic investigations. Its final
report appeared in 1958 and contained the recommendation to strengthen the Dutch
coastal defences in such a way that a storm surge with a specific probability of occur-
ence could be withstood. In its report, the Delta Committee stated: rrWhatever storm-
surge level is adopted as the basis for construction, it will always have to be borne in
mind that absolute security is not guaranteed. "
The government adopted the report and incorporated it in an Act: the Delta Act. From
the point of view of risk-analysis, this was a rather important development:
a. For the first time, it was officially acknowledged that an absolute safeguard could

not be provided. t'Zero probabilityrr cannot be reached.
b. Probability of inundation is regarded as a basic hazard of life in the Netherlands. In

the event of a disaster the question of who is guilty can and should be left out of con-
sideration.

c. All citizens are to be protected in the same way, there will be no arbitrary preferen-
tial treatment.

Since the passing of the Delta Act, the primary water defences of the Netherlands have
been redesigned and reconstructed to withstand water levels which have specific probab-
ilities of being exeeded. These probabilities are:
a. 10-a per year for the tHeart of Hollandt. This is the mid-western region of the

country where the large cities lie. It is one of the most densply populated parts of
the world and therefore the risk has been put very low. (10-t per year means that in
any year the probability that a storm-surge occurs greater than the one for which
the dike is designed, is as slight as 1 in 10,000).

b. For the other regions in the Netherlands a lower standard has been accepted: a
probability of occurence of 2.5 10-a per year.

c. For thedikes along the major rivers a still greater risk is deemed acceptable:
3.3 10-4 per vear.

These standards involve a quantified risk, which can be lowered if we thitk that necess-
ary, but can never be put at zero. Ln this respect the design of modern Dutch dikes is
the first instance in the world of the adoption of a risk-analysis method.
The quantified risks that have been accepted in the Delta Act are such that nearly all
Dutch dikes have to be redesigned, reconstructed and strengthened - a vast undertakj.ng
on which the Dutch are still engaged. Only in 1990 all dikes in the Netherlands will be
up to the standards laid down in the Delta Act. The next questions is, of course, how
such a quantified risk is determined. This is a very difÏicult question. I:r Holland, we
are confronted with it again, now that a committee is considering whether the standard
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for river dfües - 3.3 10-4 per year - is on the high side or not. For a number of exam-
ples have shorün that strengthening of river dikes also results in a serious assault on
the landscape.
One thing should be made absolutely clear: nothing is to be gained from a compa..rison
with other risks. We lcrow that the population runs many risks, on the road for instan-
ce. We also loow roughly for a number of risks their probabilities of occurence, But
we do not loow to which extent these risks have been socially accepted. As Dr. Otway
pointed out ù1 his paper, social acceptance is not influenced only by the risk of occur-
ence, but seems to depend on a number of determinants. At the moment we are rather
ignorant about the whole process of social acceptance, so compa.risons between risks
are not very useful.
Another good reason for not compa.ring risks is a psychological one: an evil is so easi-
ly excused by pointing out another one!
But the main reason why every compa.rison comes to naught is that flood disasters
simply carurot be compa.red with other calamities. They involve not only the loss of
human lives, but also of possessions, land and cattle, and worse of all, they totally
disrupt society.
So in the Netherlands floods are regarded and treated as catastrophes. In 1962 Tuindorp
Oostzaan was suddenly inu.ndated, by fresh water luckily. No human lives were lost,
the dike that had been breached, was repâired easily and the water could be pumped
away fairly quickly. Yet this simple flood was regarded as a national disaster. Some-
times, feelings are facts!
To determinJadmissible risks a large measure of common sense is of course needed.
But nowadays common sense can be supplemented by modern techniques of analysis,
such as cost-benefit analysis, risk analysis and policy analysis. With these techniques
one can weigh the advantages of exóluding a certain risk against the sacrifices the
commwrity has to make to thzt end. Of course, this is far easier said than done. as a
number of factors have to be weighed against one another. Some can be measured,
others however, are imponderables, and they pose the most difficulties.

Measurable factors are :

1. The cost of raising the dikes - this can be calculated tathet easily.
2. The damage caused by the disaster. That is already far more difficult to calculate

precisely. One might staft with the rmaximum credible accidenil, by taking a spe-
õific region that has been inundated and then calculating the total value of all goods
destroyed. These include houses, buildings, fittings and fixtures, cars, machines,
plants and so on.
then there is the loss of production. Furthermore, inundations, especially those by
salt water, also damage the soil , and for this an estimate has to be included in the
total damage.

Calculations on the basis of the tmaximum credible accidentt are extremely complex,
but give a good indication of the total value of the goods that can be destroyed. They
have been done for several regions in the Netherlands.
However, the method has its drawbacks too. I.r addition to their economic value, build-
ings or goods may have an historical or sentimental value, and that never can be
eqqated to a sum of money. Secondly, the damages due to social disruption - disruption
of traffic or the breakdown of electricity supply - are very difficult or even impossible
to quantify.

Then there are the imponderable factors. I would like to mention only a few:
Loss of human life. Efforts have been made to calculate the value of human beings.
This started centuries ago; Sir William Petty calculated the value of King Charles IIrs
total estate in 1669, by arbitrarily adjudging to every inhabitant of Great Britain a

value of Ê 69.
I¡r more recent times another Englishman tried to calculate the damages to society
caused by traffic accidents. His approach was to calculate the mean value of the total
expected production of a human being. I:r his scheme, new born boys were worth their
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weight in gold, but girls far less. Pensioners had to be given a negative value. This,
of course, is clear idiocy and we shall not dwell any longer on it. The value of hrunan
being fortunately cannot be expressed in terms of money.

Grief and social upheaval, the misery of not having a roof over onets head and of being
made homeless. Also, there may be anxiety and a feeling of insecurity, even when
nothing happens. That are psychological factors that, however, should never be ne-
glected.

The concern for scenic values, which is a rather recent phenomenon. I¡r the course of
history, Dutch dikes have become part of the landscape. Dikes are the boundary between
land and water and they often are one of the most beautiful elements in a rather flat
landscape. [r the pa.st, they often were the safest places for settlement. Whole villages
stretch alongside Dutch dikes, ¿nd some dikes are heavily built upon. Raising of river
dikes spoils what has grown in centuries. Careful planning can limit the damage to
scenic values, but it cannot prevented completely. It is not surprising that many in
Holland protest against the raising of river dikes and query whether the safety gained
is compensated by the scenic values lost.

This boils down to the accepted fact that it never is possible, even with modern tech-
niques of analysis, to weigh all advantages of raising dikes against all sacrifices that
have to be made. Yet, this has to be done if one wants to arrive at a standard for a
quantified risk.

The Delta Committee tried to do exactly that. They invoked the assistance of the lVta-
thematical Centre at Amsterdam and constructed a mathematical model, which left out
all imponderable factors. Then, a method of calculation was developed that in its basic
principles is still applied today. The model is based on the ttotal discounted disaster
damage expectationt. The idea is to calculate the compensation a hypothetical insurance
company would have to pay for the damage a flood mây cause,
This model results in a rather simple formula:

R=w.p. (1 +#*,
= the total amount of compensation that may have to be paid
= the value of all damages and losses that will be claimed .

= the probability of a disaster (in the Heart of Holland 10-4 per year)
= the discount rate
= the growth rate of the economy.

This formula is not ideal, and we realise that. The chief culprits are the discount rate
and the growth rate of the economy. How high should we put these rates? some think
that for the discount rate 4Vo would be reasonable, but others prefer a different value.
The growth rate too, is rather troublesome. some years ago 4 to 5 7o seemed a good
value, but today 2Vo would be nearer to reality. This would be not so bad if small
changes in the grotth rate and the discourt rate did not have such marked effects on the
outcome of the calculations. So nowadays we perform the calculations with a mr¡rrber of
different values for those two rates.
As I mentioned earlier, the Delta Committee left all imponderaùIe factors out of con-
sideration. And yet it was found tbat the original choice of 10-4 for the Heart of Holland,
which bad been based partly on emotional considerations, was borne out by the calcu-
lations. The calculations showed that the proposed raising of the dikes paid for itself,
certainly when - in an attempt to include the imponderables - the restiltì of the calcu-
lations are doubled.
The Delta Committeers method has been used with satisfactory results for river dikes
too. In consequence, we in the Netherlands have at the moment a considerable store of
data about the costs of raising dikes and the value of goods present in the polders.
Recently, there have been new developments. Today we would not tackle tÈe problem
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the way the Delta Committee did, we would use policy analysis instead - which, of
course, was not available in 1953. Policy analysis was used for the first time when we
had to decide upon the best solution for closíng the Eastern Scheldt. We got important
help from the Rand Corporation of Santa Monica, USA. The method can be defined as a
"quantified survey of the long-term social advantages and disadvantages of alternative
policy measures". Although this is quite a mouthful, policy analysis has proved to be a
very valuable aid in deciding on complex problems.
Ir policy analysis you start with a nr¡mber of alternatives for raisi4fth,e height of a dike
- fo.r instance probabilities for the occurence of a disaster of 3.3x10-4, 5x10-+ or
10-ó. Then you quantify all factors involved as far as possible, and preferably in
money. Examples are the costs of constructing or raising the dike and the expected
disaster damage, calculated according to the method I have just described.
Wherever possible, the imponderable factors are quantified, for instance in number of
people protected, in hectares of countryside affected or in numbers of trees and houses
lost.
Two corrses are now open. The first is to use the tweighing figurer method. A group of
ex¡rrts - they may be engineers, economists or ecologists - allots a certain figure to
each factor. These are averagd, givíng a certain score for each alternative. Usually
however, the method does not work very well as experts are apt to disagree, something
which causes a nr¡mber of problems.
So usually the second course is adopted: the rscore-cardr method. For every aspect, â
score card is made which contains columns for the different variants. I:r the columns
we can fill in numbers, or terms such as tmanyr or rfewr , or even colours - green for
tJle highest, red for the lowest score and white for those in between. There may be
score cards for such aspects as safety, the economy or nature preservation. \ry'e

summariøe on a total score card and there we can enter plus or minus signs in the
colu:rrns.
Carrying out a policy analysis requires a tremendous amount of work, but it certainly
is worth the trouble. Policy analysis is a great help in coming to a decision, but it is
not more that that: the choice always remains difficult,
We used this method to come to a decision about the best way to close of the Eastern
Scheldt and the committee now engaged in considering whether the standard for the
river dikes shor¡ld be changed, also uses this method.
One meets quite a number of other problems, mostly of a techlical nature, when trying
lay down standards. A major one is that, when calculating statistical frequencies, of
water levels, one has to extrapolate rather far. A storm with a frequency of 10-* per
year, fortunately has not occured up till now, but one has to extrapoLate to that fre-
quency, and in doing so one introduces a number of inaccuracies.
Then we have to reckon with the fact that small differences in water-levels give rise to
large differences in statistical frequencies. For example, a water-level of five metres
above N.A. P. (Arnsterdam ordnance datum) at the Hook of Holland has a statistical
frequency of 10:4 per year, brrt lowering th'e water-level to 4.80 metres above N.A. P.
raises the frequency to 2 \0-+, a doubling of the frequency for a difference of a mere
20 centimetres, And dike building is not a very precise construction technique, as
differences in height of 10 centimetres are not unusual.
With river dikes one has similar problems.
Another thing is that we do not know exactly when a dike will give way. The ideal situa-
tion would occur if we could constmct the dike in such a way that it will burst at a
water-level somewhat higher than that it has been calculated to withstand. But that is
impossible, because our present lcnowledge of soil mechanics is not good enough. So we
assume that the dike will burst when more than 2Vo of the'sigrrificantt waves go over its
top. This is an empirical figure, and it is not very accurate. Modern dike probably can
withstand more, but just how much more?
With river dikes, the problems are even more difficult. These dikes usually burst,
either because they soften, or because wâter seeps through. The latter is called rpip-
ing', and in such a case a small boy with a fat thumb might sometimes be able to help!
Then, we should not forget that dikes may burst owing to causes other than water: acts
of war, a burst in a water main or a gas pipe, or a tree being uprooted in a storm.
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These are all extra risks, and whenever possible we try to keep them at a level where
their probability of occurence is at least lower than that on which the dike was calcu-
lated.
We still have much to learn, even about techniques. So we resort to a practical
approach, the Dutch are rather good at that.
Irr summary I would like to stress five poÍnts:
1. Our aim is to safeguard our country by dikes that offer a high degree of security.

Absolute protection, however, car¡not be provided. There remains a conciously
accepted quantif ied risk.

2. To determÍne the magnitude of that risk, we can use policy analyses - or, if you
like, cost-benefit analyses or risk analyses. úr these analyses the advantages of ex-
cluding a specific risk are weþhed against the sacrifices the community is prepared
to urake.

3. The methods we employ are not perfect. There are many imponderables, and there
are technical problems too. However, we arrive at good results.

4. The analyses are an, aid in coming to a final decision. This final decision is a matter
of policy.

5. Finally, it is of the utmost importance that the population fully accepts the choice
made.

In final analysis, it is the babitability of our country which is at stake and which is
worth preserving.
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Application of Risk Analysis to Environmental Protection

Mr. W. D. Rowe, Ph, D.
United State s Envi ronmental Protection Agency
Washington
U. S. A.

Introduction

AII activities of man as part of his narural environment involve risks. lMany of these
risks are undertaken voluntarily to achieve some beneficial return or are unavoidable.
Co-versely, some risks are imposed inequitable by one part of society on others.
\À/hen these latter imposed risks involve health and the environment, regulation to
ameliorate these inequities is required in most societies,
Amelioration of inequitably imposed risks does not imply no risk, but rather an accept-
able level of risk which certain parts of society accept for the benefit of society as a
whole. I-n order to address this problem, a basic understanding of the process of horil
societal risks are imposed and may be controlled is desirable.
This process of risk assessment is a relatively new discipline of developing importance
as society becomes more cognizant of risk inequitably imposed upon them by technolo-
gical activities of man. The term risk assessment is used to describe the total process
of risk analysis and amelioration of risks. The process may be divided into two parts:
(1) the determination of levels of risks, and (2) the social evaluation of risks. Risk de-
termination consists of risk (hazard) identification and risk estimation. This latter
area is the most familiar area since it involves the classical methods for determining
the levels of risk as well as newer techniques for modeling risk. Risk evaluation in-
volves acceptance of risk aversion as alternatives to imposed risks. Risk acceptance
involves determi-nations of accqltable levels of societal risk while risk aversion in-
volves steps to avoid risks.
The relationship of these aspects of risk assessment is shown diagrammatically in
Figure 1.
Hazard identificatíon is particularly of interest at this time since technology has pro-
gressed to the level that many new risks are either irreversible or are of global pro-
portions. Hazard identification is open-ended, but up to now little attention has been
given to identifying even major types of risk prior to their impositÍon.

Risk Identification

Assumi-ng that we can define a 'lhazardt'* in the general conte><t of "a potential threat to
man, his environment, and his well-being, " the manner in which new hazards are per-
ceived and identified is a major consideration in coping with them. Estimation of the
changes in levels of man-origilated and naturally-occurring hazards over time involves
both the measured changes in levels of risk and the manner in which the pereeption of
new risks takes place. The first area involves screening and monitoring to identify new
risks, while the latter one is a social and cultural response of an aware population, and
they are not mutually independent,

New risks are identified by at least three different processes:
1. The risk is new and did not previously exist.
2. The megnitude of an existing risk has changed.
3. The magnitude of the perception of an existing risk has changed.
Of course, all three processes ûÞy occur simultaneously.

* ttHazardtt and trriskrr may be used interchangeably with this definition. Alternatively,
tfe 'hazatdtt may imFly the e><istence of a threat; and ttrisk is the potential occur-
rence of the threat.
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A new risk is defined as one that did not previously e><ist. It is almost always a risk
originated by man (as opposed to the new identification of an e><isting risk), usually as
a result of a new technology, often where nature has no natural defense mechanism.
Schumacher says it concisely:

Our scientists and technologists have learned to compound substances un-
known to nature. Against many of them, nature is virtually defenceless.
There are no natural agents to attack and break them down. It is as if
aborigines were suddenly attacked with machine-gun fire; their bows and
arrows are of no avail. These substances, u¡l<nown to nature, owe their
almost magical effectiveness precisely to naturers defencelessness. +

The second process involves existing risks which are newly perceived. These may oc-
cur because the hazard was previously unidentified, a sudden change in rnagnitude of
the hazards occurs, or a slow change in hazard magnitude crosses some threshold of
concern. Schumacher continues in this vein:

. . . and that accounts also for their dangerous ecological impact. It is
only in the last twenty years or so that they have made their appearance
in bulk. Because they have no natural enemies, they tend to accumulate,
and thelong-term consequences of this accumulation are in many cases
known to be extremely dangerous, and in other cases totally unpredictable. *

The third process involves the changing perception of society towards o<Ísting risks
that may or mây not be changing in an obj ective sense. This may occur when a more
domina.nt risk is eliminated or reduced (e. g. , the reduction of contagious diseases has
mâde chronic ones of greater concern), or when there is a transfer of concern from
one part of society to another through mass media and other commu-nication modes, or
when the hazards become a threat to particular individuals or groups, as opposed to
statistical risks to the population at large,
In the latter case the process may be considered as a possible threat to the I'status
quortof those who feel satisfied with their status quo, ** However, the threat or per-
ceived threat is to a hierarchy of possible types of rísk"
Based upon the marurer in which risks are identified and the types of risks involved, a
morphological approach to screening for hazards can be constructed. Such a morpho-
Iogical structure is shown in Figure 2, The vertical colum¡ uses the processes in-
volved in perceiving new risks as entires, whereas the horizontal row across the top
uses an array of different t¡pes of risks. These latter include risks to: health and life,
resulting in pain, disability, and premature death; the environment on a local or global
basis, resulting in both reversible and irreversible effects; the economic well-being of
groups and indÍviduals; the social well-being of groups; and changes in the status quo of
individuals. A third dimension might well be the types of systems that cause risks,
such as:

Chemicals - including drugs and pesticides
Energy - including fossil and nuclear fuels
Transportation - hazards to people and environment
Construction - including fire and earthquake hazards
Waste products - organic and inorgamc
Materials - ferrous, non-ferrous, plastics, etc.
Etc.

The idea of the morphology is that each intersection can be studied on its own to deter-
mine if significant risks exist in that area. The necessity to e><amine each intersection
analytically provides some possibility that areas not previously covered are brought
into focus. The degree of detail in each scale and the level of aggregation are impor-
tant factors in determining the scope of coverage and the practicality of the screening
process.

* E.F, Schumacher, Smell is Beautiful. New York: Haryer Colophon, 1975, p. 17.

**SeeW.D. Rowe, t'AnAnatomyof Risk,t'Chapter1l, foramoredetaileddiscussion
of this idea.
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Most of the effort in risk identification in the United States is presently focused on two
major areas: (1)_ screening chemicals for toxicity and carcinogenesis, and (2) identify-
ing technological threats to geochemical systems. I¡ the first area the newþ enacted
ToxÍc Substances Control Act authorizes the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
to obúain from industry data on the production, use, health efTects, and other matters
concerning chemical substances and mixtures. If warranted, EpA may regulate the
manuJacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use, and disposal of a chemical
substance or mixture. Pesticides, tobacco, nuclear material, firearms and ammuni-
tion, food, food additives, drugs, and cosmetics are exempted from the Act. Ttrese
products are currently regulated under other laws.

Testing of Chemicals

EPA may require manu.facturers or processors of potentially harmful chemicals to
conduct tests on chemicals. Testing may be directed to evaluating the characteristics
of a chemical, such as persistence or acute toxiòity, or to clarifying Íts health and
environmental effects, including carcinogenic, mutagenic, behavioral, and synergistic
effects. Before requiring testing, EPA must set forth the need for such testing in
terms of o(pectation of unreasonable risk.

Premarket Notifi cation

ManuJacturers of new chemical substances must give EPA 90 days notice before the
m¡nuJacture of the chemicals. Any chemical which is not listed on an inventory of
existing chemicals to be published by EPA by November 1977 witl be considered trnewtr
for purposes of the premarket notice requirement.

Regulation of Hazardous Chemical Substances and Mixtures

EPA may prohibit or limit the manufacturing, processing, distribution in commerce,
use, or disposal of a chemical substance or mixture if it finds that these activities or
any combination of them presents or will present an unreasonable risk of injury to
health or the environment. Labelling may be required for a chemical or any article
containing the chemical. A menu_facturer may be required to make and keep records
of the processes used in manu.facturing a chemical and to conduct tests to assure
complia.nce with any regulatory requirements. Further, EPA may require a manu-
facturer to give notice of any unreasonable risk of injury presented by his chemical to
those who purchase or may be olposed to that substance. A manufacturer nray also be
required to replace or repurchase a substance which presents an unreasonable risk.
Essentially this act is similar in many ways to the Federal Food and Drug Act, but is
extended to all materials.
Studies of various kinds are underway to identÍfy threats to geochemical systems such
as fluorocarbon gases and high altitude jet travel affecting the ozone layer of the
earthrs atmosphere, thermal and carbon dioxide loading of the earth's climatology, and
tracing the fate of toxic mâterials through the environment.

Risk Estimation

The process of risk estimation is basically a five step process, as shown in Figure 3.
First, as shown in the upper left hand corner, there is a causative event or events
which, when properly defined, can have a probability of eîeñTiõdrEñõãassõõlãtãd
with it. When such an event occurs, there are a number of possible outcomes which
likewise can be defined and the probability of the resultant outcome(s) also determined
to varying degree.
As such, the causative event and the outcome do not involve risk since e><posure to
people, the environment, or institutions has not yet been taken into accotmt, Thus, the
combination of causative events and outcomes by itself is limited to experiments,
st¿tÍstical desÍgn of experiments, and hypothesis testing. Experiments are carried out



and outcomes observed to determine the behavior between the causative events and the
outcomes. IJ such experiments involve exposure to people or the environment, then
there are risks involved in conducting the e:çeriments as well as testing the hypothesis.
The third step in Figure 3 extends in the area of risk through the e>c¡rosure pathway.

Various e4)o;ure pãthways can be defined explicitly. The probability of tåe various
exposure pãttrways and résultant exposures can also be determined. Each e)tposure
reãufts it'an array of possible cons"quences which also can be e.>çIicitly defined and

the probabilíty of ôonsèquence occunence determined, as shown in the fourth step.
Howiever, risl determinãtion does not end with definition of the consequence, but must
also conéider the value of the consequence to those people affected.
It is the consequence value to those affected which determines, along with-the prgb-
ability of occuirence, behavior in response to risks. Thus, the process ofrisk deter-
mination Ínvolves two basic steps: (1) a probability determination, and (2) cons_equenc_e

value determination which covers ttié arèas as shown by the brackets at the right hand

side of thw Figure. There is an overlap at Step 4, Consequences.
Ttre probability of a consequence is a function of the probabilities of_the causative event,
the outcome, ánd the exposure pathway. This is shown in the lower left hand corner in
equation 1. The value of the consequence is a function of the definition of the conse-
q,i"tr"" and the probability of consequence occurrence as shown in equation 2. Risk then
iã a function of the probability of the consequence and the value of the consequence to
the risk taker. However, theconcept of risk is more complicated than the use of I'ex-

pected risk" found ty múttipt¡ng the risk consequence value by the probability of
ä"cort"t"". The degree of lcrowledge of each of these parameters must be properly
understood.
The probability of an occurrence of an event may be determined by direct measurement
of reþeated trials. When the number of trials is large, we can refer to the estimate of
probäbility as being objective since it represents an empirical estimation. At the other-"*tt"-", if we only have estimates nrade from one or' a few trials or totally by con-
jecture,'the probability estimate is subjecüive. These definitions follow the classical
änes of'ob;ective and subjective probability. Ir the subjective case Baysniaa approach-
es to conditional probability and use of a priori information are useful. IJr between
these two er<tremès, thereìs another area which I have called synthesized probability.
In this case the p"oiratitity of an event is not directly measured, b¡t it is modelled and

estimated from iimilar objective probabilístic systems which are o<pected to act in a
corresponding manner. For example, the Rasmussen Study* on reactor safety is an
estimaie of synthesized probabilities where the estimates are not actually measured,
but are co-pit"d from tèsts on parts of the system and synthesized into a total model.
A consequenìe which is directly observable and measurable and the value of that con-
sequencd e><pressed explicitly is an objective consequence value, For example, the
acóognting vãIue of the payoffs of a gamblÍng establishment as far as the house is con-
cerned Ís an o<ample of objective consequence value. The other extreme is subjective
consequences wheie the value of a consequence to a particular risk agent is complete-
ly depãndent upon the risk agentts value system and situation. In between these two
extreo"es, theie is a level which I call rrobservablert consequence value. Here the
measured, behavioral response of groups in society to objectÍve or subjective conse-
quences can be ascertained through study of their behavior.
A matrix of the nature of probability and the nature of consequence as discussed above
is shown in Figure 4. The probability nature is shown in the left hand column and the
consequence nature along the top. The combination of probability and consequence de-
fines risk. For the objective probability-objective consequence case, as shown in the
upper left hand box, we have tine area of objective risk. This is the area where most
classical studies of risk have taken place. They are the easiest to define and the easi-
est to work with. As we move towards synthesized probability or observable conse-
quences, we have areas \Mhich are called trmodelledrr risk. Here the model is not direct-
ly observable, but the correspondence of the model to realÍty determines its useful-

* Reactor Safety Study-WASH 1400. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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ness. Tbe pode-lling may be developed through the probability estimate by the use of
synthesized probability, it may be through the valuation becaúse of the uje of observ-
able consequences, or it may be through both qrnthesized probability and observable
consequences as shown in the central box. All other risk areas are shown as subjec-
tive, either because of subjective estimates or subjective valuation or a combinaiion
of both.
The classical area of science involving e>rperiments and making empirical measure-
ments deal primarily with objective risk. Irr the last few years, the idea of synthesized
probabilities has developed e:<tensively and in the behavioral sciences the treatment of
observable consequences as opposed to objective ones have been of major imfortance.
H_owgver, as ri¡e look towards decision makin in society, it is the subjective iisk ,r"a
whictt is the reality. People make their decisions on stb¡ective risk ðstimates, not
upon what is objective. In other words, the emotional aspects often are what drive
people, not the objective scientific knowlefue. As an er<ample, the use of expected
value reactors and the fuel cycle usually results in lower estim¿tes for acciãents.
While this rnåy or may not be true, such results are anti-intuitive in terms of present
behavior.
T{ the subjective risk estimates are the reality, the only way to make them closer to
the ob¡ective risk measures is to educate p"opíe to tleïU5eäUve risks or to make the
subjective estimates and valuations more o<plicit and visÍble so people understand them
better.
The difference between objective and subjective behavior is well known to psycholo-
gists. Considerable study has looked into the objective and subjective probabilities for
reward and punishment as behavioral models. The objective probability for reward or
punishment involves the actual value of reward or punishment. For erample, the
pwrishment for speeding on a certaiir portion of road may be loss of licence and a high
value fine. But at a given time, if there are no enforcement ofTicers on that highway,
the obj ective probability of punishment is zero. However, speed is often governed on
these roads by the subjective probability of punishment in that the absence of lcrowledge
of the placement of law enforcement officers involves some ocpectation that there
might be one to observe your speeding. So behavior is generally based upon the sub-
jective assessment of reward and punishment,
The subjective nature of consequence valuatÍon implies a considerable variability in
such measures. There are a variety of factors which can affect assignment of value to
a consequence. A list of these is shown in Figure 5.
The purpose of such classification of risk factors is to provide means of comparing
different types of risks and risk bebavior under different conditions. Studies of each of
these factors can provide considerable insight into individual and societal behavior
toward risk acceptance.

Risk Evaluation

Man is naturally risk aversive. Holever, he is willing to take rÍsks to achieve specific
benefits when such choice is u-nder his direct control. However, when the risk is im-
posed by man or nature without direct benefit, risk aversive action dominates. The
factthat society is more concerned with adverse consequences than benefits is obvious
from consideration of the content of news media, a reflection of societyts ne\4/s pre-
ferences. Disaster and disagreeable news far outweigh the achievements and beneficial
events.
The risk aversive nature of sociefir, coupled with increasing awareness of new risks
resulting from side effects of new technology, has focused increased attention upon
technological risk in recent years. Such awareness and concern are probably irrevers-
ible since the knowledge base for tech-nology assessment and risk identification is
available to all aspects of society. Consideration of societal risk in all tecbnological
decisions is rapidly becoming accepted, and increased regulatory attention is focused
on risk assessment. A methodological approach to assure reasonable perspective in
assessing risk is necessary if the regulatory apparatus is to work in a visible way.
Purely voluntary risks need not and probably should not be regulated by government.
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This is the case where only direct gains and direct losses to a risk agent are involved.*
Unfortunately, there are relatively few conditions for which voluntary risks occur.
There is usually some indirect risk imposed upon others who neither directly nor in-
directly share in the gaÍns. For ercample, the act of suicide has a consequence not only
to the individual invoived, but to his survivors, his insurance company, his creditors,
etc. Further, the benefit of the act to the índividual involved, if it may be thought of as
a benefit in túe form of relieving onesel-f of problems of living, is situational and, in
some cases, irrational. Both the State and the Church have laws, regulations, and

moral codes which attempt to make this act as unattractive as possible. Thus, govern-
ment is involved in regulating voluntary as well as involuntary risks to some extent.
This occurs when indiiect losses associated with a voluntary risk condition affect sig-
nificant numbers of the population of identifiable recipients indirectly; regulatory ac-
tion to ameliorate the risli inequity becomes necessary. Thus, the pulpose of a risk
assessment methodology is not to balance direct gains and losses, but to ameliorate
inequities in balancing indirect gains and losses. Risk assessment is only used after a

favorable balance of direct gains and direct losses has been made, and involves con-
sideration of involuntary risks. Thus, a risk assessment methodology is neither a

cost-benefÍt analysis nor a substitute for such analysis. Its purpose, recognizing that
some levels of risk always o<ist, is to determine when imposed risks on segments of a

society are low enough to be acceptable, There is little question that the balancing of
indirect gains to society against imposed risks is a requirement in risk acceptance.
Higher lõvels of risks may be acceptable under these conditions; and moreover, total
societal equity is rarely achieved in practice.

The Formulation of Methodology for Risk Evaluation

Risk assessment involves both risk determination and risk evaluation. A methodology
for risk evaluation assumes that risks have been previously quantified or may be quan-
tified by other efforts as a prerequisite for risk evaluation.
A methodology.for risk acceptance involves four distinct steps, as shown in Figure 6.
The direct gain-loss analysis involves a comparison of direct gains against direct
losses, and represents a classical cost-benefit analysis usually made by an indívidual
or institution undertaking a project or program. The individual or institution receives
the beneflts and accepts costs, and rnakes an analysis that is primarily an economic
one. Voluntary risks are taken to achieve specific results.
If the balance is negative, the motivation for going ahead with the project or program
disappears. It will probably be dropped unless the balance is changed or new factors,
such as subsÍdization, are introduced. A favorable balance will provide incentive for
the program. Institutional barriers involving legal constraints, taxes and related in-
centives, and public opinion are factors which are not always quantifiable.
The responsibility for carrying out this analysis is that of the individual or institution,
private or governmental, undertaking the project for direct gain. It is an open-ended
analysis since additional direct costs from subsequent steps will affect the balance,
and new factors must be accounted for as they occur. Such a process is dynamic; and
the sponsor will continuously review his position through its completion, perhaps only
for economic reasons.
Ttre indirect societal gains of a proposed actÍvity must be balanced against the indirect
societal losses of the activity. Risks are one aspect of the societal losses. This
balance is the type of overall cost-benefit analysis sought in environmental impact
statements under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and is a goal of tech-
nologSr assessment activities. These balances must be made on at least three different
levels of impact: (1) locat balance, (2) national balance, and (3) world balance, and
often result in qualitative value judgments as opposed to numerical balances.
At the governmental level, a sponsoring agency is usually responsible for the prepara-

The terms ttgainstr and r'lossesil are used
the latter two terms mean different things

in place of "benefits" and t'costsrr since
to different people.



tion of such analyses and they become part of the public domain.

Cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction

Since society is generally risk aversive, it is necessary that for a given indirect gain
þenefit) the risk in obtaining it be minimized to the extent feasible, even for favorable
indirect gainloss balances. The costs of risk reduction and in part direct costs must
be factored back into the direct and indirect gain-loss analysis.
The key question in the risk aversion process is when is the risk reduction low enough.
In considering the direct gain-loss analysis, the concept of I'as low-as-practicableil
limit consideration. One definition for obtaining an 'ras low-as-practicablerr limit is
when the incremental cost per risk averted is such that a very large expenditure must
be made for a relatively small decrease in risk as compared to previous risk reduc-
tion steps. This implies a relative risk for the particular activity in question.
Ttle "as low-as-practicabletr concept lirnit is thus arbitrary as is that for risk accept-
ance. Some other reference is required to determÍne when cost-effectiveness of risk
reduction has reached an acceptable level. The development of such a reference, based
upon acceptable levels of inequitably imposed risk, is the basis for a methodology of
risk evaluation. Up to this step, the three preceding steps are well-described by
present practice.

Reconciling ldentified Risk úrequities

'When the overall indirect gain-loss analysis is made and is favorable, various inequi-
ties may still exist for specific value groups. Those who assume the risks may not
always receive the benefits or the risk may not be evenly distributed among the benefit
recipients. If this condition occurs, the risk must be identified and the nature and type
of risk must be ascertained. One alternative approach is to compare these risks
against the level of risk that society is e><periencing for similar types of risks,* i. e.,
a set of societal risk references. This approach involves a societal value judgement of
how much additional risk should society assume to obtain indirect benefits. Since risk
references are static and generally historic, dynamic risk aversive behavior must also
be considered in establishing the risk references. This involves the systemic degree of
control that the new project includes to assure that risks will be properly controlled in
the future.
Another approach involves risk balancing. The risks of the new program must be
balanced ãgainst similar indirect benefits to derive a net risk. For example, the life
extending aspects of radiation therapy may be balanced against the increased somatic
risk of cancer induction by the therapy. The net risk which results from such balanc-
ing is risk to be evaluated, and may be negative (a probable gain). If all net risks of
each type are negative or zero, there is no risk inequity; and a risk acceptance com-
parison is not necessary. Risks can only be balanced if measured on the same
measurement scale. This is not possible very often and risk balancing is of limited
application. It should be used when feasible,
Basically, a methodology prescribed for risk evaluation is a method for reconciliation
of inequities based upon acceptable levels of risk in the form of risk references or
other externâI criteria after the initial three steps are implemented, The process is
illustrated graphically in Figure 7.

Conclusions

The determination and achievement of acceptable levels of risk inequity for each aspect
of risk in a ne',v technological uadertaking is the key to resolving many of society's
most perplexing problems. Safety aspects of nuclear energy and liquid natural gas

* Note activities causing risk are not compared. The risks of activities are compared
with similar risks in society, independent of source.
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transport, toxicity of chemicals a¡d industrial þ-products, threats to climatology,
a¡d the impact of release of u¡controllable genetically m¡n¡p¡¡1a¿ed rnaterial are but a
few of the kinds of problems that may be addressed in this mânner.
The author has developed several rfstrawmantr methodologies for determinetion of
accqltable levels of inequitable rÍsk. Ibese methods are in the form of existence theo-
rems. That is, the methods therhselves Irray or may not be good methods, but as exist-
ing metJrods they show that it is possible to develop and apply them effectively. There
is insufficient opportunity to illustrate these methods here and I must refer those who
have further interest to m¡r book ttAn Anatomy of Risk,'r which is to be published by
John Wiley & Sons in July ofL977. It addresses i¡ det¿il the whole area of risk assess-
meùú aud application to decision processes.
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Loss Prevention in the Process Industries

Mr. T.A. Kantyka
Tmperial Chemical Industries Limited
London
U.K.

úrtroduction

Since the second world war the chemical and process industry has been expa.ndÍng at a
rate considerably higher than the rest of the industry. Many new products appeared on
the market, new processes bave been introduced and whole new industries have been
created. The highly competitive nature of the l¡dustry has been responsible for a strÍk-
ing advance in technology, an increase in the size of plants a¡d inventory and an in-
crease in the complexity of the processes. This in tunr contributed to the rise in the
potential bazard of fire and explosion.

In parallel, although sometimes lagging behind these developments, the industry has
taken steps to reduce and control hazards and to improve the general standard of safety.
I¡r fact, the safety record of the process industry compares favourable with other in-
dustries and the number of injurles and fatalities is small compared with those caused
by accidents on the roads or at home. However, society, which has undoubtedly bene-
fited from the technological progress in improved living standard, increasingly ques-
tions and challenges this progress and its consequences. A single disaster like Flix-
borough precipitates a disproportionate reaction, a reaction which is natural and ge-
nuine, but often based on ignorance. Chemical industry is regarded with suspicion and
its image is heavily tarnished. Yet we must not dismiss lightly public opinion and con-
cern. The First Report of the IVIajor Hazard. Committee of UK's Health and Safety Com-
mission points out that this concern must bear heavily in assessment of what the high-
est acceptable risk should be.

The theme of this conference is risk analysis and my pa.per does not properly belong to
the programme as it does not contribute directly to the subject. However, I feel it has
a considerable bearing on it in that it shows how the overall level of risk could be re-
duced. I:r my paper I shall describe how the more enlightened and progressive compa-
nies in the process industry responded to the post-war developments and the consequent
increase in potential hazard by evolving a new approach to safety.

Loss Prevention Concept

Historically, the responsibility for safety in chemical factories rested with specially
appointed people, often called dafety officers who were invariably a pa.rt of personnel
function and who often acted as welfare officers. They were rarely sufficiently qualified
to pa.rticipa.te in technical discussions, or to understand the safety implications of com-
plex processes and plants. If their advice was sought it was often as an afterthought
when the plant design was completed. Equally, accidents were investþated and where
possible corrective action was taken, but accident reports were treated as confidential
documents to be filed in the archives.

Ihring the last decade a much more positive approach to safety has slowly evolved.
This is referred to as loss Prevention and the emphasis is on prevention. I-oss pre-
vention extends over all the activities which are likely to affect safety and involves all
the people in the working environment, payroll, sta-ff and management and not only
those specially appointed for this purpose. It implies that each individual has respons-
ibility for safety in his sphere of activities.

Loss prevention philosophy can best be illustrated by considering a project for the
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manufacture of some product which involves process development, design, construc-
tion, operation a-nd maintenance.

Process Design

IÞzardous processes are often protected by controls, trip systems and other protective
devices to prevent the development of a dangerous condition, or to minimise its conse-
quences, should it arise. If this is not possible, or if we are not entirely satisfied with
the effectiveness of the protective measures employed, we encase the plant witÀin blast
walls. A more sensible approach would be to tackle the cause of the hazard and to de-
sign the hazatd out of the process, or to reduce its magnitude by process modification.

The development of a chemical process in the laboratory ofÏers the first and the best
opportunity of reducing, or even eliminating bzzard at its source. There are numerous
practical er<amples which itlustrate this. Reference 1 describes the development of a
continuous process for the malufacture of nitroclycerine where safe operation of the
highly dangerous process was ensured by the design of a special reactor operating at
higher temperature and hence at a faster rate but contaÍning only some 5 ltg of material
compa.red with 200 I(g in previous designs and 1,000 Kg in the old batch process. Re-
ference 2 shows how detailed e><amination of the formaldehyde process has eliminated
the need for a complex safety control system and made the process intrinsically safe.

To develop an inherently safe process it is essential to have comprehensive process
data. In particular it is necessary to:

a. identify all components and impurities

b. determine relevant physical and chemical properties

c. establish reaction mechanisms and determine kinetic and thermal data for all the
reactions likely to occur

d. identify toxic, flammable a¡rd explosive hazards

e. explore the operating conditions well outside the normal operating renge of concen-
tration, temperature and pressure

The above infe¡¡¿fiel is a minimum requirement necessary not only for a design of a
safe pla.n also for a design of a plant that works and performs efficiently.

An interesting case history is described in Ref. 3 of an explosion in a plant distilling
crude chloromethylaniline which killed 3 operators and injured several others. A
lengthy laboratory investþation was carried out after the accident to establish the
cause of the accident an investigation that shoutd have been carried out before full scale
operation of the process was undertaken.

Plant Design

I)gríng the plant design stage equipment in which the process is to be carried out is
specified and selected. This phase of the project offers another opportunity to reduce
the risk of plant failure. The design engineers must be aware of the responsibility they
carry for the plant safety. They must ensure that the design is sound and that measures
are taken to deal adequately with any ltazards which have been identified during the pro-
cess development stage. Skilful design can often reduce hazard and eliminate the need
for complex control and protective system. The design aspects which have art important
bearing on the overall plant safety are as follows:
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l. Reactor System Design

Reactors are a major source of hazard, in a chemical plant, particularly when they
carry out exothermic reactions, or contain large amounts of flammable rnaterial at
elevated temperature and pressure, The design should provide for the removal of
the maximum amount of heat which can be generated in the reactor under any
operating conditions to which the reactor is likely to be exposed. Úr addition, the
thermal stabilÍty of the reactor should be analysed over a wide range of conditions
outside the normal operating level. h this connection, reactors operating lnder
adiabatic conditions are inherently safer since a n¡naway reaction is less likely to
occur. It must be emphasised again that a design of a safe reactor system can be
urdertaken only if comprehensive and accurate data are available on physical
properties and kinetics.

Reliability of Equipment

The key to reducing hazards is the reliability of equipment.

recognised engineering standards and that he uses the right materials of construc-
tion.

3. Plant Layout

It is necessary to provide space and access for firefightÍng and to subdivide the
plant into sections so as to minimise the material loss and reduce risk of injury to
personnel.

4. Inventory

The general principle to follow when handling toxic or flammable materials is to
reduce the plant inventory to the minimum, particularly when the material is at
elevated temperature or pressure, rather than rely on containment of the mate-
rials within the plant by good design, or by control systems such as emergency
isolation. Containment should always be a feature of good design, but by riinimis-
ing the quantity of hazardous material present in the plant the éxtent and the con-
sequences of an accident are directly reduced.

In the earlier section on process design it has been shown how the safety of the
reactor
quantity
tubular
ference
distillat
natively by a judicial choice of column internals and reboiler design the hold up of
materials in the system could be reduced.



5. Control and Protective Systems

The high degree of reliability demanded from new, large and complex plants calls
for sophisticated control and protective systems. In the past, plants have been
equiped with alarms and trips. Many new plants operate closer to their s4fe limits
and õonventional controls aie inadequate fõr safe õperation" Ir such c"s""'folly
automatic controls should be inst¿Iled to eliminate human invention. Duplication,
or the use of elaborate multivoting control systems, whereby the chance of a plant
closure by a spurious fault in a control circuit is minimised, may be necessary.

There are effective techniques available for the examination of plant in the design
stage, or in operation, which are designed to help in identifying bazards and re-
ducing risk of accidental failure. For instance, Hazard and Operability study is
being successfully applied by many companies in the chemical industry.

Plant Protection

Careful attention to process and plant design will reduce the risk of fÍre and explosion
but will not eliminate it completely. There will always remain a residual risk due to
unexpected failure of equipment, or human failure. Most fires start as small fires and
if they are u:rdetected or not extinguished early enough, they can rapidly become major
conflagrations. We cannot rely entirely on fire services, they are not available imme-
diately and a delay of a few minutes may be crucial. As a result, there is a growing
need for a comprehensive leak and fire detection system to monitor unattended areas
and to trigger alarms. Similarly, the availability of effective fire protection and fire
fighting systems, which can be brought into operation, either automatically or by
operating persorurel without delay is of immense importance in preventing, or minimis-
ing damage.

Human Aspect

Modern plants rely to a large extent on automatic control and operation but cannot en-
tirely dispense with people to operate and maintain the plants. People are liable to
make mistakes and thÍs fact must be taken into account in the design of chemical plants.
The reliability of plants is, therefore, the sum total of the reliability of hardware and
personnel.

Records indicate that half of all the accidents occurring in industry are attributed to
thoughtlessness, negligence, inadeqaute instructions, lack of motivation and involve-
ment, insufficient training, unsatisfactory systems of workilg a¡rd communications,
inadequate inspection, supervision and bad management.

Maaagement

The attitude of management is of primary importance. Unless management is fully
committed and motivated to safety and loss prevention it cannot exercise idluence or
expect the employees to respond. Apart from legal responsibility to safeguard the
health and welfare of the employees and public, as well as reasonably practicable, the
management has also responsibÍlity to shareholders and customers. Any accident lead-
Íng to interruption of process is an interruption in business with losses arising from
higher cost of production, loss of sales and profits. For these reasons management
must include loss prevention as an essential function of its business. Loss prevention
must underline all management activities.if it wishes to manage its business success-
fully and profitably.

Procedures and Systems

These include clearly laid out formal rules and routines for the control and mainte-



nance of plants. These should cover operating instructions for normal operation, shut-
down anilstart up, clearence certificates, permits to plant modifications, control and
access to installations. These must be strictly followed and management must ensure
that tbrough training, operators and maintenance personael have sufficient lcrowledge
and r¡nderstanding of these procedures and of their importance in maintaining safety of
plants. Particular attention should be given to unusual occurrences, disturbances and
ãeviations from normal operating conditions, so that operators are in a position to take
appropriate action. To prevent complacency, management should institute a system of
inspections and safety audits to check the effectiveness of the safety systems and prac-
tices.

Ilazard and Operability Studies

As already mentioned Hazard and Operability Study is a very useful technique which is
¡"rs¿singly applied in industry to ensure that l¡øzards are minimised in all industrial
activities. This is a comprehensive method of checking the safety of plant in a system-
atic ma¡ner. (Ref. 4). 11¡ many compa.nies Hazatd and Operability Study is applied to
all new projects and all process and plant modifications. The following summary des-
cribes the pertinent studies carried out at the various project stages:

Project Stage

1. Feasibility evaluâtion

2. Process design

3. Engineering design

4. Construction

5. Operation

Details of Study

- Identify major hazards a¡d inherent process rishs
(toxic, e>çlosive)

- Systematic quantitative analysis of hazards and
definition of measures to reduce them

- Formal examination of engineering diagrams with
quântitative hazard analysis to ensure above
measures have been implemented

- Systematic check that hardware (as constructed)
and operating instructions are as intended in de-
sign

- Post start-up review of all departures from design
aff ecting safety, operating difficltltie s, equipment
failures with hazard implications

Plant modÍfications and changes in operating pro-
cedures or conditions checked for effect on plant
safety

Total l-oss Control

It has been demonstrated that there is a direct relationship between major accidents,
minor accidents andrtnear missestt. The often-quoted relationship is 1:30:300. This
means that it is not possible to eliminate major accidents without taking care of the
minor ones. In the pa.st, safety campø.igns were concentrated on major accidents,
which either killed people or damaged property. Little attention was paid to the rrnear

missesrr and yet a purge on these and other bad practices which are responsible for
them would reduce the risk of major accidents. Some compa.nies have adopted the con-
cept of Total Loss Control and have demonstrated remarkable reduction in accident
frequency by monitoring and investigating minor accidents and |tnear missesrr. The
examination of rrnear missesrr can often prove as valuable in improving safety as in-
quiries into accidents. Ir addition, Total Loss Control is also worthwhile in an econom-
ic sense by reducing material losses.
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Summary

The principle of loss Prwe¡rtion in the process ind,ustry as outlined in the Baper is
applicable generally to other indust¡iies¡ There are two messages the pa.per aims to
qonvey. tr"irstly, tbat safety can be achieved more effectively by the applicatíon of the
concept of intrinsio safety, that ís by desig¡rlng bazards out of the plants, rather tbau
by control protections. Secondly, tbat safety concems ever1¡one in the working envitorr-
ment and does not rest only with personnel specially appointed ûor this ¡turpose. Every
individual has a contribution to make to the overall safety of the enterprise and the role
of good ma.n¿gement is to foster thís idea and to eürsure that employees recogrúse ¿rnd

accept this responsibility. This should not be régarded as an additio¡¿l burden but as a
way of life.
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Managerial Aspects of Risk Analysis - The Contribution of the Expert to Disasters

Mr. J,E. Barurister
Managing Director Keith Shipton Developments
London
U. K.

The management of risk is a topic of increasing interest to senior management and all
of those concerned with the management of future uncertainty,

Modern systems show increasing vulnerability to risk, partly by reason of size and
concentration, partly by changes in technology, resulting in more critical operating
conditions, partly by changes in the social climate which business operates and partly
by the reaction to increasing environmental impact,

In the last 20 years, important advances have been made in the assessment of risk,
especially inhazard, analysis and reliability studies to calculate the mechanical uncer-
tainty in items of plant and equipment. In terms of the possibility of mechanical failure,
most of the studies have been of value but we have continued to experience the occasion-
al catastrophic failure or rrnear miss't in situations which cast doubt on the reliability
of the over-all concept of risk assessment.

It has been pointed out that rnany of these failures or near failures arise from what is
called thuman errorrr and the picture is sometimes presented of the reliability of
scÍence compared with the unreliability of man, However, it is my submission that we
need to design mechanical, electronÍc and chemical systems to take into account the
most importanû factor in the environment in which these inanimate systems operate -
man (and woman) in all his (her) comple>rity, both as a positive and a negative factor
in any given situation.

Before examining the relationship between the expert and the remainder of the com-
munity, one should aclarowledge that among the arbitrary characteristics of mankind
that offend the susceptibilities of the expert is that proportionately more attention is
paid to the occasional technological failure which causes say 20 or more deaths com-
paredwiththeunendingstreamof roadaccidents, resultinginthedeathof about1,000
people a day throughout the world and the maiming of a much larger number each day,

When combined with some of the other consequences of the private motor car such as a
complete transformation in tfie character and shape of many of our finest cities, the
problem of safe unobstrusive private transport is one of the major problems facing
mantin¿ today and successfuI solution of this problem would appear to require tackling
on a macro-economÍc basis. Perhaps the most promising approach has been that of a
US epidemologist who has suggested that we approach the road accident problem as an
epidemic problem and deal with it in terms of prevention by improving the vehicle and
tñe environment within which it operates (the road surface and surrouridings) , instead
of trying to reform the driver,

It will probably not be acceptable within the framework of this conference for me to
take thè road accident situation as a major disaster and it is therefore necessary for
me to deal with the problems of catastrophic technological failure, a subject of con-
siderable concern and even morbid fascination to newspaper readers'

It is one of the features of modern society that we have placed increasing emphasis and
dependence oû the role of the expert. Beginning as an adviser to management and
government, we have reached the situation where frequently the expert's views are not
a guide to policy making but the basis of the actual policy itself. The most critical area
is the interface between expert and decision maker. Whenever an e>rpert makes an
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assessment of future unceltainty, he has of necessity, whilst using quite sophisticated
techniques in some cases, to make a number of subjective assumptions. It is therefore
most important that those who rely on the work of experts have at least a broad under-
standing of the techniques that they are using and their reliability, as well as a clear
understanding of the subjective assumptions that the expert has used.

Ore of the most interesting and important studíes in recent years was the reactor safe-
ty study prepared by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 19?5. This was a most
detailed, tecbnical and mathematical study but the most widely used version of the
report is a l2-page executive sumnary. To be quite fair, one should state that part of
one of those pages is given over to a description of the techniques used Ín performing
the study. The central technique was the use of what is called event trees and fault
trees. To quote from the report:

rrEvent trees were used in this study to define thousands of potential accident paths
which were examined to determine their likelihood of occurrence and the amotmt of
radioactivÍty that they might release.

rrFault trees were used to determine the likelihood of failure on the various sys-
tems identified in the event-tree accident patäs. A fault tree st¿rts with the defini-
tion of an undesired event, such as the failure of a system to operate, and then
determine, using engineering and mathematical logic, the ways in which the sys-
tem can fail. Using data covering (1) the failure of components such as pumps,
pipes andvalues; (2) the likelihood of operator errors; (3) tJre likelihood of main-
tenance errors, it is possible to estimate the likeliìood of system failure, even
where no data on total systems failure exists. "

The first three pages of the report contain three charts showing fatalities due to man-
caused events and frequency of fatalities due to natural events, together with the fre-
quency of property damage due to natural and man-caused events. For anyone not used
to such graphs, and presumably this includes most politicians and other decision
makers, attention is naturally diverted to a smell table on page 3 which sets out ttre
average risk of fatality by various causes, A ra^nge of accidents is described starting
from motor vehicles with 55, ?91 fatalities each year, producing an annual individual
chance of death in one in 4,000, down to tornadoes producing 9l fat¿lities with an indi-
vidual chance per year of one in 2,500,000. The last line covers the risk of fatality
from nuclear reactor accidents assuming 100 plants and describes the risk as one in 5
billion per year.

To the observer who believes in erperts and has no independent means of verifying
figures, this would seem a most reassuring figure. However, what is particularly
astonishing is that the report was prepared after an incident in a US atomic power sta-
tion which can be described as a very near miss.

The official reoprt on this accident is a very lengthy one ruruúng to several volumes
and I propose to rely on a brief extract from rrrhe sixth Report of the Royal commis-
sion on Environmental Pollution" published in Britain in September 1976 as follows:

rrThere are those who believe that technical solutions can be found which will ensure
that the risk of serious accidents are reduced to acceptable and negligible levels.
There are others who believe that the potential hazards are so greãt ana the possibility
of human error in devising safeguards to cover every contingency so inescapãble, ûraf
an acceptable level of safety carurot be gu.aranteed. It is hard to see that these views
can be reconciled a priori. The contacts we have had with the nuclear industry during
our study leave us in no doubt that the most diligent attention is given to safety and the
design, construction and operation of reactors. It is, however, ãfact of everyday ex-
perience, that all eventualities cannot be foreseen, even when the most stringent pre-
cautions are taken. A commonly quoted incident Ín this context is the fire in á lut "r
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module which killed three America¡ astronauts in 1966 and which occurred because of
the high inllammability of materials in a preszurised oxygen atmosphere. This had not
be appriciated in spite of the immense resources devoted to safety in the project. A
more directly relevant incident is one that occurred in 1975 at Brownrs Ferry nuclear
power station in the USA, involving fire in the cable room beneath the reactor control
room. The fire was started by the flame of a candle which was being used by work-men
to detect air leaks through cable openings. The emergency core cooling systems on one
reactor were put out of action by the fire and very serious consequences were very
narrowly averted. The risk of fire in the inllammable cables was realised by some of
the st¿fT and had been brought to the attention of the management tut no action had been
taken. No doubt the risk of fire from any c¿use should have been foreseen during design
and no doubt it will be covered in future, but the question arises of what other unfore-
seen risks may e><ist. Certainly, it is clear that the unexpected hazards are not neces-
sarily only the small ones. rt

If we regard the whole operation of the chemical, nuclear, or other potentially hazard-
ous plant and its relationship with tt¡e human and other environment surrounding it as a
total system, it Ís not too difficult to see ttrat we are faced with a very comple>< problem
of analysis, Íf we are going to predict the possibility of disaster and take all reasonable
steps to avoid such a disaster, including an ultimate evaluation of whether the risk is
acceçfiabLe. However, the tendency has grown in recent years for reliance to be placed
on individual or smâll groups of ex¡rerts, frequently from the same discipline to provide
us with guidance on what is essentially a multidisciplinary problem. It would be too
facile to blame the experts for their situation; we also need to point a finger at those
mânagements who are too ready to delegate their responsibility for effective decision
t¿king. Instead of balancing all the factors on the best possible information available to
them, such managements rely on reports presented by experts, and see their own role
as the relatively narrow one of accepting or rejecting such a report.

Now that is rather a sweeping statement and it cannot be said to apply to aII of manage-
ment. There are many companies where careful balancing of the information and the
non-delegation of e><ecutive authority has ensured standards of operation and effective-
ness of very high standards. Unfortunately there are many other managements where
such standards do not exist a.nd from time to time we are faced with a catastrophic
system failure that subsequent e¡camination shows could have been avoided by the
operation of proper systems of management and control.

It should be recognised that the executive role of the expert is a very recent phenome-
non. If we go back 60 or 70 years rile find a situation where general management in in-
dustrial enferprises had a very clear over-all understanding of what was involved and
the role of any ancillary staff wâs confined to the collection and summarisation of facts.
The increasing complo<ity of science from an academic point of view and industry
from a more practical point of view has led to the rapid advance of specialisation. The
claim put forward that it is impossible for one ûran to u¡derstand and be master of all
the knowledge that is required in the operation of science and industry is of course a 

_

valid one. Unfortunately, the development of specialist dÍsciplines in universities and

technical institutes and the parallel development of specíalist functions in business has
had two negative consequences:

(1) The chief executive or mana'ging director has begun to 9elegate effective respons-
ibility and to rely on the expert, not as a presenter of facts on which a decision
may Le made, bút as someõne who effectively rrakes the decision which the chief
e>çecutive rubber stamps,

(21 The creation of powerful spheres of influence in the different disciplÍnes and func-
tíons where the necessarily one-sided view that the particular discipline or firnc-
tion can have of an over-ail system or event or activity is enthusiastically and ag-
gressively presented as the only possible view with an equally aggressive state-



ment of the years of study or e><perience that the particular indÍvÍdual or indivi-
duals have devoted to a particular problem.

It is my view that the development of such narrow thinking has directly contributed to a
number of disastrous errors in various fields, One might illustrate the social failures
of high-rise flats, the building failures associated with the use of high alumina cement,
failures in individual makes of motor cars that have led to mass recall, or the series
of events that have led to some of the worldrs most serious air disasters.

In each of these cases the expert had his way and catastrophe ensued. In each of these
cases lrye see an arbitary e>rercise of power by the expert and a reluctance of those who
should properly be making the decisions to exercise balanced judgment. Although the
enamples I have quoted, with the exception of the use of high-rise flats, have had re-
latively narrow direct imFlications in terms of economic loss, the same argument can
be applied to the decisions of ex¡rerts in the field of government, where the demise of
the generalist andthe rejection of the needto consider many different views has ledto
increasing social conflict and unrest. We can see developing today the begirurings of a
revolt agaiast the arrogance of expertise run riot and the presumption that someone
else knows better what is good for us as individuals.

[r earlier times, the conflict was resolved in a simple and summary way by the arbit-
ary e><ercise of power by one or a small group of individuals. Although such a system
is unacceptable today, we should note that the individuals concerned were not frighten-
ed of taking decisions, exercising authority or facing the consequences.

Today such an approach is unthinkable but we are creating an informed population
through the use of modern methods of education and a dissemination of lcrowledge and
information. As a practising consultant I constantly find that the man who is nonexpert
but has thought in a much wider way about the problem and faces the practical conse-
quences of failure day by day, makes a wider and more objective contribution than the
man whose years of training and devotion to a single aspect of the study have unJortun-
ately made him relatively narrow minded.

This is probably a dangerous thing to say to a gathering of what must be devoted, well
trained and highly-skilled experts, but I do feel the urgent need to balance the narrow-
minded application of expertise with that most underrated of aII human qualities,
common sense.

In saying this, I am arguing for the value of e><pertise rather than experts. Ûr particu-
lar, for tryÍng to see a problem from many points of view and to examine the contra-
dictions implicit in a particular problem or situation, so that we see the negative as
well as the positive effects, or if we are pessimÍsts, the other way around, we see the
positive as well as the negative effects. This argues for a multi-disciplinary view and I
think it is one of the contributions that good risk management has to make to improving
the quality of life.

Having questioned the role of e><perts, I ought to emphasise that I do not see risk
management or risk management consultants as super scientists or super experts that
ca¡r eradicate or reduce the harmful effects of unbalanced use of erpertise. Essentially
risk management consists of using a variety of technÍques from other disciplines to
identify, measure and economically control the risks that threaten us, whether in busi-
ness or government. The contribution of risk management is in terms of system, philo-
sophy and method, rather than arbitary discipline or technique.

It is perhaps a reflection on the underconfidence that pervades nrany elements of socie-
ty today, that experts feel the need to defend their arbitary view to the last, instead of
welcoming constructive criticism that will help to e><apnd their own krowledge, improve
the quality of theÍr own contribution and above all, to give a better and more effective
lasting solution.
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Essentially I am advocating a wider view of managing the risks implicit in many of to-
dayrs activities. In particular that:

1. each of the disciplines or functions represented in any new major project should be
required to give their assessment of the major vulnerabilities including the source
of likely threats (from inside and outside the company);

2. each statement of vul¡erabilities should be subject to comment by other disciplines
or functions;

3. any m4jor differences of opinion should be resôIved;

4. special attention should be paÍd to human behavioural aspects;

5. general m¡någement should be required to endorse or reject or modify a combined
statement of vulnerabilities and threats.

Such steps are already taken by some najor companies who also carefully arialyse mal-
flrnctions and incidents so as to prevent a repetition or avoid more serious consequenc-
es. The best plants, the best airlines and the best shipping companies have loss re-
cords considerably better than their worst competitors. The range of experience over
a period of years would largely eliminate the incidence of risk and differences of 20 to
one in loss experience between worst and best indicate the potential for improvement.

It car¡rot be stated that a wider multi-disciplinary approach will prevent all accidents
but we can note from many accident Ínvestigations that the most prevalent factor is a
failure to take into account normal human behaviour. Perhaps the biggest danger of the
elçert is the false sense of security given to others.

IJ we warrt safe operations, we need a level of awareness and alertness. To keep in
mind the question I'what happens ifl', rather than rely on someone else's statement
"that it is impossible to . . . 'r. The oçert has a special role in interpretation and
guidance, in training but he should not feel that he can take sole responsibility. If he
must state that this operation is completely safe or that a possible loss camot occur,
at the very least he must give his reasons and in terms that are understandable to
those who are trnon-ex¡rertrr,

May I conclude with one general observation on risk. A great deal of risk management
thinking and writing is in terms of eliminating the risk. If one thinks in terms of pre-
venting air crashes, preventing road fatalities, preventing industrial accidents, this
must be a logÍcal aim but if we see some risk as implicit in all human activity, whether
at work or at play, we are faced with the dilemma that the only way to eliminate risk is
to do nothing at all and even then, we night be caught by an earthquake. I see the role
of risk management in helping us to understand and månage risk in todayrs society.
This must include the deployment of various types of e><pertise but it also includes the
balance of various opinions and perhaps the most imFortant expression in risk manage-
ment is that of rrtrade-offrr. By trade-off I mean balancing the positive and negative ef-
fects of an economic activity or decÍsion or an expenditure. The whole concept of trade-
off imFlies that life is constantly changing and that all of our activities and all of our
decisions take place against an environment of quite complex human and non-human
systems. When rve intervene in those systems, we create changes which are for the
better or for the rilorse. The contribution of risk analysis is to help us make bef,ter so-
Iutions, to improve our trade-off and to try and limit the negative effects and parti-
cularly to limit or if possible eliminate the catastrophically dangerous effects of our
activity. The man who designed the control systems for that particular atomic power
station did not take into accourrt the possibility of a \ryorkman using a candle to look for
air leaks. That ø<ample illustrates the vulnerability of experts and the contribution
that they unwittingly make to disasters.
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Introdustion

SAI has completed LNG terminal risk assessment studies for both commercial and
United States Government agencies. The analyses have included potential impacts on
all phases of the delivery and storage operations. This paper presents an overview of
the methodology developed and used in the SAI risk assessments. Pafticular results of
the studies are not presented since they vary significantly with proposed terminal loca-
tion. Individual results are available, however, on a requested basis.

Assessment Overview

The basic approach used by SAI in the development of a methodology for LNG risk
assessment was to logically define the major elements in an LNG importation system.
These elements define the potential initiating events. The elements of the LNG sys-
tem are the ships used to transport the LNG, the loading and ualoading terminals, and
the storage facilities.

The initiating events that could lead to LNG spills include normal operations, natural
events (winds, earthquakes, etc. ), ship-ship collisions, and other man induced events
such as aircraft and/or missile impact. Clearly, these initiating events will assume
varying importance due to the location of the LNG system operations and facilities.
This overview of the LNG system elements and the key initiating events are presented
in Figure 1-.

The next phase in the methodolog'y was, for each of the system elements and initiating
events, to perform the sequence of analyses similar to that described in Figu.re 2 for
ship collisions. The probabilities for each of the LNG system elements and initiating
events can be combined according to basic probability traws to provide a single number
for estimates of LNG risk. Although very intimately coupled, the methodology can be
reduced to the following specific tasks that must be performed:

. Accident Definition

. Consequence Analyses

. LNG Facility Element Penetration

. Physical Characteristics of an LNG Spill

Each of these tasks will be described ín detail in the following pa.ragraphs of this sec-
tion.

Úritiating Eevents

\c141t_I_o3erC-t1o¡g

Normal operations, defined as operations internal to the LNG plant or ship, are
aîalyzed to determine equipment failure and other events which could individually or in
combination result in a significant LNG spill.

The approach to estimate the potential LNG spills due to trbusiness as usual't required
two types of analyses as described in Figure B. The first was a fault tree approách
which combines basic fracture and failure paths and the second was fracturè mechanics
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to determine the physical extent to which failures would develop (due to fatigue or
critical crack lengths at operating conditions).

Fatilt tree analysis is a methodology that serves to systematically and logically com-
bine component failure modes and other events (e. g. , operator errors) which can in-
dividually or in combination result Ín system failure and/or LNG leakage. The fault
trees are used to analyze the following major systems:

. Tanker

. LNG tralsfer system

. Storage tanks

. Yaporizer system

Elementary stress analyses of the tank for both static and cyclic loadings were con-
ducted. Critical crack lengths (i. e. , cracks that would result in fast fracture) were
calculated using conservative assumptions (e. g. , regions of lowest roughness). Typical
results show that the critical crack lengths r¡/ere several times larger than the wall
thiclmess. Thus, any subcritically growing pa.rt-through crack would become a through
crack before it became a critical crack. The final step is to calculate the LNG leak
rates through a critical crack based on basic fluid dynamics.

Basic fracture mechanics principles (e. g. , ASTM, Section )í) were applied to the
fatigue analysis of the LNG tank where it was assumed that existing part-through
cracks would propa.gate, under cyclic loading (over 20 years) to produce a through
crack and therefore a leak. The analysis rüas also applied to initial surface defects.
Tlpically, it was found that the initial flow size would be large relative to the capabili-
ties of inspection procedures to identify these cracks. Even if a crack did escape de-
tection, the crack would not grow to a critical crack size within the period of time in
which the tank was to be operable.

Similar calculations were conducted for the ship tanks.

Natural Events

The natural events of interest include severe winds, tornadoes, storm waves,
tsruramis, earthquakes and meteorites. A summary of the approach used for each of
these events along with the major conclusions are presented in Figure 4.

To a large extent (for severe winds, tornadoes, strong winds, tsunamis, and meteo-
rites) the approach used the historical incidence as a basis to identify event charac-
teristics (frequency, etc. ) and LNG system vulnerabilities from which the probability
of an LNG spill was estimated as well as recommended desÍgn changes that would
further reduce the potential impa.ct.

q[ip_co!þ!qnp- jep:gilg,_9togS{igs_

The possibility of an LNG ship tank spill can occur through groundÍngs, rammlngs with
fixed objects, and when a loaded LNG ship is struck by another ship. Irr regions studied
by SAI to date, groundings have been judged not to be severe enough to result in an LNG
spill. Rammings have also not resulted in predicted LNG spills and therefore are not
discussed in this paper.

The methodology used in the ship collision analysis for harbor accidents has been
shown in Figure 2. Iaitially, a data base was established from the U. S. Coast Guard
(available for the last six years) for major U. S. port areas for analysis and applica-
tion to the particular region of interest. SAI bas analyzed the port areas of Los
Angeles, Long Beach, Boston, New York, Tampa, the Mississippi River Delta, and
Galveston. The data base was carefully screened to identify those collisions which
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would be similar to an LNG tanker being struck by another ship capable of penetrating
the hull. The result was that there were seven collisions in the seven ports for 554,400
transits recorded over the six year period of ships greater that 1000 tons.

Following the establishment of the data base, SAI develeoped a ship collision model to
estimate the probability of shipping accidents in the future based on these statistics of
the past and to account for changes in the volume and characteristics of ships. This
model embodies the various elements which are factors in ship collisions, such as
speed, length and width of ship, number of ship transits, and the geography of the site
in question. These parameters were estimated for the various operating sites of in-
terest. Much of the data v/as common and could be derived from the existing data base.
For example, empirical representation for the distribution of the draft by type of ship
and the relationships between displacements, beam and length of various classes of
ships are available. This information was used to characterize traffic in other areas
than in which the data was obtained. The collision model was calibrated with analyses
to predict the probability of collision in the seven port areas described above. The
model was conservative (i, e. , predicted higher ship collision probabilities), but was
generally in agreement with the observations at the seven port areas as well.

Another key consideration in the analysis was the cargo tank rupture probability. The
study used the theoretical method of V. U. Minorsky (Ref. 1) that relates the structural
resistance of deformation of the colliding ships to the effective kinetic energ:y of the
collision. The analysis accounts for such parameters as the mass of the striking ships,
the hydrod¡mamic mass of the struck ship, the relative velocity and orientation. The
data base was examined to determine the distribution of the parameter of the speed of
the collÍding ship as well as the angle of incidence. Both were assumed to be uniform.

Also addressed in the SAI analyses were questions relating to the effect of operating
restrictions. It was concluded that these would only serve to improve the probability
of a ship collision as calculated based on the above approach and model.

Aircraft and Missile Operations

The approach used to estimate the probability of an LNG accident due to an aircraft
crash is presented in Figure 5.

To carry out this analysis it was necessary to establish the history of crashes of air
carrier (both general and military aviation) to provide a reasonable basis for develop
ing a predictive model. There is an extensive data basis available on aircraft crash
data from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSE). This data base was search-
ed to provide data for:

. Determining the probability of an aircra-ft crash per square mile per aircraÍt opera-
tion for air carrier, general aviation and military aviation as a function of distance
from an airport up to five miles.

. Determining the residual aircraft crashes for air carrier, general aviation, and
military aviation operations that occur beyond the five-mile radius about airports.

. Determining the validity of using fatal accidents as the index of those accidents
which threaten LNG facilities.

. Eliminating general aviation and air carrier aircraft statistics that do not engender
risk to commercial installations.

. Determining the aircra-ft crash statistics for the region in compa.rison to the National
statistic s,
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. Determining general aviation accidents represented by aircraft grøter than 12,500
lbs in weight and the accidents for aircraft of 12,500 lbs or less in weight.

A Model for LNG Installations

Nearly 50 percent of all aviation accidents occur within a five-mile zone about airports.
Beyond five miles, the accidents are considered random in nature and not directly re-
lated to the problems of errors made during takeoffs and landings. The symmetrical
bivariate Gaussian distribution approximates the established statistics for accidents
within the five-mile zone about a given airport and is termed the near field. Beyond
the five-mile zone, the accidents occur in a random manner and this region is termed
the far field.

The penetration analyses conducted for both aircraft and missile hazards is applied to
both storage and shÍp tanks and pipelines used to transfer LNG.

For the storage tanks and tankships, a worst-case impact was chosen to insure that
penetration would yield an upper bound on the penetration probabilities. This was
accomplished by choosÍng impact points which maximize the normal component of
velocity over the surface being considered.

Arr important simplifying assumption regarding the impacting aircraft is that they are
non-deforming. It follows, therefore, that the aircraft does not change mass and shape
subsequent to initial impact. The actual aircraft under consideration will most lfüely
undergo considerable deformation u.pon impact; and, therefore, they will absorb a cer-
tain amount of energy. Nevertheless, it has been assumed in this analysis that this
energ"y is expended in the barrier (target) material itself. These assumptions give rise
to conservative penetration predictions.

Failure due to pipeline impact were also considered. The effective areas of the pipe-
lines were estimated to determine the impact probability. Next, the energy required to
sever the pipe is compared with the kinetic energ'y of the impacting aircraft.

The considerations required here are, of course, similar to those required for missile
impact analyses.

Consequence Analysis

The preceding sections described the potential events that could lead to a spill. A
crucial question that must also be addressed is, given that a spill occumed what would
be the consequences that could be expected. The approach taken was as follows:

. Define the location and size of the spill based on the analyses described in the pre-
vious section. This led to various scenarios for subsequent analyses.

. Predict the dispersion of the LNG vapor cloud resulting from the various scenarios
accounting for the prevailing meteorological conditions, the vaporization rates and
terrain.

. Analyze the characteristics of LNG ignition, the nature of ignition sources ard the
probability of ignition associated with the various scenarios.

, Determine the thermal radiation fields around the LNG plume and pool fires assum-
ing that ignition occurs.

Each of these aspects will be described in detail below.

This methodology is shown schematically in Figure 2 which includes its relationship



to other parts of the study.

Spill Scenarios

The spill scenarios considered must be defined in terms of the initiating events pre-
viously de-scribed. For example, a single full storage tank would release approximately
88r000 mó of LNG and a single tankfrom an LNG shipwould release 25,000 to 37,500
mó of LNG. SAI has completed the following cases.

. 37,500 mB instantaneous spill on water from failure of a single ship tank.

. 75,000 m3 instantaneous spill on water from faÍlure of two ship tanks.

. 88,000 m3 instanta¡eous spill on land due to failure of a single storage tank.

. L76,000 m3 insta.ntaneous spill on land due to failure of two storage tanks.

. 352,000 m3 instantaneous spill on land due to failure of four storage tanks.

Each of these spill conditions was analyzed in terms of meteorological effects including
wÍnd speed and direction, atmospheric stability, relative humidity, LNG spill rate and
volume, and site topography.

LNG Vapor Plume Dispersion

The meteorological conditions at the site must be defined. This includes specifying the
atmospheric stability class and the regional climatology. Regional data sources can be
consulted (NOAA-EDS, NCC; USAF; National Weather Science). Thus usually provides
the necessary data to characterize the wind speed and direction stabilities, expected
flow pa.tterns and topographical considerations that would have an impact on LNG cloud
dispersion. This is standard meteorological analyses that are also conducted routinely
for air pollution analyses.

The next key technical consideration are the spill and vapor source rates for uncon-fined
spills on land and water ald confined spills on land. Existing data correlations are
available and generally accepted by the technical community for prediction of evapora-
tion rates. Variables considered include LNG spread rates, minimum pool thickness,
evaporaticrn rate, ice formation, effects of wind and convection on evaporation rates,
and effect of solar radiation.

The basic in-formation on the vaporization rates were necessary to provide key input
data for prediction of the dispersion of natural gas. Additional considerations necessary
were a quantitative method to describe the physical phenomena by which air is entrain-
ed in the negatively buoyant plume and modiJication of the local atmospheric stability
due to the LNG cloud density.

The main features which constitute the development and subsequent dispersion of an
LNG vapor cloud are as follows (see Figure 6): LNG is lighter than water and insolu-
able in water and will rapidly spread over its surface, or comparably, land. As it
does, it will absorb heat from the underlying surface and vaporize. As the LNG
spreads, the rate of vapor generation increases because there is more surface over
which heat can be transferred. The vapor cloud grows in size urrtil the liquid pool
breaks up. The diameter of the vapor cloud will be much greater than its height, since
vertical spreading will be inhibited by the higher density of the vapor cloud. Although
methane vapor is colorless, the cloud will appear white due to condensation and/or
freezimg of water vapor entrained from a water surface or condensed from the atmos-
phere.
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The initial bulk temperature of newly vaporized methane is approximately 112oK. At
that temperature and at atmospheric pressure, methane vapor is approximately 40 per-
cent more dense than ambient air. Consequently, there is no tendency for the cloud to
rise. Experimental data (2) indicate that the vapor cloud continues to spread radially,
and there is very little vertical dispersion. Entrainment of air increases the cloud
temperature, but calculations show that, generally, the density of the mixtu¡e remains
above that of the diluting air. In instances where the heat input from the surface of the
water and/or heat input from the condensing a.nd freezing water vapor is significant,
the vapor cloud can become neutrally buoyant. úr theory, it is possible for an LNG
cloud to become buoyant; however, this has not been observed experimentally, with the
possible exception of one test (No. 16) discussed in Reference 2.

As the cloud moves downwind, it is further diluted by turbulent mixing with ambÍent air.
Ir the absence of ignition, this process continues wrtil the entire contents of the cloud
are mixed to concentrations below the lower flammability limit and the methane is dis-
persed in the atmosphere.

To assist the evaluation of these phenomena, nr¡merical methods are required. These
methods assume that a vapor source rate exists which has been calculated using the
methods outlined in the above pa.ragraphs. The results of the dispersion calculation is
a distribution of methane concentration as a function of position and time. These events
involve a complicated interaction between fluid dynamics and turbulent diffusion. The
formulation employed characterized by a wtified treatment of the fluid dynamic system
consisting of methane vapor and ambient air. In order to carry out this analysis it was
necesÊary to use numerical simulation of the fluid dynamic equations, which are des-
cribed in det¿il in Reference 3. The calcu-Iations performed usilg these codes were va-
lidated with experimental data to make direct comparison between predicted and ex-
perimental results. It was demonstrated that the techniques could produce quite accu-
rately the characteristics of LNG spills.

It is of interest to demonstrate the results of these analyses as shown in Figure 7 which
gives the concentration profiles of methane for various atmospheric wind conditions and
time after an instantaneous spill on \Mater. These results are used to define the region
or extent of the 37,500 mó LNG rrLower Flammable Limit (LFL)rr.

Ignition Probabilities

Having defined the d¡rnamic characteristics of the vapor cloud, the ignition probabilities
must be addressed. This is an area of great uncertainty due to the fact that a flammable
LNG vapor/air mixture may be ignited by a vast number of sources (open flames, arc-
ing, switches, discharges, etc.). Itwasreasonedthatintheaverageortypicalacci-
dent case that there will be immediate igo.ition upon impa.ct. Nevertheless, the possib-
ility remains that immediate ignition will not occur.

In order to give recognition to the possibility that a major spill could occur without
immediate ignition, the probability of immediate ignition is postulated for SAI studies
as nine out of ten, but only in the case of a penetration by ship, aircraft or missile.
The approach taken by SAI, then, is to assume a 9070 probability for immediate igni-
tion in the event of ship, aircraft or missile impact; a LïVo probability for plume spread
in such cases prior to ignition; and a 700V0 probability of such spread in the event of
ruptures that are intemally generated or caused by earthquakes or meteorites. These
assum¡rtions are thought to represent a conservative means of arriving at fatality prob-
abÍlities related to hypothetical plume ignition. Individual sources on land have been
assumed to havea 1% probability of ignitÍng a plume passing over them.

Thermal Radiation

The next key issue that must be addressed is the thermal radiation that may result
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from ignition of LNG spills, and a determination of the spatial region within which
f¿rtalities may occur beyond thzt aræ, occupied by the plume or pool fire.

Two general problems must be analyzed, - the first is the effect of ignition and flame
propa.gation through the plume (plume fire), and the second is the effect of a stationary
fire attached to the vaporizing liquid pool (pool fire). Models have been developed for
the thermal output and flame geometry for premixed (both fuel-lean and fuel-rich)
fires. By premixed it is meant that portion of the plume which has already been dis-
persed and mixed to the molecular level by atmospheric mixÍng. A methodolory was
developed for the analysis of the pool fire hazard which included the general geometric
relationships for calculating thermal radiation fluxes on to receiver surfaces located
outside of the fire. Conservative thermal exposure criteria have been selected for
fatalities which were then integrated in a straþht-forward manner to provide the
estimate for fatalities based on the regional or local population distribution. The effects
of burning on local wind fields must also be addressed.

Risk Evaluation

The final assessment of risks are determined as the probability of fatality per year per
person and compa..red in several ways to the fatalities that could result from other
causes. The risk determination requires that a summary analysis be conducted which
includes the following elements:

1. The initiating event probabilities and spill zones independently identified.

2. The surrounding population and source distributÍon for each spill zone be individu-
ally analyzed.

3. The probability of all expected meteorological conditions be accounted for.

The expected fatalities for each possible accident, site, and condition are calculated in
a time dependent manner (see Figure 8) and the overall risk is obtained by summing all
independent events.

SAI has chosen to present the contours of the estimated fatalities per year (Figure 9).
A second approach is to present the cumulative probability that a given numbei of
fatalities would occur within a year. This can be compared with other fatalities that
could result from either natural or man made events.
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INITIATING EVENTS AND ASSOCIATED PROBABILITIES

. NORMAL OPERATIONS
OF THE TERMINAL

. NATURAL EVENTS
(WINDSTORMS,
EARTHQUAKES,
ETC. )

. . SHIP COLLßIONS

. AIRCRAFT IMPACTS

. MISSILE IMPACTS

FIGITRE 1. OVERVIEW OF LNG SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND INITIATING EVENTS
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FIGURE 2, METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW FOR LNG RISK ASSESSMENT FOR SHIP COLLI¡IIONS AS AN INITIATING EVENT
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FIGURE 8. FATALITIES DUE TO IGNITION AT A GIVEN TIME FROM SPILL
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Case study: A chlorine destruction unit

Ir. M. Vis van Heemst
AKZO Engineering BV
Am.hem
lbe Netherlands

As a result of some mejor accidents in tåe recent past, such as Flixborough, DSM and
Seveso, the chemical ildustry is searching for more effective approaches to safety,
One of these approaches, which is new for a large part of the chemical industry, ís
'quantitative risk analysist, also loown as 'hazard asgessmentr. Today, many chemi-
cal companies are €r(ploring the possibílities of this technique, and since about one
yær AKZO is one of them. Why did we joine
We did not joÍn simply because our competitors were investigating hzzarâ assessment,
but because, after a serious study, we concluded tbat one of the main advantages of
risk analysis is the possibility of giving more structure to the important decisions that
have to be taken about safety investments. Up till now safety usually has been looked at
in a rather subjective and qualitative way. Risks were and are weighed intuÍtively, and
therefore there is a heavy personal element in many decisions about safety. We tbi¡tk
that risks and hazards should be assessed in a more quantitative way and that in the
long run, when tools arrd techniques have been developed further, this approach will
lead to greatet safety of industrial installations for the same outlav of money.
If we assurne tbat Risk (R) is some function of Probability (P) and Effect (E) - R =
f (P,E) - then we can say that ways for calculating effects have been deeply studied in
recent years, in particular the dispersion of toxic gases and the explosions of vapour
clouds. As a rezult there is a general ability to calculate E.
Today much effort is qrend on the calculations of the probabilities P. Although w.e think
that this ís worthwhile, this rnay not give the results tJoat are ex¡rected, as the public,
and ttre authorities, are not used to and often not interested very much in probabilistic
calculations, Discussions about risk tend to focus on the size of the effect, and the fa-
vourable influence of a low probability Ís hardly taken i-nto account.
We think that there are a number of reasons for this lamentable state of affairs, the
6egf important being the complete absence of a good and universally accepted defini-
tion of the concept of 'acceptable riek'. We also think that for risk-analysis to become
a succesful engineering tool, a good definition of this concept is a necessity, and we
would like to plead that government, society and industry come together in a work-shqr
or a committee to thrash out the criteria.

In risk analysis AKZO had a flyrng start by taking a course at the lCl-Mond-Division,
five years after ICI started their hrazard. assessment studies. I-n this field there is good
co-operation and exchange of inf6¡p¿1i61 between ICI and AKZO, because the stard-
point of botå is that whereas we are competitors on the market, the safet5r of our che-
mical plants is a joint interest.
As our first object for study we have chosen a chlorine destruction unit that is in qrera-
tion at one of our chlorine sites. It is a rather@as such it is
ideal for a fírst study in }aazard assessment. Furthermore, it plays an important role
in the safety of the chlorine production factory.
Now it is not my intentÍon to present the complete analysis we carried out, as that
would comprise far too much detail. [rstead, I will use a simFlified model of the unit,
which is given in figu.re 1. The installation consists of four main components:
- a vessel filled for 70 per cent. with caustic soda
- a cone shaped reaction section ìüith an ejector on top
- a pump that feeds the ejector with liquid taken from the bottom of the vessel
- a heat exchanger to remove the heat of the reaction.
l1e flow of caustic through the ejector creates a slight trnderpressure, which sucks in
the chlorine contaûring gases. The chlorine is absorbed in the caustic E)ray, and the
remaining gases are vented into the atmosphere via the stack.
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There are two control loqrs:
- a quality control loqr for keeping the concentration of the free caustic in the vessel

constant
- a level control loop which regulates the supply of fresh caustic.
In addition there are a high and a low level alarm.
lühen, for instance, the concentration of free caustic in the vessel becomes to low, the
qality control loop activates the valve, and more of the contents is pumped to storage.
The level etarts to fall, and that activates the level control loop which causes fresh
caustic to be pumFed into the vessel.
lilhat we wanted to predict is the probability that the system will fail and chlorire will
escape i.nto the atmosphere.
Obviously, there are four possible modes of chlorine escape:
1. Vessel is empty
2. Vessel is full, but caustic ís dqrleted
3. Circulation stopped
4. Gas passage is blocked.

Let us work out the first mode as an ocample of what we did.
When will the vessel become empty? The most probable faih¡re tbat will lead to an
empQr vessel is a closure of the level control valve. h this case the difficuþ is that
there are but few hard facts about the failure rates of control loops and we have to
make an estimâte. Unless the operating conditions are very extreme, we nray assume
that a failure of a typical control loop occurs once or twice a year. This is confirmed
by the work of Professor Lees of Loughborough University and by others. In parenthe-
ses, I would like to point out that Professor Lees has presented many data on these
and similar problems recently at a S¡rmposium of the úrstitute of Chemical Engineers,
held at Edinburgh.
On the face of. things we will have to reckon with a failure rate of the valve of 1.5 times
a year, hrt tåat is not the whole story as:
- In a well designed control-loop most of the failures go in the safe direction, which

here means an open valve. It is estimated that only one of three failures will lead to
a closed valve;

- Most failures occur gradually and are self-revealing. They will lead to proper action
by the operator before any harm is done.

A normal estímate is that about a quarter of the failures in the control loop will appear
suddenly and mây lead to serious consequences, Working all this out þ simfle añth-
metic gives a failure of once in 8 years that will occur suddenly and will surprise the
operator.
From process calculations we lcrow that it takes at least hal-f an hour before the vessel
becomee empty and chlorine will start to be vented to the environment. úr addition the
system is equipped with a low level alarm which mostly works when called upon, but
which may fail sometimes. As Mr. De Heer has pointed out in his paper, the probab-
ility that the alarm will be found in a failed state strongly dqrends on ttre frequency gf
testing. On average, an alarm will fail halfway between to tests and will be unavailable
for the second hal-f of the test period. Now the typical failure rate for an alarm module
is once per l0 years, a^nd if it is tested once a year it will be unavailable for hal-f a
year in 10 years on average, which means a probability of 570. There is a 95Vo probab-
ility ttrat the alarm will respond.

When t"he alarm works and when the alarm does not work, what Ís the probabllity thai
the operator fails to react correctly ? This is a very difficult question to answer, as it
involves human factors. The subject of human error has been discussed e:ctensively in
the literature, but very little of it is quantitative. Data are scarce, and most of the
discussions are based on guesses only and therefore should be handled with care. In
t974, howarer, ICI presented a paper at a symposium for hstnrment Engineers (at
Welwyn) which gives a list of humar failure data, which we can use as a guide (figure
2). Since these published data refer to lapses in attention only, it should be checked
whether lack of ability to cope, training or motivation might have an i¡fluence. The
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figu.re illustrates clearly that the time available to the operator for taking the correct
measures, is extremely imFortant. When he has only a few minutes to act, the probab-
ility of failing to do so is nearly one hundred per cent. If time is unlimíted, this will
come down to 270 if the alarm works and to l0To if it does not.
In the AKZO case the operator has at least 30 minutes to react correctly, and accord-
ing to figure 2 that would mean a failure rate of 25Vo in case of no low level alarm and
of SToif the alarm works. The dat¿ of ICI, however, refer to complex plants, and in
our simple system we thought it acceptable to lower the rates to 1070 and ZVo respect-
iveIy.
All inJormation collected up tiII now, can be summarized Ín a fault tree given in figure
3. This gives a chlorine emission due to a failure in the level control-loop of once in
about 350 years.
This figure is, of course, wholly unrealistic, as we considered only one of the four
modes of failure. Of the other tlrree modes, two are the result of failure of control
loops and can be analysed in the same way as we just did (figure 4). The remaining
mode, however - no circulation because of pump failure - should be analysed on its
own. Figure 4 shows that this mode gives the most important contribution, a probabili-
ty of failure of 0.23 per year.
Letrs now see whether a chlorine escape of once per 4 years could be qualified as
acceptable.
So far we have only looked at probabilities, now we should take the effects in considera-
tion too. For that we need a gas dispersion model which allows us to calculate the
amount of chlorine the population in the neighbourhood may be e>rposed to. Secondly,
we need a set of criteria that allow us to predict the hazards of inhalation of chlorine,
which in high concentration is a rather dangerous gas. Let us take the criteria first.

The only criteria on toxic gases that give a relation between size of effect and allow-
able frequencies are those published by ICI. The effect is split-up over different hazard
categories and an allowable frequency is adjudged to each category equal to what ICI
thinks is socially acceptable. We think that this is a good approach. (Figure 5).
There are four categories:
- Category 0 the area where there is no smell and no inconvenience to the public
- Category I chlorine can be smelles and in consequence causes some inconvenience,

but no harm is done. The situation is undesirable, however, and a fre-
quency of once a year is deemed acceptable for the site as a whole

- Category II can be attended þ some degree of distress and damage to vegetation.
Claims are possible. Is not acceptable more often than once per 10 years
for the site as a whole

- Category III personal injury and even a latallty may occur, and a frequency of only
once per 100 years is deemed to be acceptable for the site as a whole.

In category III an additional criterium is imposed, stating that the individual risk of
death outside the plant should be many times lower than the risk from all other activi-
ties in life.
We think that the criteria summarized in figure 5 are realistic and are a good starting
point for further discussion on risk criteria which should be started as soon as possible.

To take a concrete e><ample, Iet us assume that the unit has a through put of 600 þ
chlorine per hour and that after a complete break-down it takes 10 minutes to get the
situation under control again, then 100 þ of chlorine will have escaped. The effect of
this outside the boundary of the site is calculated with the help of a computerprogram-
me that contains:
- a detailed weather model, consisting of 648 permutatÍon probabilities for direction of

wind, wind speed and stabilities in the atmosphere
- for 18 dÍrections of wind, the distance of the source to the down-wind boundary, and

the height of nearby buildings
- the stack height
- a Pasquill dispersÍon model.
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For a given emÍssion the computer calculates the probability that the }l.azard at lJre
boundary of the site will lie in one of the categones.
Figure 6 gives the frequencies we might have found for the emission of 100 kg we dis-
cussed earlier. \ile can see that in this case the frequencies are:
Category I :24V0
Category II z 69Vo

Category III : 3.5V0.
Com|ined with the source frequency of.0.24 per yeâr this leads to incident frequencies
of 0.06, 0.16 and 0.008 per year for the three categories. We found that the allowable
frequencies were 1.0 for category I, 0.1 for categoly II and 0. 01 for category ltr. The
desfruction unit, however, is only one of the potential sources of dangerous gasgs a!
the site. If the plant records strow that the fraction the unit will contribute ís 2070, tll.er:
this lower the allowable failure frequency with a factor of five to:
CategoryI :lperSyears
Category II : 1 per 50 years
Category III : 1 per 500 years.
Figuie 6 shows that with the one unit system the limits are e><ceeded, so modifications
beõome necessary. One road open to us is to look at the relative contributions of the
four failures modes we dÍscussed above, and to try and change them in such a way that
the limits are met. Another way would be to change over from a one unit system to two
systems in series, and that indeed is the solution adopted at AKZO.

For the presentation of this case a simplified model of the chlorine destruction unit was
used. Hõwever, this could be dangerous as it might give some the idea that risk analy-
sis is a relatively simple matter. That conclusion would be absolutely wrong. In carry-
ing out our analysis we encountered many difficulties and pitfalls that have not been
mentioned in this paper for reasons of time'
In conclusion, however, I would like to stress one more Point. Tl the case discussed
the potential chlorine emissions were relatively small and therefore the frequency of
failure could be allowed to have a rather large value. This means that most failures
will belong to the class of normal breakdown failures, well known to every plant tech-
nician. Failures of this type are the easiest to predict.
IJ one has a system \ryhere some failures wilt easily lead to disaster, one has a com-
pletely differãnt situation. The allowable frequency of an incident has to be extremely
imafl. Normal breakdown failures cannot be tolerated and have to be designed out' In
that case risk analysis is about unlikely coincidences of events leading to disaster.
To assess the hazards under these circumstances almost always turns out to be devel-
ishly difficult. It will take a lot of time and it calls for much experíence and a very
fertile imagination.
Analysing iisks in the way I have sketched often is time-consuming and sometimes
rather tedious, But we think that the effort is necessary and that the method we use is
a good one because it covers both effect and probability. For in risk analysis one should
avãid the misconception that probabilities are unimportant and only effects matter.
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Figure 2
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CONTROL LOOP:

FAILURE RATE 1.5 / YEAR

FAIL TO DAI'¡GER 7/3

SUDDE¡{ I/4

LOOP FAILURE

SUDDEN / DANGER = 1.5 x I/3 x L/4 = 0,t2 / YEAR

Figure 3

ALARM;

FAILURE RATE

TEST FREOUENCY

FAILURE pRoBABILITy -r/2YEAR = 0,05
10 YEARS

Figure 4
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General Aspects of case studies in Risk Analysis

Drs. J.J. SchwarzandDrs. P.G. Schipper
Central Organization TNO
Apeldoorrr
The Netherlands

Being the last to present a paper at this conference, we feel that it may be of interest
in trying to nârrow the gap between the more generalizing papers such as those by
Otway and Rowe, and the more specific ones, as for instance by Vis van Heemst. As a
firm theoretical framework in risk analysis in lacking, we can only hope that Ít will be
possible to find a cor¡rection between general loowledge based on various case studies
in risk analysis - especially loowledge concerning the consequences in terms of deci-
sion makir:g - and more general lcrowledge based on existing ideas. This inductive -
deductive approach will give insight into some dangers related to the development of
technology in general, with the drafting construction and location of technical systems
in particular, and the reaction of the public to those dangers as well. The problem of
societal acceptance is, in our view, very important.
Society has a growing alüareness of dangers and in the last decade a nurrber of calami-
ties or dangerous situations have been brought to the attention of a large nrlmber of
people.
It seems no longer possible to hide the problems linked to the risks inhearent in techni-
cal systems. The decision makinC process becomes increasingly important in this res-
pect, especially when risks of technical systems are involved. A strong disagreement
between various interest groups, and also between the authorities and the public, have
the potential to undermine our democratic decision system especially if major risks
are involved.

Recently it became widely recognized that technical systems frequently produce un-
desirable consequences in addition to the desired beneficial ones. Nowadays undesired
consequences are viewed to occur to the environ:rrent of a technical system and even-
tually to the society as a whole.
Ore aspect is the occurrence of dangerous situations sometimes accompanied with
damage and loss of human lives. Another aspect is a shift in societal values which calls
for a (re)evaluation of the way technology and technical systems are introduced into our
society.
The increase in scale and complexity of modern technical systems is responsible for
the possÍbility that calamities may occur such as explosions or the discharge of
hazardous materials into the environment.
Some believe that human efforts are not adequate for reducing major risks that find
their origin in technqlogy.
stretrlow and Bakert/ for Ínstance, have pointed out that in recent times there is a
large increase in both the frequency and the destructiveness of all types of accidental
explosions. Probably the same can be said about accidental releases of hazardous che-
micals into the environment. The transformation of the nuclear enerry debate to the in-
dustrial production, transportation and storage of chemicals may contribute to this be-
lief also.
otway and Pahner2) for fnstance, have suggested that the nuclear energy debate can
serve as an excellent case study, because the attitude of the public to the risks of nu-
clear power sets, in many instances, a limit to the development of it. It is possible
that questions about the safety of nuclear energy will lead to the same questions and
doubts about the safety of other types of technologies, and technical systems.
There are some indications that this might happen.
- Most of the risk analysis studies of technical systems are just a few years old. So

there has not been much time to evaluate the validity and reliability of these stu-
dies.

- In the Netherlands, interest groups and regulating agencies are asking for risk
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analysis, in order to decide on the safety of certain technical systems. This con-
tributes to the awareness of different kinds of risks.

- Farmer, safety advisor to the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority has said:
rtWhen one examines, in the detail that is currently given to reactors, the possible
hazards from other industries, one gets the feeling that one should be discussing
all major hazards Ín a country and not concentrating on one source of hazard such
us oo"lea". I believe that we have been isolated in the nuclear community for too
longrr 3)'

Governñrent, interest groups and the public will become more and more aware of the
undesired effects on the physical, biological and social environment as a consequence
of the various risks generated by technolory.
Roughly two types of-undesired effects can result is based on

the fnowledg" tir.t t certaín kind of technical sys þger physi-
cal damageìnechanisms and the second type is a ring of such
mechanisms.
The assessment of the potentialities of undesired effects is important for understalding
the reaction of people living in the vincinity of certain systems. In the first place the
awareness of dangers resulting in psychological stress and fear is relevant here.
Secondly, the u¡certainty as a consequence of decisions concerning risk generating
technològies is enlarged by the psycho-social effects of these potentialities.
The assãssment of thè actual triggering of physical damage mechanisms is also subject
to uncertainty because of insufficient data and inadequate methodology. If one takes this
into accoru-rt, then it is not surprising that most of the studies in risk analysis have been
limited to an identification of the possible types of damage to man and to man-made
structures (risk estimation).
Experience has taught us that the damages which can result from events with a low fre-
qoency of occurrenõe are difficult to quantify, so quite often the evaluation of undesired
events is merely based on the imagination of the decision maker.

Besides this problem there is the problem of the knowledge and awareness of the public.
If the public loows that certain risks exist, but believes in the regulating agency or the
decisión maker, who says that the risks are very low, then probably the public will not
start worrying.
When, howevér, the public does not have so much confidence in the sponsor or the re-
gulating agency and gets the idea that risks exist they don't lgrow of, then it is possible
that the public starts estimating the perceived risks itself. These risks are not esti- .

mated and weighed in the same way as the decision maker does, because the public has
not suJficient reliable information and will refer to single accidents in systems that re-
semble the systems at hand. Generally spoken, the public is poorly trained in handling
statistics. Another problem is that a certain technical system benefits certain groups
or the population as a whole, while only small parts of the population will have to bear
the moÀt severe risks. Conflicts of interests may then arise, not only between groups
but also between the authorities and the population. This aspect imposes special pro-
blems on the application of risk analysis because the rellability and validity of the esti-
mations and calculations must be of a high standard.
At the moment, the public, the sponsors and the authorities differ in opinion about the
safety (or the risk) of technical systems.
The risks as estimated by the public by means of intuition, fuformation and/or expe-
rience influence the attitude of that public. Other social and cultural bacþround fac-
tors determined by religion, education or political choice, âre modifying these attitudes.
So the attitude may be different from the behaviour. Over a longer period of time, how-
ever, the attitude itself may change.
This means that it is very difficult to predict the behaviour of people who become aware
of risks in their environment. Generally we can assume that the public expects that the
regulating and controlling agencies will guard over their safety.
Thãse agencies, however, have also to take into account economic and (other) socla:l
aspects such as emplolment. Furthçf , absolute safety, can never be attained.
Th; first figure gives the relations a) between a threat, as a consequence of certairl
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risks linked with technical systems, the people, who are exposed to this threat, and the
authorities who have a mendate from the people to protect society against serious
damage.

The task of the authorilies is to make a link between the results of the risk estimation
and the risk evaluationjl.
The problem is that in the past too little attention was pa.id to the perception of risks
and to the reaction of people to threat, so that the decisions about the acceptance of
risks must be inadequate from a societal point of view. On the other hand the controll-
ing agency will ask for a quantitative risk analysis from sponsors such as industry.
The industrial society, however, larows that risk analysis will not reveal all poss-ible
hazards of their technical systems. Il this situation it will be of interest to discuss a
few case studies in order to get more insight in the risk estimation and evaluation pro-
blems. Before we do so, however, we will look somewhat closer at the nature of risks.

The nature of risks

Until now we have used the word rrrisktr in an undefined sense. It certainly is a source
of confusion as the word means something different to different people. It includes
probability expressing the uncertainty associated with a specific undesired consequence,
the type and magnitude of the undesired consequence, and the value of both of theJe
terms to exposed people. Risks can be distnguished in many ways. one of the most
commonly used is the distinction between natural and man-made risks. Both types can
be subdivided into two groups. The first group contains risks which are characierized
by undesired consequences in the long run resulting from u¡desired events, which,
however, themselves are viewed as |tnormalrr. The pollution of water, air and soil for
instance belongs to this group. The magnitude of the wrdesired consequence is locally
not extremely high.
The second group contains risks which are characterized by undesired consequences
resulting from undesired events which will happen suddenly. The consequences of these
events may result immediately or on the long run. Epi-cAtV the magnÍtude of the un-
desired consequence can locally be very high. Examples of these groups of risks are,
fires, explosions, the massive release of chemicals, etcetera.
To illustrate this, let us have a look at the Worldts lVaters. It is lgrorÃ,n that less than
50Vo of the total direct oil pollution results from marine operations; 45% results from
non-marine operations (the use of highwaymotor vehicles and industrial machinery)
and only 570 results from tanker casualtiesþ).
It is estimated that by atmospheric fallout of hydrocarbons at least the same amount of
pollution reaches the Oceans. The contribution of the oil pollution of the Oceans due to
different operations is given in figure 2.
If the pollution of the Oceans by oil is dangerous for the health of people in the long run,
then the efforts to minimize this danger on a world-wide scale should be concentrated
on the rrnormalrtoperations. In the local situation, however, tanker casualties, although
responsible only for a few percent of the total oil pollution of the Oceans, receive much
attention because in the local area this pollution is immediately desastrous.
As said already, the domain of risk analysis is the quantification of the rmcertainties,
tbat are associated with specific undesired consequences. As we have seen from the
example given, this can be a quantification of the possibility that oil pollution of the
Oceans will bring an end to life on this World or it can be a quantification of the
possÍbility that a local area will be desastrously polluted by oil due to a tanker casualty.
It will be clear that the only possibility for minimizing the uncertainty connected with
risks, is a risk analysis of technical systems in their environment and not isolated.
Due to the scale and the complexity of the technology, uncertainties will be left where
risks are difficult to define and to estimate in relation with the risk of the ttotaltr sys-
tem.
Further it is necessary to acquire a more comprehensive insight in the precise effects
of calamities upon onr society. Up till now the effects are measured mostly in terms
of victims (death and wounded) and in economic loss.
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However, the following effects seem also of importance here; effects on human health,
social disruption and the impact on environmental quality.
These aspects make the (benefit)-risk analysis more complicated because, if they are
taken into accourt, the effects of calamities should be weighed differently in the ana-
lysis than is done now. Irr his lecture V. d. Kley, for instance, pointed out that a small
flood North of Amsterdam in Holland, gave a far more intensive emotional shock (al-
though no one was killed) than for instance accidents with ships. The last type of acci-
dents, however, may have more far-reaching consequences than the first one, in terms
of people killed and environmental pollution. Another special problem is the tÍme-lag
between benefit and risk qf a certain technical system or technology.
Burton, Kates and White6) have shovm that the public has a tendency to deny the risk of
natural disasters, or to endow the phenomenon with a rigid periodicity. Alternatively,
they may rely on authorities, who have the full responsibility, for hazard prediction.
All these aspects have a substantial influence on the acceptability of a certain technical
system in a certain environment.
This means that govertrments have to decide about levels of acceptance one way or an-
other. IJ they want to do so, then it is necessary to do research on this aspect. I:r or-
der to obtain a more comprehensive insight Ín the risks which are (un)acceptable for
society the way used most often is to compa.re risks. In most studies on risk analysis
natural hazards are playing an important role in the comparison of risks. They are
then used as an implicit level of acceptance because they belong to the rrnormalrr risks
of life.
When we make a tentative compa.rison between Holland and Japa.n in this respect, we
can see that Japa.n su-ffers from more natural hazards than Holla¡d. Due to geographi-
cal and geological conditions Japa.n is frequented by typhoons, heavy rains, snow falls,
tidal waves and earthquakes. Over many years this has caused substantial losses, both
in number of victÍms and in damage to property.

These losses are substantially higher than in Holland. I¡ the flood of 1953 nearly 1800
people perished and since then only some people died as a consequence of natural events
like storms, lightnÍng, etcetera.
When we compare for instance the number of people kilted in traffic accidents we see
in Japan traffic accidents took 586 173 lives in 1973 with 26 million automobiles on the
road7). Il Holland nearly 2500 people were killed in accidents with 3 million registered
automobiles. This gives about 1 death per 44 cars in Japa.n and in Holland 1 death per
1200 cars. The two countries are comparable regarding density, technological develop-
ment, etc. , although there are large cultural and social differences.
So the idea that there is a relationship between the amount of nalgral bøzards and the
acceptance of technological risks can only be a hypothetical oneS). Cross cultural re-
search has to be performed Ín order to obtain sufficient errldence for this relation. If
this relation exists, however, then decisions about the acceptability of risks have to
take into account these types of wrconcious acceptance levels as well.
The comparison of tech¡ological risks with natural hazards, the last ones used as a
norm, neglects the dynamic character of societal acceptance however, so research on
thÍs subject has to be performed regularly. Other acceptance levels based on compa.ri-
son are, for instance, the categories voluntary - wrvoluntary, history, different types
of technological risks, costs-eff ects, etcetera.

Case histories

In order to obtain more insight into the problems we have mentioned, two cases which
haVe been studied by TNO, will be discussed. Furthermore we will devote some atten-
tion to the Flixborough disaster.
All cases have in common that contradictions have resulted as a consequence of diffe-
rent opÍnions about the acceptability of potential or actual triggering of the physical
damage mechanisms.
The first case is about a risk analysis study of a rail-yard where trains loaded with
various hazardous materials, such as chlorine, LPG, gasoline, etc. are switched.
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The second case is the Flixborough disaster.
The third case is about the risk problems of a large office building situated near a gas-
oline storage aî@, a canal and a highway.
For the sake of clarity we will state here that it is not our intention to give a detailed
description of the analyses performed. We are interested in the general aspects, which
can contribute primarily to a better understanding of risk phenomena in our society.
The first case is about the problem of risk reduction of train switchirg. Near a large
city in the Western part of Holland lies a railyard where cargo trains are combined.
Some of these trains are transporting hazardous materials, such as chlorine, gasoline,
LPG, etc. Because a very densely populated city lies in the neighbourhood of the exist-
ingrail-yard, theStateRailroadshaveplaruredanewyardatalarger distanceof that
city.
This also gives the opportunity to modernize the switching system by automatization,
so that necessary switching with dangerous materials can be executed is a safer way.
The problem was, however, that the local authorities of the town where the new terrain
will be situated had plans for the extension of the building area. The distance between
the building area and the new railyard would be too small to avoid certain risks.
The study was aimed at an estimation of the risks for people in the new building area as
a function of the distance from the rail-yard. To enable the authorities to maintain a
situation for the built-up area as safe as possible, the following generallzing conclu-
sions were obtained from the study:
- It was possible to determine a minimum distance between the rail-yard and the built-

up area for a few types of effects only such as fires, explosions, etcetera, For other
types of effects (toxic vapors for instance) it was impossible to determine a safe dis-
tance.

- More than formerly the potential ilangers to people in the surroundings, were inves-
tigated in this case. Because other kÍnds of risk in the area appeared to be unknown,
it was impossible to estimate the risks of the rail-yard relative to the other kinds of
risk to the population.

As to the methodology, the following problems had to be faced when we tried to quantify
the risks.
- Dzta about pa.st activities had to be used to predict activities in the future.
- I¡dividual bias in the interpretation and identification of damage mechanisms, may

result in the neglection of "less importantrr factors.
- The necessity to reduce complexity, in order to be able to handle the problem.
- The use of data which are not reliable enough for the correct estimation of the prob-

ability of rare events. This leads inevitably to results that are less certain and ac-
curate than one may wish to obtain.

The next case is the FlÍxborough disaster.
Two commissions were installed to investigate the explosion of a caprolactam plant of
Nypro in Great Britain tn !974. The first tried to find the cause of the explosions and

cáme to the conclusion that a temporarily by-pa.ss, whÍch was installed a few monthrs
before the disaster, could not withstand all the pressures and temperatures, used in
the process. The second commission was given the task to study whether new regula-
tions ought to be drawn up to prevent major industrial hazards in the future. The last
commisÀion produced a list of eight types of installations, whichby virtue of the pro-
duct, tecbnolbgy or scale of operations, could constitute a major industrial hazatd.
These types of installations are now called trnotiJiable installations'r. Many of the pro-
blems encou:rtered go far beyond matters of legislation. Prof. Harvey, chairman of the
second committee said that these installations raise the question whether certain tech-
nological developments are intrinsically rurmanagable and whether society should do

withóut them aná take a pa.ce backwards. The report of the first committee, reveals
also the uncertainties linked with the prevention of disasters. The report says that the
disaster is a consequence of mistakes havÍng a very low probability, made at the draft-
ing and construction of a change in the installations. Such a combination of mistakes
will probably never haPpen again.
The mistakes ryere not only made in construction but also in the field of management.
The lessons to be learned are many. They are varying from the notion of the lack of
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suitable data about industrial installations and about explosion of unconfined vapor
clouds, to a total re-evaluation of risks corurected with the use of risk generating tech-
nologies.
The only valuable conclusion is, that we lsrow far too little about the dangers of these
installations, and that we only can make a plea for better data, and make some arran-
gements to prevent equ¿rl or worse consequences in the future.
The last case is a very interesting one.
It started with the refusal of civil servants to accept a new office building that was
located at a distance of about 200 metres from a gasoline and refined oi1 storage with
17 tanks. After that a special committee advised about research which would give more
insight ín the impact on the building of an explosion of a vapor cloud of gasoline. When
such an explosion happened then the construction of the building might be affected and
the wÍndows on two sides of the building would be smashed. Pieces of glass would be
blown into the building.
The most interesting part of this case is, however, that it is the first instance of lay-
men having made their own risk assessment, and that they have concluded that this
risks are unacceptable. Also of special interest is that the refusal of the civil servants
Ís largely based on knowledge of the effects of an explosion of a gasoline vapor cloud in
1974 at Roosendaal in Holland.
It is also surprising that these people pointed at other types of risk they were exposed
to, namely the risks connected with the bulk transport of Løzardous materials by road
and on the canal, which is almost on the doorstep.
If we look at figures 3, 4, 5 we can see that the amount of chemicals transpo¡ted in
bulk by water and by road have increased substantially since the mid-sixtiesv).
So it might be that these two aspects are more important for the assessment of the
risks people in the building are exposed to in the future than is expected now.
Safety measurements have been prepa.red to reduce the probability that a substantial
amount of gasoline will flow out of the tanks. The reduction of the effects wilt be diffi-
cult because the tanks are located close to each other.
The safety measurements taken are:
- inspection of the welding of the storage tanks
- safe-guards to prevent overflow of gasoline from the tanks
- no filling of tanks during very stable wather conditions
- warning system inside the building so that the people can be evacuated in time.
The formulated wish by the representatives of the civil servants to locate the fuel
storage elsewhere will not be effected.

Conclusions

The three case-histories gave us some information that may be generalized to a cer-
tain degree. From description of the reported cases it can be seen that various aspects
of acceptability deserve a closer look.
It can be confirmed that the acceptance of risks by interest groups is highly influenced
by lcrowledge of previous accidents. This accou¡ts for specialists as foi layrnen as well.
This means that with regard to the acceptance the potential of undesired effects is as
important as the actual occurrence. There are also indications that often natural
løzards are used unconsiously as a basic level for the acceptance of rnan-made risks
on a societal level. This approach neglects the d¡tramic character of societal accept-
ance, however" Concerning the weight of effects it is necessary to change the definition
of calamities or disasters which are nowadays mostly defined in terms óf the number
of fatalities and the economical value of loss.
Other effects as human health, social disruption and the im¡iact on environmental quali-
ty, also in the long run, must be taken into account as well. Most of the latter effects
of a disaster are difficult to estimate and are complicating the risk analysis. The cases
discussed reveal a tendency to simplify the estimation and evaluation of risks however.
So it is not surprising that strong disagreements exÍst about the scientific and societal
usefulness of risk analysis.
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To sum up it is necessary to give quite an effort to improve the method of risk analysis
and especially to aspects concerning the acceptability of risks.
IJ we want to reach this end then it will be necessary to improve the methodology of
risk estimation considerably, to give more attention to risk evaluation and to search
for new technologies which have a less hazardous character.
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Figure 1. Relations betwee¡r risk generating activities, public
and authorities in coimeetion with hazards
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PANEL DISCUSSION

Panel

Ir. A.W.M. Balemans, chairman
J. E. Barurister
Ir. H. J. de Heer
T. A. Kantyka
J. T. Kopecek
Dr. H. Otway
W, D. Rowe
Drs. J.J. Schwarz
Ir. M. Vis van Heemst
C. S. Windebank

(Balemans) As you see, nearly all speakers are in the panel, with the e>rception of
Mr. Van der Kleij. He asked me to excuse him and he explained that he had three
meetings today. That is also a kind of risk, he said.
The groups have formulated a large number of question, and I doubt whether trye can
answer all of them. They are extremely varied and cover many aspects of risk ana-
lysis. This clearly indicates, I think, that quite a number of problems in risk analysis
are unsolved or only partly solved. Therefore, I do hope that you will not get the im-
pression that ever¡rthing is lcrown already, but rather that there are still mâny things
that can be investigated fruitfully and that you all can add to the store of knowledge and
experience. For if we look upon risk analysis as a continuous part of the control-sys-
tem for activities, then we will never solve all problems connected Ívith it, as it \¡/ill
change in the course of time to follow the changes of a dynamic society.
Quite a number of questions clustered around the concept of acceptable risk. May I ask
you, Dr. Otway, to start giving an ans$/er to thÍs cluster of questions ? By the way,
will all members of the panel be so kind to read the question or to summarize the pro-
blem that has been put forward?

(Oiway¡ Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am ashamed to say that I carurot find the question
I had selected, it must be in my pile but it got lost somehow. While I am searching,
Iet me make some general comments that may make it easier to interpret some more
detailed answers later on. Many of the questions show a concern with the product of
risk assessment studies. They ask: How accurate are the results ? Does the accuracy
justify a study? Do people believe the results ?
I would lÍke to suggest tbat risk assessment, at the present at least, should be viewed
as an interactive, multidisciplinary process. The insights it provides and the assist-
ance in understanding both technological and social systems, are the product. The im-
portant thing is the process of doing it and what one learns by doing it, numbers are
not yet an important part of risk assessment studies. I-n other words, many of the
questions show a dichtomy between product and process, and the product is not the
imFortant part yet. I would say that risk analysis should be thought of as a set of
methodologies for aiding the making of better decisions, and certainly not as a method
for mechanically making decisions,
In the meantime, I have found the question, which runs: rrwhat does the panel think
about the possibility of arriving at some simple numerical criteria for the acceptability
of risks? For one can estimate a risk and say simply: twill this risk be acceptable or
not ?r rt.

In view of the general remarks I have just made, it will surprise no one, I think, if I
say that in my opinion the probability of arriving at simple criteria is very small. So
the answer to the question is: No, it probably cannot be done. The reason is that the
acceptability of risks is a difficult concept because the acceptance of risks by the
public is an extremely complex phenomenon. It is determined not only by the statistical
estimates we make, but also by psychological factors. Do people feel that they have
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given their consent to being e>rposed to a risk, do they have some control over the out-
äo*., -^y effects be delayed, are there implications for social structural changes ?

And sã oo. t thiok that each risk situation will have different criteria for acceptability.

(Balemans) Thank you. Does Mr. Rowe want to add something?

(Rowe) I think I should re-emphasize what Dr. Otway has said, that we have a process
ànd a decision that comes out õf the process, These are two wholly different things; I
don't thÍnk we will ever have a process where we simply turn a crank and out come all
tlre answers. The purpose of the process is to illuminate all factors that can allect
what we are trying to do - the méchanical things, the projects etcetera - to identify
what the risks arã, and also to understand how people look at risks as individuals, as
groups and as socíety as a whole, and to understand how they react to risks. The only
äoaãt *" have are tñe people, so our information must come from looking at people
and how they react, trying to understand what the motivations behind their actions are,
and whether they are concious or unconcious.
What I am suggesting is that the methodology is a means of bringing all this knowledge
together, 

"o 
û'at we catt study it as a whole. Then we can identify what we think are

thã critiäat parameters; therã are usually only a few. We then provide our insights and

opinions to the decisions makers, They have to combine our insights and critical para-
meters with other aspects that may be political, economic or personal. They have to
melt all this into a vàlue judgment and ihey have to show people what they have done. 

-
The question at the bottom of quite a lot of queries about risk anâlysis is, I think: rWhy

do wé go through with this whole process and spend a lot of tiTe and money on it ?rr Ï¡r

-y opi-oioo the"answer is that w"hav" no choice anymore, we h¿ve to come up with
ciedibte answers. If we don't, the decisions we want to take will be held up oilwe ûrây

have people going to sit-ins trying to block our decisions, What we are and should be

tryin! to ao ln thl process is fo make the pathway to the solution apparent, credible
and nìsibl". When lhe decision maker has made his decision, the process wiII have
given credibility to whatever his decision i ill agree \ryith it. CIe-
äibifity Ís the most important, and we can if we come up with
credible answers arrived at by a pathway t
If I were a witch doctor in a small native sc came to me with a big
question and I went into my dance and inca
*ith, 'Thi" is right' and everybody walked I
would be a successful risk analyst in my so
analysts for each of our countries, brt \rye mus
tions and gyrations. However, initead of making these secr-et so that only the wilch
doctor cañ-mumble them, we must make them visible, as all of us want to be able to
mumble them.

(Balemans) Ihank you Mr. Rowe. It always is a pleasure to hear you giving a popular

account about what risk analysis is really about.
I think that Mr. Vis van Heemst also has a question on acceptable risk, in his case on

occupational and Public safetY.

(Vis van Heemst) The question is:-"Should
ance for those within industry and for the p
Well, the answer is: Yes,l When a new plan
Jã"i¿ ".t be e><posed to additional hazârds 11

not have any direct benefit of it. There rna;

enter your consideratíons when you investigate risks.
Inside"the boundary the hazard l-evel is us.tálly ex¡rressed as FAFR, which means Fatal
Accident Frequency Rate. A FAFR of oo" -"är" ihtt th"t" is one fatal accident in 108

hours of being exposed to that particular situation. 108 hours sounds a bit arbitrary'
but the numbãr iibased on the^following computation: If you have a factory with 1000

ã*ptày""" who work there for forty yeãrs continuously, five days a week and eight

t ooi"ä day, then the summed totai óf their working hõurs ís about 108. In general the
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FAFR of a plant will be about 4. For people outside the boundary, the risk should be a
hundred to a thousand times lower, and then the probability is comparable to that of
being stuck by lightning.

(Balemans) There were so many questions about this subject that I think we should
still go somewhat deeper into acceptable risks, Mr, Rowe, I am not asking you as an
employee of the US Environmental Protection Agency to set limits for the Netherlands,
but could you say somethÍng about figures for acceptable risks ? Are there any figures ?

(Rowe) I don't know. I think the acceptability comes through the process. As I men-
tioned before, in my book I have tried to develop an applied methodology, The impor-
tant point is not that I did it, as I am sure that people who are smarter than I am, will
do it better, Important is that it turned out to be possible to do it. For now you can
show people what the problem was, how you tackled it, what you did and what you did
not do. And I think that acceptability and acceptance comes out of that process, I do not
think that there are any set levels of acceptability unless you go down to what I would
call 'thresholds' of acceptable risks. These thresholds are the things that are com-
pletely uncontrolled, that mân has no poìver over, such as the probability of the sun
exploding or the probability of being hit_þ a meteor while walking along the street.
And there you are down to levels of 10-r:J per individual per year. If you put this fatal-
ity rate into a life table for 100,000 people, for e><ample, and work out the average
life-shortening caused by this additional risk, it comes out to be just one second. I
suspect that all of us are prepared to live with a reduction of one second of our lives.
T'he real question, however, is how much higher are \rye willing to go for the particular
benefits that we gain. So in each case it is a balancing, first of direct costs and bene-
fits, then a balancing of indirect costs and benefits for society. Then we have to inves-
tigate what can be done to reduce the risks to a level that seems reasonable to us and
then we have to say: rrwho are we, putting risks on people who are not getting benefits
out of it qppropriately". All ¡üe can say is that the risks have been taken care of the
best we can, but that is never perfect. I¡r other words, I dontt think there is one gene-
ral number for acceptability.

(Balerrans) Thank you, Mr. Rowe. Then I have a question here that runs: t'Is there
sufficient evidence at present to permit potitical discussion of risk acceptance?tt
Before asking one of the members of the panel for his comments, I think I should say
something about this, not only as the chairman and a member of the panel, but also as
a civil servant.
hr the question the word evidence is used and this will suggest to the unwary that
political decisions are taken with as much objectivity as is possible. This is a very
optimistic outlook upon reality. Those with first-hand lcrowledge of political decÍsion
rnaking know that facts, and even hard facts often play a relatively minor part com-
pared with emotional considerations. Science, including the disciþtne of iisk analysis,
should help to prevent that political decisions are being-based exciusively on emotionaí
considerations, Don't conclude from this that I am against emotions in pôlitics. Politics
is about people, and deciding on the fate of people without any emotional involvement is
both extremely dangerous and wicked. In the ideal situation, however, there should be
in policy making a healthy balance between facts and emotional considerations.
Irll illustrate my remarks with two e><amples of recent decisions taken in the Nether-
lands. My first example is the decision that has been taken with regard to a nuclear
power station. As is well known, the problem of nuclear power is not only safety - all
over the world the nuclear power industry has an excellent safety record. h -y opinion
the most important problem is radioactive rvastes, that will have to be stored fôr ät
least 10,000 years before their radioactivity has become harmless. Nobody can take
responsibility for what will happen in the ner<t 10,000 years.
According to the decision taken by the regional authority called 'Rijnmondraadt, a nu-
clear power station should not be build on the Maasvlakte - to the south of the FÍook of
Holland - since this is a high risk area already. At the same time the constructÍon of a
nuclear power station on an artificial island off the coast was thought to be a good pro-
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position. In my opinion all this is based on faulty reasoning as it does not square with
the facts known about nuclear energ'y. It was a political decision based on emotional
grounds and not on facts.
My second example is the whole decision mâking process with regard to the closing of
the Eastern Scheldt. After the disastrous flood of 1953, the Delta Act was drafted and
passed Parliament in a remarkably short time. It stipulates that the northern three of
the four arms of the Rhine-Scheldt estuary shall be closed by dams, the Haringvtiet by
one with sluices and the other two by dams without any openings, The decision to dam
up the estuary was taken twenty years ago and was partially based on facts, as the civil
engineers said that closure would be difficult, but could be done. But for the most, it
was an emotional decision as the country still was deeply shocked by the terrible loss
of life caused by the 1953 flood. It should be remembered what Mr. Van der Kleij stat-
ed in his paper yesterday: Every flood in Holland is treated as a national disaster,
even when there is no loss of life.
The Delta Act also lays down that secondary dikes will have to be constmcted higher
up, to control the currents. When the two northernmost closures and the secondary
dikes had been effected, no dirty Rhine water could enter the Eastern Scheldt anymore,
which quickly became clean again and turned out to be an important ecological resour-
ce. PolÍtical parties, action groups and nature conservancy agencies stepped in and
started argu.ing that tàe original decision had been taken twenty years ago when there
was no appreciation for ecological values. The government wisely decided to re-open
the discussion and appointed a Committee, which came up with some hÍghly original
solutions. Then the country turned again to the civil engineers, who said that the pro-
posals of the Committee could not be carríed out, but that it would be possible to effect
closure by a pillar dam that would allow a damped tidal movement in the Eastern
Scheldt. The government accepted this advice and took the decision to hrild the pillar
dam. I think that the political decision taken in 1976 was based less on emotional
grounds and more on factual informatÍon, in this case ecological and risk information.
Having said all this, I now turn to Mr. Schwarz to ask hím whether he wants to
comment on the original question.

(Schwarz) I would like to add that I have the impression that members of parliaments
are confronted more and more with very deep and difficult problems and that they often
do lack the oçertÍse to handle these problems adequately. I think that thís is very
serious and strikes at the roots of our democratic decision system, for ít means that
chosen representatives of the people are not able anymore to weigh and judge upon
these difficult societal problems. Still they have to do it, and it is not surprising that
they will tend to rely more on emotional than on factual considerations. Still, there is
the e<ample of the United States, where Congress insísted on the creation of the Office
of Technology Assessment (OTA). When a difficult problem comes before Congress,
the oçerts of OTA study it and dissect it in a report that can be understood by non-
e4perts. In this way the members of Congress have regained their ability to judge upon
even very difTicult questions that cannot be understood without the help of the e:rpert.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. Schwarz for your important remarks on this subject. Mr.
De Heer has a totally different subj ect in his pile, as I think that one of the groups
voiced some doubús on the statistics on data and components.

(De Heer) The question is: "How meaningful are the final results of risk-analysis ín
view of the following doubts:
a. Should not the data on component reliability represent the efficiency of their main-

tenance instead of the reliability of the components ?

b. The ínput of the effect of the known element Ís based on very incomplete lcrowledge. rr

As to the first part of the question I can be very short; this is treated in my paper.
You may remember that I defined the failure rate as the number of failures observed
in a certain time, divided by the tíme T. In that rate the effect of maintenance is in-
cluded.
About the second part I could say that I would not like to be quoted as having said it.
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Still, there is an element of truth in it as sometimes you are not sure about your input
data. Then you can do a sensitivity analysis. You vary your parameters and see
whether the results show a large spread or not. If they do, probably you will need
better input data. And in some cases it does not matter at all whether your input data
are.relativeþ incorrect, because you are working with very small numbers indeed,
10-4 or 10-b for e>rample. Often it will be sufficient if your order of magnitude is
correct, as it does not matter at all whether you come out at 2.10-5 or at 5.10-5. Of
course this depends on the situation.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. De Heer. I turn again to Mr, Rowe, who has a question on
the same subject, I think.

(Rowe) Yes, I have a question which is very long arrd det¿iled, and not wholly clearly
formulated, I fear. I will be able to ans\ryer some parts of it, the others will have to be
answered by Dr. Otway, I think.
Let me take out the general parts to begin with. Then first ìüe are asked: "How far is
the present way of handling risk estimates and risk analyses?" Then there is a part
sa''rng that methodologies used for solving comple>< societal problems usually are very
comple>< too. And further on there is: "The quantitative methods are often diJficult to
understand and to interpret, even among e>c¡rerts, and the public often questions the
data bases. "
The first part is unanswerable as we can answer that only when we have come to the
end of the road and can look back. Then we can say, perhaps, in lg77 we were that far
and in 1967 we had not started at all.
Î'he second part contains a notoríous misunderstanding. Methodologies cannot solve
problems,l Problems are solved by human beings,l These@ a
framework in which to view the problem. The inforrnation is put into perspective a.nd
made visible. There are no buttons you can push or cranks you can turn, and out come
all the ans\ryers. As I said yesterday, you are working with imprecise data, so you can
not e><pect precise arswers, and the results will only be numerical to a limited e><tent.
And on the third part of the question my answer Ís: Who would deny the right of the
public to question the validity of our methods and data bases ? The public has a perfect
right to question everything \rye are doing. They can be right or they can be wrong. If
they are wrong, it is our task to make visible why, and if they are right, well we can
only rollup our sleeves and sayr Okay, youwere right, I/e$/i[ doit again, nowusing
your method,
Dr. Otway, do you like to comment on what I have just said ?

(Otway) No. I completely agree with you.

(Rowe) Let us go on with the specific parts of the question.

"Otway indicates that statistical analysis, such as the method used by Starr, applied
to risk evaluation, does not lead to valuable results. We would regret a total rejection
of the Starr-method and its replacement by the attitude approach, as Starr more or
less feeds in an objective yard-stick or criterion, which sooner or later could influence
the psychological reaction of individuals and communities.tl
Let me say that this probably the best information we have: what society is actually
doing and what socÍety is. I¡ the absence of better inJormation I personally agree that
we ought to use it to the e>rtent possible until we have a better criterion. That better
criterion might come from attÍtude studies, but whether that will change public opinion
is another question. I do not believe that we can change public opinion, I think that we
can make things visible and let people judge for themselves.
Dr, Otway, would you like to comment ?

(Otway) I would both agree and disagree in a modified way. One of the things I men-
tioned yesterday is ttrat there are essentially no objective probabilities. If we leave out
the e>çeriments with the perfect machine that one reads about in textbooks, \rye can say
that there is an element of subjectivity in every probability estirnate. There is also
subjectivity in so-called objective analyses a"nd there Ís some subjectivity in just re-
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cording the data. we do put in subjectivity when we arurlyse the data, for e><ample, the
point I rilas trying to make yesterday was that in order to get risk-benefit data Írom
national statistics, one has to make assumptions. Equally reasonable people with ttre
same data can mâke assumptions that differ an order of magn:itude or so.
I agree that one of the statÍstical data, for example if you
are proposing a per person per year, you can see that
this is not in lin < t-hat lhe limiiafión of'siatistical analysis
is that it provides interesting background information - I would not advocate to throw
it away altogether - but tbat you cannot e>cpect to get at the ulderlying determinants of
risk acceptability.

(Balemans) I think there was a second partto the question_

(Roy"_) Yes, tlere is. rt says: tlRowe indicates that risk is not the simple product of
probability and consequences and even the consequence is not independent of probability.
This probably stems from the factthat it is a five step approach fiom cause of event to
consequence value. He has not clearly sqrarated the risk estimate part of the o<cercise
from the risk evaluation part, including perception, unlike otway. ttris approach may
render more difficult the comprehension of risk assessment. rr

Looking at my five step approach of e:<timation, I believe that there are consequence
evaluations on a subjective level just in estimating what the risk is, and there are also
subjective evaluations when you come to evaluating what the risk should be. They ap-
pear in both places, and I am very specific when I say that they appear in both placès.
This complicates the comprehension of risk assessment, but I hãÇãi-ever said tbat
risk assessment was simple.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. Rowe. There is a question about not forgetting thilgs and
items in risk analysis which, I think, could be answered by Mr. I{antyka.

(Kantyka) The question runs: "How does one minimÍze the risk that one forgets some
items when carrying out a risk analysÍs ?"
The technique which I mentioned in my paper is an extremely thorough and systematic
process. It takes considerable time to analyse even a small part of a plant and it is
carried out by a group of people taken from different disciplines. Every aspect of the
plant is taken into account and the proces is repeated in a slightly modified form at
different stages of process development, design and operation. so there are several
chances of qlotting a hazard' And every time a modification is introduced, the process
is repeated, so I think that the technique is using such a fine net Urat it is highly u.n-
likely that any fish will escape it.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. Kantyka. Mr. Otway also wants to say something on the
subject.

(Otway) I fear I am becoming repetitious, but I want to add something. An imFortant
part of the process Ís to help identifying and isolating all these consequences and to
minimize the number that get by. It is not necessary to assure that you have them all,
as you are carrying out the e<cercise in order to learn about them.

(Balemans) Thank you. Mr. Vis van Heemst has a question about small changes and
the introduction of new pieces of equipment.

(Vis van Heemst) Yes I have and answering it is rather difficult as I don't see exactly
what was meant. If the question aíms at the introduction of a completely new tJ¡pe of
equipment, about which no data are known, then the situation is rather difficult. I thû¡k
you can use two strategies. First, you can make the most conservative guess you can
and start from that. Second, you can try to break down the thing into parts and make a
risk assessment on each of them.
If the question aims at repairs, then again it is diJficult to give a general answer as the
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most important source of hazards is human failure. This is far more a management
problem, as management will have to decide how many checks are necessary before
the plant may be started up again aftet a reparr.
A third possibility is that the question aims at a permanent change in your plant. Then
I agree with Mr. Kantyla, who has just said that you should repeat the process and
assess the hazards anew.

(Balemans) You were speaking about human failure, and there is a question about that.
May I invite Mr. Kantyka and Mr. De Heer to answer it ?

(Kantyka) We are asked: "It is readily admitted that human beings are more or less
unreliable. Does this imply that the solution for complex and hazardous operatÍons is
full automation ?r'
'WelI, complex and hazardous plants have already a high degree of automation, other-
wise their safety would be very much impaired. I donrt think one could entrust the
operation of hazardous plants to ordinary operators, B¡r increasing automation we re-
duce the number of operators and hence we reduce the chance of human error. Of
course, at the same time we increase the number of maintenance engineers and fÍtters,
and therefore we are transferring the chance of human failure from one group to an-
other. If you disregard costs for a moment, then it is clear that a line must be drawn
somewhere. Where you draw the line depends on the confidence you have in your opera-
tors and the confidence you have in your maintenance engineers and fitters.

(De Heer) Mr. Kantyla has just said everythíng I wanted to say and I agree completely
with him. I would like, however, to emphasize lÌ;at you carurot banish human failure
from your plants. If you automate, you get an inhaerently safer plant, but human error
wiII rear its ugly head again in maintenance. So I would like to repeat what Mr. Vis
van Heemst just said: With respect to safety, risk and hazards, one of the most im-
portant task of mânagement is to decide upon the number of checks that have to be
carried out after you did something with your plant that falls outside normal operation,

(Balemans) Thank you. When we are talking about safety, I think that Mr. Kopecek has
a number of questions about the LNG study.

(Kopecek) One is: rrDid you consider the possibility of the vapour cloud e>rploding?"
Yes, we did. We looked at the elçeriments of the US Coast Guard and at the experi-
ments carried out Ín Britain at the Thornton Research Centre. We have concluded
from the results that it is almost impossible to detonate an unconJined methane vapour
cloud. Recently, we completed a theoretical study to see whether we could shock up a
methane cloud in such a way as to cause detonation. Theoretically it may be possible.
But irr case of an accident we don't believe that you wiII ever reach a condition whereby
an explosion wiII occur.
In the same vein is the question: 'rDid you consider the grounding of the tanker as it
comes i¡to Los Angelos Harbour?r'Yes, we did. Fortunately, the bottom of Los
Angelos harbour is nothing hrt mud and beer cans and we found that at the speeds the
LNG-t¿¡ker will be going, the stresses Ímposed on the hull after grounding will not be
sufficient to cause any spillage of LNG. It is a double hull vessel and we have calculat-
ed that it is about 50% stronger than comparable single huII vessels.
A very important question is: I'Did you consider the probability of sabotage?trYes we
did. Sabotage is a very serious initiating event possibility and it was identified quite
early Ín the study. But since it is an act committed by humans, it is e>rtremely dÍfficult
to quantify. So we designed a very extensive and elaborate protection system for the
termìnal, and I am not at liberty to reveal it. We think that this protection system will
keep out most if not all saboteurs.
The last question I have here is: "How did you convince the public in the Los Angelos
area that the operation as proposed is safe?" Let me tell you that there are 34 permits
that must be secured before the terminal can be build. They range from Federal per-
mits to one from the local Fire Department, We have briefed each and everyone of
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these groups very carefully on what the risk assessment study yielded. We have dis-
cussed the magnitude of the risk, We have talked to other groups aside from these
regulatory bodies to answer their questions if they had any. It has been a democratic
process all the way and although it has been said that the democratic system is the
wordt form of government, I think it is better than the next form.

(Balemans) Mr, Rowe, there still is a question about reduction of events.

(Rowe) I'What does the panel prefer to do ? To reduce the consequences of an event or
to reduce its probability?r'Well, I don't think there is a general answer. Personally I
think that you first have to decide whether risk reduction is warranted. Then you have
to look at the particular situation. In some cases you might be able to reduce the prob-
ability, in others you might be able to reduce the value of the consequence, which as I
said before, is not necessary the size of the consequence.

(Balemans) There is a question about communication between the public industry and
government. Mr. Schwarz, would you try to answer that one?

(Schwarz) It says: rrWhat is the best method of communication between industry, the
public and the government on the subject of risks of industrial activities, and is there
anything known about the results of the various methods of communication?"
I could be very short about this, as I don't believe there is a best method. All methods
that give the results that you wanted to achieve, are best. We can delve somwhat deep-
er and try to identify the chan¡els through which the inJormation flows between industry,
the public and the government. We have more or less formal chanaels, such as political
ones þarties and so on), ne\ryspapers, television, the wireless etcetera, and we have
more informal ones - gossip and rumour, But we don't know what kind of information
flows through each channel nor how the information in these charurels influences the
public.
What is really meant, I think, is: "When should industry use these channels of commu-
nication?" Often communication begins only after something has happened and then it is
far too late. After something has happened, no or¡e can give the right information any-
more, no one can correct false information anymore, because everyone is saying: This
has happened and it clearly is the fault of X or Y.
So if a certain industry is a source of well identified risks, the public should be inJorm-
ed as early as possible, and long before anything has happened. Then the inJormation
flow to the public should not be a haphazard affair, it shoúld be done continuously. I
know that it is easier said than done. We have had some examples in Holland, Ior in-
stance the discussions about the future of the Waddenzee and about industrial islands.
I think this is the best way to do it; one should not wait till something goes wrong or
until decisions carurot be reversed or adapted, Still, there can be difficulties and un-
certainties. Sometimes, it is not wholly clear what information is available or how the
public will select among the facts that are presented to them. It is also very important
to have some idea of the emotional load the inJormation will impose, as it is not only a
cognitive process, emotions are involved too. Another important point that should not
be overlooked, is the credibility of the rnan who is giving information. Does he have
the confidence of a large number of people, and is he independent to a certain e><tent ?

So I think that, if you give inJormation about controversial subjects, the best way to do
it is to be open and honest. You should look for emotional reactions, as these often
point to arxieties, and you should try to remove these anxieties whenever possible. If
you keep all inJormation from the public and something happens, then you wiII get the
conflicts I mentioned in my paper this morning.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. Schwarz. I feel that the art of communicating with the
public should be developed further as fast as possible. When you donrt show what you
are doing now, your decisions will not be accepted in the future.
Mr. Bannister, I think you had another question about confidence?



(Bannister) It is a question about politicians and their confidence level. It is rather
personal and says: "Mr. Ba¡nister has little confidence in experts, but can he say a
few words about the confidence level of politicians ?"
The first thing I ought to do, is to say that I did not say that I hâd little confidence in
erçerts. What I did not like was the idea of experts being left to take the decisions. As
I see it, the role of an expert is: first helping to solve the problem and secondly help-
ing in decision rnaking. IJ it is an important decision, it needs to be looked at in sever-
al ways. From these considerations I drew two points about ex¡rerts, First of all, the
problem of the expert taking over the decision making process, saying: !I am the only
person that can understand the problem, I will tell you the answerr. And linked with
this is the problem of the manager, or managing director, or er<ecutive who lets him,
who gives away his responsibility until he gets a decision.
The only comment I have on politicians, I am afraid, is a rather rude one, that they
commit both of these sins. First of all they use an expert to justify what they are try-
ing to do, and then they quickly reverse roles and take on the role of the ex¡pert and
say: rrWe lcrow bestrr or rrWe know what is best for youtr. And I don't l<row who first
coined the phrase, but the comment that comes to mind - and I tÌ¡ink it is trrre of a lot
of things we have been talking about during these trvo days, but in this context I apply it
to politicians - that politics is certainly too serious a subject to be left to the politicians.

(Balemans) Thank you Mr. Ban¡ister. Mr. Rowe, you have a question about decision
making and uncertainties.

(Rowe) Yes. I am asked: "How do the decision makers work with uncertainties ? \ühat
is done in the USA ?"
In general, I think, there are four possible ways of reacting to uncertainties.
a. To ignore the uncertainties, something which I think is absolutely incorrect.
b. To recognizethat uncertainties ercist and that in some situations no rational decision

can be taken. I am sure that all of us have been faced with questions that at that
particular time we could not answer.

c. To try to reduce uncertainty by gathering more information. Here the ground rule is
that the cost of gathering the inJormation should never exceed the value of the inJor-
mation we are trying to acquire. In theory we should balance these at the margin,
but it is often hard to put value on inforrnation, so in rnany cases it is indeed a dif-
ficult balance to make.

d. Probably the most important thing to recognize is that there are many situations
when there is inJormation, but we still have to rely on value judgements in making
the decision.

In connection with the things that Mr. Baru"rister has said, I would like to identify three
different kinds of value judgments: the scientific value judgment, the social value judg-
ment and what I call the managerial value judgment.
The scientific value judgment is the kind of thing that we ask scientists to do for us,
such as: rwhat is the dose-effect model to be used for radiation, or for investigating the
carcinogenicity of vinyl chloride. Then we have to do all kinds of epidemiological ex-
periments, and at the low levels we are talking about they may cost billions of dollars.
But in tJle end the scientists come and say: I'Well, here are the limits of our uncertain-
ty, and this is what we think is most likely. " This in-formation is a scientific value
judgment, it is not fact. We can easily have one group of scientists saying: It should be
this, according to our hypothesis, and another group saying: According to our hypo-
thesis, it should be that. The reasons for this may vary from differences in hypotheses
to trust or distrust in the material.
When we are talking about acceptability, we are talking about social value judgments.
What is an acceptable balance if we know on the one hand the scientific judgments about
the possible darnage and on the other, the benefits we would like to have. Now at least
in a democratic society, this social judgment has to be made by participation of every
knowledgeable member of society.
Having made the social decision, we then bave to go to what I call the managerial de-
cision. We have to implement, and if it is a regulation, we have to implement it in
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such a way that when someone violates it, we can say: 'rHe has violated itrr and go to
the courts and prove it. Here, the scientist comes back in again. He tells us how we
can measure these things, how we can put numbers on them so we can get our fingers
behind them. Very often what we thought was best socially, now has to be modified so
\rye can implement it in a realistic manner.
That is the way I think we tend to deal with uncertainty in society.

(Batemansl Thank you. Mr. Windebank has the question: Is the cument use of the
word risk misleadÍng or different ? That seems to be another definition problem, I
think.

(Windebank) I am not sure that I understand the meaning of that question, I have got a
feelilg that it is loaded, br¡t I donrt recognize where.
Of course, everybody here has a good enough u;rderstanding of the Englistr language to
lgrow that words assume different shades of meaning according to context. But I would
say that all people here in the room are using 'risk' with the same understanding and
that is the meaning of the ¡rord. The audience may have noticed that in my paper I did
not use the word 'risk' at aII, except in the title. I used the word rhazard' instead, and
this was for a particular reason. Úr the world of insurance, which I am very closely
associated with in day-to-day work, the word 'risk' has a particular meanÍng. Through-
out the English speaking world it is used to represent the item which is being insured.
That apafi,, I have a preference for the word 'hazard'. I think that the word rriskr is
more appropriately used when we are talking of voluntary actions, such as crossing the
road. \ühere we are talking of unvoluntary occasions, such as being stuck by lightning,
I feel the word 'hazard' ís probably a little more appropriate. This, of course, is
somewhat pedantic.

Mr. Chairman, perhaps I may go on directly with my second question, which is: "If
risk analysis is proving effective at reducing risk, will that be reflected in insurance
premiums ?r'
I would like to answer that as an engineer and not as an insurance man, which I am not.
I would like to make two points.
The insurance premium can be likened to the price of a product, in the same way that
the risk or hazard, expressed arithmetically, can be likened to the cost of that product.
I think that there is the same relationship between premium and hazard as there is be-
tween price and cost of any produqt on the rnarket. There are all kinds of other factors
to take Ínto account, other than cost, when the price is being determined.
The other point I would like to make is that, if risk analysis is proving effective and
the excercise itself must be rnaking some contribution, then the more we carry on with
it, the more effective it will be.

(Balemans) Thank you, Mr. Windebank. A quick look at my watch has told me that we
are nearing the end of the panel discussion. We are sorry that we have been unable to
ans\üer all questions that have been put to us, but in view of the sheer quantity of ques-
tions that have been thought out by you all, this was impossible from the start. For our
last question I turn to Mr. Rowe and Dr. Otway again, who have something about the
legitimacy of trying to influence public opinion.

(Rowe) It says: I'Making an approach credible can be extremely costly. We wonder how
important it is to have a multidisciplinary team when doing a risk analysis. Is there an
obligation to influence public perception of the two sides of an issue? We might even
ask whether we have the right to influence public opinion?"
Although I think it is an important question, I'Il try to make my ans\ryer as brief as
possible. Everyone here has been and will be trying to inJluence the opinion of his
public. If you don't agree with something, you will start to argue which is a way of try-
ing to influence opinion, and if you agree you will say nothing or express agreement,
which is another way of influencing opinion.
The difference is, I think, between trying to influence public opinion and trying to
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manipulate public opinion. If you want to influence public opinion, it is very important
to provide the public $¡ith atl information so that they can make their own judgments.
As to rnanipulating public opinion, there is a famous saying of one of our Presidents
that you carurot fool all of the people all of the time.
The complicated problems rrye are talking about here usually have many sides, and you
can ex¡rect that in society you will have many different groups with different points of
view and di-fferent personal investments in the issues. Each of them tries to inJluence
the opinion of the other groups. I think that it is important that everybody has an op-
portunity to have their own input. If these are made clear and put into proper perpec-
tive, one can change public opinion simply by letting them see what there is. This,
however, is my personal opinion, I am sure that other members of the panel will have
their own,

(Otway) The first part of the question asks whether the multidisciplinary approach is
necessary. In our e>rperience it is extremely valuable, it does broaden and enrich the
analysis. We have fowrd that in putting together people with different disciplinary
skills a broader perspective is acquired. In relation to changing public opinion or atti-
tudes, I would like to point out that this is the third largest business in the USA; a few
years ago over thirty billion dollars was spent yearly on advertising, which can only
be called attitude change, Psychologically it is very complex, there are perhaps five
to ten competing effects involved. We don't really know very much about it, it is un-
known, for example, why the same communication changes some peoplets attitude in
one direction and other people's in the other. If anyone is thinking of undertaking an
attitude change program, I tlìink he probably could find better uses for the money.
First it may not work at all, and secondly, if it does work, it m¡y not work in the di-
rection you would like it to work.
One factor, known to be important, is the credibility of the commruricator, mentioned
by Mr. Schwarz a few minutes ago. At any moment you car start building up your
credibility, but it should be realised that it is a long term process. ¡1 imFlies of cour-
se that all information given to the public must be factual and that the communicator
should present both sides of the issue.

(Balemans) Ladies and gentlemen, we have now come to the end of the panel discus-
sion.
I feel that in these two days we have seen that risk-analysis should be developed as
parts of a watch-dog science, that evaluates, changes, improves and limits the con-
sequences of technological developments and ensures that the community will not be
dominated by certain techniques, but that technology should be for the benefit of the
community. I readily admit that this directly leads to the famous problem of how to
guard the guardians. I thank the members of the panel and the leaders of the discus-
sion groups for their contribution, and I thank you all for posing so mâny interesting
and clever questions.
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